
xit the sellers' market, enter a new challenge to sell; 
Waking do minus a censor; Emerson Foote in closeup 

utos and TV: Gearing up change 
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SY BOL OF SERVICE 

Symbol of service...of co- 
operation, integrity, and a 
history of successful sell- 

ing for 
an ever 
mount- 
ing ros- 
ter of 
adver- 
tisers. 

WROC -TV, WROC -FM, Rochester, N. Y. KERO -TV, Bakersfield, Calif. 

WGR-TV, WGR-AM, WGR-FM, Buffalo, N. Y. KFMB-TV, KFMB-AM, 

KFMB -FM,San Diego, Calif. WNEP -TV, Scranton -Wilkes- Barre, Penn. 

WDAF -TV, WDAF -AM, Kansas City, Mo. 

Represented by 

The Original 

Station Representative 

TRANSCONTINENT TELEVISION CORP. 380 MADISON AVE., N.Y. 17 
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SEEING 
IS 
BELIEVING* 

If one picture equals 1,000 words, advertisers get more than their money's worth 
with Spot Television. In a one -minute commercial no less than 1,440 pictures, plus 
sound and motion, sell your product as no other medium can, and these stations 
are the leaders in this effective form of selling. Remember: seeing is believing - and 
they buy what they believe in! 

KOB -TV Albuquerque KARK -N .... Little Rock KPTV Portland, Ore. 
WSB -TV Atlanta KCOP Los Angeles WJAR -TV Providence 
KERO -N ... . Bakersfield WPST -N .. .. . Miami WTVD Raleigh- Durham 
WBAL -TV Baltimore WISN -TV .. ... Milwaukee WROC -TV Rochester 
WGR -N Buffalo KSTP -TV Minneapolis -St. Paul KCRA -TV Sacramento 
WGN-TV .. .. Chicago WSM-TV Nashville WOAI -N San Antonio 
WFAA-N .. .... . Dallas WNEW-TV . ...... New York KFMB -TV San Diego 
WNEM -N Flint -Bay City WTAR -TV Norfolk WNEP-TV . Scranton -Wilkes Barre 
KPRC -N Houston KWN ... ... .. Oklahoma City KREM -N Spokane 
WDAF -TV Kansas City KMN Omaha KVOO -TV Tulsa 

"Ham the chimp knows that "seeing 
is believing" as he peers from his 
space couch after an historic 420 - 
mile space trip in a Project Mercury 
space cabin, fired by a Redstone 
missile from Cape Canaveral, Fla. 

Television Division 

Edward Petry & Co., Inc. 
The Original Station 

Representative 

NEW YORK CHICAGO ATLANTA BOSTON DALLAS DETROIT LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO ST. LOUIS 
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loutof30 
Including top -rated shows of all kinds: eight comedies, 

three westerns, three variety programs, two suspense shows, one dr 

ll out of 20 
Including five top -rated comedy programs (Nos. 5,10,11,14,18) -more than 

the other two networks combined. 

(i Old of 10 
Including television's top -rated show f or more than lour years (No.1); 

television's most popular new show (No.5); 
the show with the longest record of popularity in television (No. 9). 

I. GUNSHOT CANDID CAMERA G. HAVE GUN 9. ED SULLIVAN 10 DENNIS THE MENACE II. ANDY GRIFFITH 14. JACK KENNY 17. G. E.THEATER 18. DANNY THOMAS =P PERRY E 
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23 out of4O 
BS Television Network presents more than hall o/ Nielsen's 

top -rated shows -including six of the eight hits 
the new season (pictures numbered 5, 11,25,29, 39,40). 

5 ; MY LINE' 22. RED SKELTON 24. ERSH IN YEARS 25. PETE I GLADYS 29. ROUTE 66 30. DOME GILLIS 34.TOTELI THE TRUTH 35. GARRY MOORE 37. LASS %N EU 39. CHECKMATE 40. TOM (WELL 

This remarkable record, based on the latest 
nationwide Nielsen report,' is actually an old story: 

Throughout the past 134 Nielsen reports 
issued since July 1955 the CBS Television Network 

has averaged 22 o/ the 40 top -rated 
programs.t In 100 of these reports it has presented 

more of the Top Ten than the other two 

networks combined. In sum, if you are an advertiser, 
producer, performer or viewer, the place to be is 

The CBS Television Network. 

2nd January report. tEvening programs; average audience rati:.g basis. 
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March 1961 Established 1944, Volume XVIII, Number 3 

TE LEVI SI01 
THE CREATIVE SELL: TV'S WHITE HOPE The business of .selling television /ills come upon new times, and the 
,t,rlo1, i, lteu,, if. The sellers' market is over, and in its place TV must fashion a new, more crea- 
live Tray of persuading tt.s prospects to come aboard. A major article defines the problem and shows what some 
are doing about it 35 

A PRO GIVES THE CON OF CENSORSHIP Must the fear of disturbing some in TV's audience hold the medium 
1,r1, l; ttr,,,, l,ree lit, dnt,,,g and fn- o;ocrllr e Theatre? A constant controversy is renewed again by veteran producer 
II ,nlhnlgton Minor, who presents an articulate case for freedom from censorship, and backs it up with case 
hi.tories from l'I.Ev of the Week 42 

AUTOS AND TV: IN THE THROES OF CHANGE A basic industry, subjected to great pressures front within and 
7elllrnul, is wide, liL /ii /Otind e /ta l l's. :1.5 goes Detroit's future, so go the fortunes of a major segment of TV 
billing -now uiv', S70 million a year. And as automobiles turn down new roads, so must television adapt to new 
eats of advertising 48 

CAREER DIPLOMAT IN ADVERTISING . l dverlising and Emerson Foote got together thirty years ago, and they've 
Leer rl h,lpft's rrolnri/,o,l ei'e, sise. , \rile the president of giant McCan- Erickson Inc., in charge of over $190 
million irl annual billings, he .sprats the time of advertising's, and TV's, most dramatic evolution. A TELEVISION 
C/O Sr iffy 52 

DEPARTMENTS 

Fuca;., os Bi SINE, 

FOCI'S I'S uN l'EOP'LI. . . 

Fucl , oN N isst 

7 I.1 1 1 RS 21 Focus ON COMMERCIALS . . 

11 I'I.AVISACK 23 TELESTATUS 

17 EDITORIAL 

TI:LF :%Isu s MAI:AZ.1 \I( 1.01RI'1ü 1'1'11\ 
Subsidiary of Broadcasting Publications Inc. 

Sol Taishoff 
Kenneth Cowan 

H. H. Tash 

B. T. Taishoff 

President 

Vice President 

Secretary 

Treasurer 

Advisory Board -Broadcasting Publications Inc. 
V,,, President General Manager Maury Long 

Comptroller Irving C. Miller John P. Cosgrove Director of Publicotions 
Assistant Publisher Lawrence B. Taishoff 

Edwin H. James Vice President- Executive Editor 

TELEVISION 
Sol Taishotf 

Managing Editor Donald V. West 
Associate Editor Albert R. Kroeger 
Associate Editor Richard K. Doan 

Production Editor Barbara Landsberg 
Assistant Debbie Haber 

Member of Business Publications 

MAGAZINE 
Editor and Publisher 

Kenneth Cowan Vice President.Business Manager 
Frank Chizzinl Advertising Director 
Jack L. Blas Office Manager 
Fredi Selden Secretory to the Vice President 
Harriette Weinberg Subscriptions 

iE1'.k Audit of Circulation Inc. 

Cover: The nation's jammed 
highways give daily testimony 
to Detroit's importance in the 
American economy. It's a con- 
stantly changing panorama, 
and the changes have never 
come faster than they do now. 
The careful reader may note 
that the cars on the cover have 
no drivers; be not alarmed, 
for these are only models. 

31 

75 

82 

Published monthly by the Television Magazine Corp. Executive editorial, circula 
pion and advertising offices: 422 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Telephone 
Plaza 3.9911. Single copy. 50 cents. Yearly subscriptions in the United States, 
its possessions and notions of the Pan American Union, $5.00; in Canada, $5.50: 
elsewhere, $6.00. Printing Office: 50 Emmett St., Bristol, Connecticut. Second-class 
postage paid at Bristol, Conn. Editorial content may not be reproduced in any 
form without written permission. Copyright 1961 by Television Magazine Corp. 
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MONTGOMERY 

THE GREAT CENTENNIAL 

Footnotes to the Civil War in the Channel 
8 Area Every Monday Morning. Each 
program in this fascinating historical series 
features a separate community, as many 
cities and towns in the Channel 8 area were 

affected by the Civil War. Well -known 
examples: Battle of Gettysburg, burning of 

Chambersburg, Confederate occupation of 

York. This series is just one phase of 

this station's many activities dedicated to 
inspire and enlighten the viewers it serves. 

WGALTV 
aaiote 

Lancaster, Pa. NBC and CBS 

STEINMAN STATION 
Clair McCollough, Pres. 

Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc. 

New York Chicago Los Angeles San Francisco 
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BOB MURPHY 
6 8 host of the 

WJBK -TV 
"Morning Show" 

9 -11 a. m., Mon. thru Fri. 

HEAD AND SHOU , 

E RS 

ABOVE ALL COMPS BITION 

Detroit's Top Salesman In 
136,800 TV Homes Daily' 
It isn't in height alone that Bob Murphy 
tops 'em all in 4- station Detroit! It's 
persuasive powèr plus active partici- 
pation that make Murphy's emceeing 
so sales provoking. Here's the formula 
that keeps 'em tuning to "Morning 
Show." A good movie. Surprise visits 
from guest notables. Daily "calls" by 
three doctors ... Dr. John T. Dempsey, 
WJBK -TV news director, background - 
ing the news, Detroit Health Com- 
missioner Dr. Joseph T. Molner on 
health topics, and Dr. Elton McNeil, 
child psychologist, on child rearing. 
Total: 120 minutes of sell. Ask your 
Katz man how you can get in on it! 

Nielsen, (Aug.60- len.61 Avg.) 

CHANNEL 2 CBS DETROIT 
a Storer Station 

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: THE KATZ AGENCY 
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FOCUS OM BUSINLòò 

The grocer's getting less of the consumer's new dollar budget 

This is llic Case of The Missing 
Nickel. 

The pennies in point rept..sent how 
much less of his dollar the average Amer- 
ican parts with for food and drink today 
than he did 12 years ago. To replenish 
his larder in 1948, he gave the grocer 30 
cents. Today it's a quarter (see the chart 
below). 

What makes the quest for that quarter 
significant to television is the way food 
and drink sellers dominate the medium 
-by rough estimate, 45 cents of each 
spot dollar comes from that source, as 
do 31 cents of each network dollar. 

During the first half of last year, na- 
tional food and grocery companies were 
spending an average of $1 million a day 
in television advertising, with those big 
spot TV products- coffee, tea and food 
drinks -leading the parade. 

On the surface, food's shrinking share 
of the consumer dollar may not seem 
much. After all, consumers spent $80 
billion on food and drink in 1960, 45% 
more than in 1948; and advertising ex- 
penditures for this product category have 

more than doubled in the past tieLadc. 
Of further aid and comfort to food 

advertisers, of course, is the resilience of 
their industry even during recession pe- 
riods. For example, despite the fact that 
the composite trend of industrial pro- 
duction dropped as much as 10% dur- 
ing the recessions in 1949, 1954 and 
1958, sales of grocery stores showed an 
increase of 2%. 

Even so, the missing nickel in the con- 
sumer's food budget indicates the savage 
competition for sales that has become the 
food industry's challenge and television's 
opportunity in the Sixties. 

At the crux of this challenge and op- 
portunity is the postwar shift in con- 
sumer buying, recently outlined by Louis 
J. Paradiso, Chief Statistician, Office of 
Business Economics, U.S. Department of 
Commercy. 

As Paradiso and his colleagues imply, 
the amount the consumer spends on food 
has failed to keep pace with the growth 
in total consumer expenditures and pop- 
ulation. Even though the outlays for 
food and beverages were 15% higher in 

I! t)O than in 1948, "this rise compares 
with the increase in total personal con- 
sumption expenditures of 85% over the 
same period. The lower proportion for 
food is accounted for by the smaller 
price advance in foods than in other 
consumption items." 

In their January report in the Survey 
of Current Business, Paradiso & Co. state 
that "on a per capita basis, purchases of 
food and beverages by consumers were 
somewhat higher in 1960 than in 1948, 
implying that the rate of increase in total 
food purchases was a little more than 
population growth." 

In short, food advertisers and the tele- 
vision business are up against some basic 
shifts in buying habits. "The pattern of 
expenditures in 1960," according to the 
Survey of Current Business, "represents 
a shift from that of 1948, when the econ- 
omy had once again reached high rates 
of civilian employment and output fol- 
lowing the conversion from wartime op- 
erations. In that year -when the expen- 
diture pattern had not as yet returned 
to 'normal' -consumers channeled 55% 

NOW THE CONSUMER SPENDS HIS DOLLAR HOW ADVERTISERS DIVIDE THE NETWORK TV DOLLAR' NOW ADVERTISERS DIVIDE THE SPOT TV DOLLAR' 

FM. beverege and tobacco 21e Food. beverage and tobacco 31e FORA. beverage and tobacco 5 5e 

opte 31t 

All other 11e All ether 53.1e Ail other 42 9e 

u. bey. flment er e..m,,... Oeb.e of e.f,n., (combo,. '[,tlefnee enerve iteres if 'poi leleti,ito eeneti.en by e.eeeel ela..leeat1.,. 
how, sun,, neo, Tee /INA.IAN /N. C. tNabIt ll 

'I.11faalee met/Item et nIM teNei.IM aeewlinn e, ,refe.t ,fn.ienlien, 
lan:0<I., nM, MANI-IAN 
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BUSINESS continued 

of tltcir total expenditures into nondur- 
able goods. a larger proportion than in 
1960; the services absorbed a much 
smaller proportion than in 1960 -32%: 
and about the same proportion, 13 %, 
teas spent on durable goods." 

What has happened is that the con- 
sumer, after his postwar buying binge, 
is now apportioning more of his dollar 
for household operation, medical care 
and what he puts into his car and its 
maintenance. 

Housing alone has moved from 10 to 
13 cents of the consumer dollar. House- 
hold operation expenditures, which are 
closely related to those for housing, also 
have moved upward in relation to the 
total since 1948, and by about the same 
percentage as housing. Within the 
household operation total, the current 
proportions are higher than in 1948 for 
electricity, gas, water and telephone 
services. 

Medical care such as hospitalization 
fees and health insurance payments have 
moved up from four cents of the con- 
sumer dollar in 1948 to five cents in 
1960. 

It also cost more to have and main- 
tain a car in the past 12 years. The con- 
sumer put out 51/2 cents toward a new 
car purchase from a dollar in 1960 vs. 
four cents in 1948; he even reached as 
high as seven cents in 1955, autos' most 
lush year. Gasoline and oil also got an 
additional cent from him in 1960: 3/2 
vs. 2y, in 1948. 

Purple Hearts in the Sixties 
What it all boils down to is that the 

food and beverage advertiser is not only 
bucking his fellow competitors, but also 
a basic trend. Undoubtedly, as someone 
recently said, the battle for shelf space, 
made a cliché in the Fifties, will pro- 
duce even more Purple Hearts in the 
Sixties. There are many other reasons 
than those outlined by the Department 
of Commerce. 

For one thing, there is the revolution 
in the demographic composition of the 
population that buys and eats the prod- 
ucts extolled by television. One expert, 
Wayne C. Alarks, the president of Gen- 
eral Foods, the nation's largest food 
packager and spender of $110,000,000 in 
advertising, emphasizes what's about to 
happen. 

As he explained at GF's annual stock- 
holders' meeting last year: "In the next 
five years, the group from 15 through 
19 years of age will jump almost 30%, 
against 9% for the total population. 

"By 1965, close to half of the people in 
the country will be under 25. These 
younger people will have different nu- 
tritional requirements and taste prefer- 

8 

ences, thus providing opportunities for 
companies alert enough to anticipate 
them." 

As if the changing composition of the 
food market were not enough, there is 
always the growing pressure of the ava- 
lanche of new products. 

In 1950, a grocer handled 3,750 items; 
in 1955, 4,000; and in 1960, 5,227. 

Progressive Grocer reported in mid - 
1960 that a typical grocer who carried 
65 soaps and detergents in 1950 had 116 
in 1960; where he had 84 flours and 
mixes in 1950, he had 169 in 1960. 
Business Week has estimated that new 
product development is moving three to 
ten times its 1948 rate. 

Concentration through supermarkets 
The rash of new products makes for 

more competition with the growing con- 
centration in the food business. J. Wal- 
ter . Thompson's Arno Johnson figured 
that in 1957, 29,000 supermarkets with 
total sales of $31.1 billion had a greater 
sales volume than the total volume of 
394,000 in existence in 1951 -just six 
years earlier. 

Supermarkets -about 10% of the stores 
-account for 67% of the business. And 
the big chains, in a wave of mergers, are 
getting more of a share of the market. 
Some 13 of the biggest chains account 
for nearly one -third of the total sales 
volume. 

What it takes to sell the food and bev- 
erage market today -with the younger 
population and changes in distribution 
-is clear from the recent action of one 
major advertiser. 

With the largest advertising campaign 
in its history, Pepsi -Cola this month set 
out to make sure it gets as many pen- 
nies as possible from the consumer dol- 
lar. And from the medium's standpoint 
the key facet of the new campaign, a to- 
tal of $34,000,000 on the national and 
local level, is the return of Pepsi to net- 
work television after an absence of four 
years. 

The company itself will spend, 
through BBDO, about $12,000,000 on 
the national level, with well over 50% 
going into television and radio. Pepsi's 
500 bottlers are expected to respond 
with about $22,000,000 worth of adver- 
tising locally. 

The goal in network television is to 
hit the widest possible audience. The 
opening blast (beginning March 5) con- 
centrated on major evening prime -time 
programming with participation buys 
on all three networks: NBC -TV's Lara- 
mie, Outlaws and Americans; ABC -TV's 
Asphalt Jungle, Islanders and Cheyenne; - 

CBS -TV's Aquanauts. 
Next month Pepsi will pick up the 

tab for an hour -long variety special, 
"Young At Heart," on NBC -TV. The 
follow -up comes in October with spon- 
sorship of a regular, weekly half -hour 
series, The Jane Powell Show. 

As some of the program titles indicate, 
the big word among Pepsi advertising 
executives is youth. And to make their 
point as provocatively as possible, they've 
hired the highly creative, and equally 
expensive, services of photographer Ir- 
ving Penn, supervising Pepsi's new set 
of filmed TV commercials. 

Under Penn's direction, the commer- 
cials will highlight youth in action - 
bowling, dancing, swimming, and, of 
course, drinking you- know -what. Camera 
angles and light- shadow effects a la 
Life's technique are expected to convey 
the appropriate realism. 

Pepsi's television buy, and its early 
commitment to a fall program series, re- 
flects, in part, what seems to be a new 
trend in sponsor buying habits. 

The network perennials -General 
Foods, Procter & Gamble, Lever, Chev- 
rolet and American Tobacco -already 
have set a new pattern. Without wait- 
ing for the traditional March selling 
season, they've already committed them- 
selves heavily to fall purchases. Partici- 
pations, according to most industry ob- 
servers, are doing in the traditional sales 
periods. By the end of February, the 
rumor mongers of Madison Avenue es- 
timated $30,000,000 in fall commit- 
ments to CBS -TV by General Foods, 
$22,000,000 to ABC -TV by P &G. And 
while Chevrolet and Dinah Shore will 
part next season, the auto advertiser will 
be back with Bonanza on NBC -TV (see 
story on page 18). 

Bullish forecast for film 

Another important trend is the rec- 
ord year predicted for film production 
for network television and syndication. 
Sam Cook Digges, administrative vice 
president, CBS Films, Inc., in a recent 
bullish forecast estimated film produc- 
tion would hit $170 million this year, 
compared with $155 million in 1960. In 
1950, according to Digges, 80% of TV 
programming was live and only 20% was 
film. By 1960, the reverse was true: 76% 
on film, the rest live. 

Today's situation is such, says Digges, 
that producers must invest some $1,300,- 
000 in negatives to deliver 39 programs 
with good production quality. In addi- 
tion, prints will run about $50,000 for 
the series; advertising and promotion, 
$50,000, and residual costs paid to talent 
will near $200,000. Further, a distribu- 
tor, calculates Digges, needs .to hit sales 
over $2,000,000 to show a profit after ad- 
ministrative and sales costs. END 
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1957 

AFTER 4 YEARS, 

RAnNGS ARE 

STILL juMPING 

° tabulation or individual market 
ratings available on request. 

©United Artists Associated. Inc. 

UAA's Popeye and Warner Bros. cartoons, after four years on the air, are rating 
higher this year than last. Popeye scored a Nov. 1960 ARB average of 15.4 in 

122 markets. Warner Bros. cartoons scored a solid 13.2 in 104 markets. This out 

standing result' includes all markets for which ratings are available, regardless 

of station, time period or competition. No wonder that stations, almost without 
exception, have been renewing these profitable cartoon programs. Be sure you 

stay on this winning team. Call or wire. 

L.I.cI.Cl. UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, INC. 

NEW YORK 247 Park Avenue, MU 7 -7800 DALLAS 1511 Bryan St., RI 7.8553 

CHICAGO 75 E. Wacker Dr.. DE 2 -2030 LOS ANGELES 1041 N. Formosa Ave., HO 7.5111 
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people 
People watch. People listen. People know. 
And, people respond to stations which in- 
vite rather than intrude, which enlighten 
as well as entertain, which serve needs 
rather than fancies. Through the years, an 
adamant insistence on responsible pro- 
gramming and a willingness to shoulder 
the duties ofa broadcaster, have helped bring 
each of our radio and television stations 
the most responsive audience in its area. 

THE WASHINGTON POST 
BROADCAST DIVISION 

WTOP -TV CHANNEL 9 WASHINGTON, D. C. S 
WJXT CHANNEL 4 JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDAS 

WTOP RADIO, WASHINGTON, D. C. 
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FOCUS OF PEOPLE 

Nominated this month by President Kennedy to chair the 
Federal Trade Commission: Paul Rand Dixon, chief coun- 
sel and staff director of the Senate Antitrust and Monopoly 
Subcommittee. Dixon, 47, a Tennessee Democrat, will suc- 
ceed Earl W. Kintner as chairman of the federal agency 
which patrols the nation's advertising and business prac- 
tices. 

Dixon, once an assistant football coach at the University 
of Florida, accepted appointment as a trial attorney on the 
staff of the FTC in 1938 and, with the exception of the war 
years when he served active duty with the Navy, continued 
with the FTC until February 1957. From that time to the 
present, Dixon served on the Senate Antitrust and Monop- 
oly Subcommittee, assisting in the development of public 
and Congressional attention on vital problems in the field 
of restraints of trade. 

Outgoing Earl W. Kintner has been the FTC's chairman 
since 1959. He joined the Commission in 1948 as a trial at- 
torney, five years later was named general counsel. Kintner, 
who has twice served as president of the Federal Bar Asso- 
ciation, will enter private law practice in Washington with 
Berge, Fox Pc Arent. The name will be changed to Fox, 
Arent, Kintner, Kahn & Plotkin. 

Four significant actions took place at a meeting of the 
board of directors at National Telefilm Associates: 1) The 
board agreed to negotiate for the sales of the company's 
broadcasting properties- wNTA -Tv and WNTA (radio).'(Both 
properties are wholly -owned subsidiaries, and together ac- 
count for less than 20% of NTA's gross income.) 2) Ely A. 
Landau, chairman of the board, submitted his resignation 
as a director, and as chief executive officer of the company 
and its subsidiaries. He indicated to the board that he in- 
tended to bid for the purchase of the broadcasting proper- 
ties. 3) The board elected Oliver A. Unger chief executive 
officer and chairman and 4) Martin Leeds, previously execu- 
tive vice president of Desilu Productions Inc., was elected 
a director. 

Ely Landau, currently in the process of setting up a com- 
pany to acquire TV stations, will be bidding for the stations 
against a group headed by Howard C. Sheperd which hopes 
to purchase WNTA -TV and use it for non- commercial and 
educational telecasts. Landau formed Ely Landau Inc. in 
1951 as an independent TV film producer. It was this com- 
pany that developed into National Telefilm Associates. His 
first attempt to organize a film network came in 1952 when 
he worked to organize the First Federal Film Network. In 
order to acquire nationwide distribution for his product and 
raise production capital, he sold franchises for distribution 
rights in various areas throughout the country. In 1954, 
when Oliver Unger, now president of NTA, and Harold 
Goldman, president of NTA International and executive 
vice president of NTA, joined forces with Landau, he re- 
tired all franchises. He then acquired a number of feature 
film properties from J. Arthur Rank, David O. Selznick and 
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IN: DIXON 

OUT: KINTNER 

IN: UNGER OUT: LANDAU 

NEW JOB: MICKELSON 

gi 

OUT: KINGSLEY 

NEW LINEUP AT IL TO RI PAPERI, KOENIG, LOIS 

11 
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O EARLIEST flying effort is credited by mythology to 
Daedalus, who fashioned feather -and -wax wings for him- 
self and his son, Icarus. Legend says this flight 'got off 
the ground' but Icarus flew too near the sun. Wax melted. 
Wings disintegrated. Icarus plunged to death in the sea, 

thenceforth named 'Icarian Sea.' 

AMPHIBIAN design by unknown 
Chinese 'genius', about 50 B.C. 

0 12TH CENTURY concept hints of the 
Helicopter, to come 800 years laters. 

O 15TH CENTURY inventor designed 
this airship with enclosed fuselage. Luck- 
ily he never tried to fly it. 

I7TH CENTURY peasants attack 'monster' from the skies -actually 
one of the earliest balloons. The artist who captured this scene neg- 
lected to leave his card. Pictures on this page were among the many 
used by WXYZ -TV in "Flight" a telecast in 'The Exciting Years' 
series, depicting man's long struggle to gain mastery of the air. 

One of the superior productions through which 

creative talent and community leadership are 

continually building new vision into Television 

on stations represented by 

BLAIR -TV 

"Our objective for programing: 
To provide our entire area with a 

well- rounded schedule, including 
plenty of mental nutrition, sea- 
soned with genuine interest. In 
'The Exciting Years' a solid core 
of science has been dramatized 
and successfully paced. In such 
productions, we have made static 
subjects leap from the tv screen 
with real excitement. Advertisers 
tell us that such programing cre- 
ates a very friendly acceptance for 
their messages" 

JOHN F. PIVAL 
President, WXYZ -TV 
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Value That Endures 
Choosing subjects for informational 

telecasts is comparatively simple. The real 
problem is: "How can we make these sub- 
jects come alive ?" 

In the Detroit area, that problem has 
been effectively solved by Station WXYZ- 
TV in its popular public- service series, 
"The Exciting Years." 

Produced by the staff of the WXYZ -TV, 
and scheduled every third week in prime 
time, "The Exciting Years" combines 
drama and historical fact in tracing the de- 
velopment of modern scientific 'miracles.' 

"By Transcription" for example, told 
the fascinating story of recorded sound, 
from early music -boxes up to today's 
stereophonic achievements. 

The telecast "Flight" visualized the many 
steps leading to man's congt -st of the air. 
Rare exhibits presented in "Flight" in- 
cluded the first glider, and Admiral Byrd's 
planes, through the fine cooperation of the 
Henry Ford Museum & Greenfield Village. 

Besides its popularity with Detroit view- 
ers, "The Exciting Years" has been en- 
dorsed by the Detroit School System, and 
acclaimed by press and community groups. 
Along with their value to Television itself, 
the respect and community- influence 
which thus accrue to the station are also 
of direct importance to its advertisers. 

The unceasing efforts of great stations 
like WXYZ -TV to make television of en- 
during value to every age -group, are a 
constant source of pride and satisfaction 
to Blair -TV. We are happy to serve more 
than a score of such stations in national 
sales. 

BLAIR -TV 

Televisions's first exclusive 
national representative, serving: 

WA BC -TV -New York 
W -TEN - Albany-Schenectady-Troy 
W FBG -T V- Altoona- Johnstown 
WN BF -TV- Binghamton 
WHOM-TV-Boston 
WBKB- Chicago 
WCPO -TV- Cincinnati 
WEWS-Cleveland 
WBNS -TV- Columbus 
KTVT - Dallas -Ft. Worth 
W XYZ- TV- Detrod 
KFRE -TV- Fresno 
WNHC -TV- Hartford -New Haven 
WJIM -TV- Lansing 
KTTV -Los Angeles 
WMCT- Memphis 
WDSU -TV -New Orleans 
WOW -TV -Omaha 
W FI L -TV- Philadelphia 
W I IC- Pittsburgh 
KGW -TV- Portland 
W PR O -T V- Providence 
KGO -TV -San Francisco 
KING-TV-Seattle-Tacoma 
KTVI -St. Louis 
WFLA -TV- Tampa -St. Petersburg 

PEOPLEcontinued 

20th Century -Fox productions. In 1956, 

Landau formed the NTA Film Net- 
work, which at one time sold to more 
than 130 stations. 

Walter Kingsley, president of Inde- 
pendent Television Corporation, an- 
nounced his resignation from the film 
company because of existing differences 
on policy planning. Kingsley joined ITC 
(film production -distribution- financing 
established for world -wide operation by 
the Jack Wrather Organization and As- 
sociated Television Ltd.) as its president 
in 1958. Kingsley started his TV film 
career in 1949 at Ziv Television. In 1957, 

he became Ziv -TV's general sales man 
ager for all syndication. 

In a postscript to last month's shakeup 
at CBS News, the Broadcasting Division 
of Time Inc. announced the appoint- 
ment of Sig Mickelson, former president 
of CBS News, to its staff. Mickelson, with 
CBS for 18 years and since 1954 head of 
the combined radio and television CBS 
News division, will assume broad respon- 
sibilities for Time Inc. plans in interna- 
tional broadcasting and broadcast news. 

Mickelson joined the Columbia Broad- 
casting System as news editor of CBS 
station wcco Minneapolis in 1943, was 
successively director of news and special 
events and director of public affairs. He 
moved to New York in 1949 as CBS 
director of public affairs, in 1951 was 
named director of news and public affairs 
for CBS -TV. In 1954, he was promoted 
to vice president of CBS and general 
manager of CBS News. He became presi- 
dent of the News division in 1959. 

Papert, Koenig, Lois Inc., New York 
(handling Pharmacraft's Goldene, Ron- 

son shavers, Wolfschmidt Vodka) an- 
nounced a series of executive changes. 
Frederic Papert, president, became 
board chairman; Julian Koenig suc- 
ceeded him as president; George Lois 
was named first vice president, and 
Norman Grulich was appointed execu- 
tive vice president. 

Others on the move: 
Jack W. Minor, previously director al 

marketing, sales and advertising for Ply- 
mouth, Valiant and DeSoto, joined Don 
Fedderson Productions, Hollywood, as 

vice president in charge of sales and de- 
velopment. 

John S. Hayes, president of the Wash- 
ington Post Broadcast Division was pro- 
moted to executive v.p. of the Washing- 
ton Post Company, parent organization. 

At the network level, Lawrence White, 
director of New York daytime programs 
for CBS -TV, was appointed vice presi- 
dent, daytime programs of the network. 
At NBC -TV, Lester Gottlieb, replacing 
Richard Linkroum, was appointed di- 
rector, special programs. END 

SACRAMENTO 

COUNTY 
The booming hub 
of California's 
3rd largest 
TV market! 

SACRAMENTO O 
COUNTY 
1950.1960 
POPULATION UP 

CALIFORNIA 
1950-1960 
POPULATION UP 49Z 
Source: U.S. Federal Census Bureau 

Contact your Petry man 

about the 26 County 
explosive Sacramento TV 

Market... and about the 

5 year dominance 
of KCRA.TV 

KC RA TV 
SACRAMENTO 
CHANNEL 3 
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When / was sick and lay a -bed, 
1 had two pillows at my head, 
And all my toys beside the lay 
To keep me happy all the day. 

And sometimes for an hour or so 
1 watched my leaden soldiers go, 
With different uniforms and drills 
Among the bedclothes. through the hills; 

And sometimes sent my ships in fleets 
Al! up and down amid the sheets; 
Or brought my trees and houses out, 
And planted cities all about. 

I was the giant great and still 
That sits upon the pillow -hill. 
And sees before him, dale and plain. 
The pleasant land of counterpane. 

- Robert Louis Stevenson 

Maybe its leaden soldiers ... or ships in fleets ... or little 
toy cities ... sent by the WLW Stations to children in hos- 
pitals that help keep them "happy all the day." 

We hope so. Over the past nineteen years. the Crosley 
Broadcasting Corporation Ruth Lyons Annual Fund has 

collected almost two million dollars for children in thirty - 
four hospitals, with last year's record contribution of over 
$3 1 5,000.00. 

This is more than the policy ... this is the spirit of the 
WLW Stations - to serve their communities in every way. 
especially to remember those who are forgotten ... like 
the little "giant great and still that sits upon the pillow- hill." 

Naturally, we arc proud of our reputation in the com- 
munications industry. But we arc most proud when our 
ratings and statistics, when our business and technology 
arc pleasantly lost for priceless moments in such lands of 
counterpane. 

Yes, this is our pride - but also our privilege. 

WLW -C 
Television 

Columbus 

WLW -A 
Television 

Alloma 

WLW T 
levre on 

Cincinnati 

the 
dynamic 
Crosh1 
7snions 

Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, 
a division of Arco 

WLW -D 
Television 

Dayton 

WLW -1 
Television 

Indianapolis 
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CHAIN BREAK 

You too can make a necklace. Join the nine pieces of chain illustrated 
into an endless group of fifty links. But there's a catch (jewelry 
comes high). You must pay yourself a dime for each link you open 
and twenty cents for each link you solder closed. What's the smallest 
sum you'll have to pay yourself for sterling services rendered? 

Send us the correct answer and win a copy of Dudeney's "Amuse- 
ments in Mathematics" -Dover Publications, Inc., N. Y. If you 
already have it, say so in your entry and we'll provide an equally 
fascinating reward. 

(Commercial: Link WMAL -TV with WSVA -TV and get the puissant Wash- 
ington, D. C.-Harrisonburg, Va. markets at attractive combination rate.) 

wm 1-tv 
Washington, D. C. 

An Evening Star Station, represented by H -R Television, Inc. 

Affiliated with WMAL and WMAL -FM, Washington, D. C.; WSVA -TV and WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va. 
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Focus IF NEWS 

They're jockeying for position on all fronts in television 

It was the earliest selling season in net- 
work television history. The top brass of 
all three networks' sales and program de- 
partments were fully engaged in the diffi- 
cult business of shaping and selling a 

fall program schedule that would not be 
on the air for more than half a year. 

The selling season had moved into full 
swing at least two months earlier than 
it had in 1960. The reason was obvious: 
the third network, ABC -TV, had be- 
come a strong competitor for every loose 
piece of network business. In some pro- 
gram periods it was drawing bigger audi- 
ences than both CBS -TV and NBC -TV, 
in some others outdrawing one or the 
other. No one network was any longer 
supreme. It was a three -contestant race, 
and all three had plenty of legs and 
wind. 

The program trends that were taking 
shape were being molded by the pres- 
sures of the race for business. The tenta- 
tive nighttime lineups were heavier on 
action -adventure, lighter on comedy, in 
recognition of the relative popularity of 
those types in the current season. There 
was still room for specials, but fewer 
would be entertainment shows and more 
would be in the category of information 
programming. 

For the first time a national television 
network reached into Hollywood's stock- 
pile of feature movies for a prime time 
movie series. NBC -TV paid $6 million 
for a batch of 20th Century -Fox feature 
films made since 1950 and will play them 
Saturdays at 9 p. m. 

Meanwhile, back in Washington 
1\ hile network executives were coping 

with the realities of creating the 1961 -62 
program schedule, developments were 
going on in Washington that could have 
some bearing on their plans. 

A new chairman of the Federal Com- 
munications Commission took office with 
a mandate from President Kennedy to 
do something to improve TV quality. 

A new president of the National As- 
sociation of Broadcasters shook the 

TELEVISION MAGAZINE/March 1961 

association's membership with a stern 
speech calling for better shows. 

The FCC chairman, Newton N. 
Minow, has said he believes networks 
and stations are underestimating public 
tastes in much of their current program- 
ming. He told the Senate Commerce 
Committee during his confirmation hear- 
ing that although the government can- 
not be specific in its criticism or control 
of individual programs, it has the duty 
to encourage an improvement in the 
general quality of what is on the air. He 
also told the committee that he intended 
to look into the influence of rating serv- 
ices which he thought might be the in- 
struments for rationalizing poor pro- 
grams that have mass appeal. Minow has 
never said so, but it is authoritatively 
known that President Kennedy has told 
him to move in on programs. 

The NAB president, LeRoy Collins, 
agreed that programming ought to be 
improved, although he thought the im- 
provement ought to come from volun- 
tary action of broadcasters and not from 
government ukase. Improvement was 
necessary, he said, because "broadcasting 
is in serious trouble . .. its public favor 
is dangerously low." 

Collins tramped hard on the subject 
of program upgrading during a facts - 
of -life speech to the NAB board of di- 
rectors at their winter meeting in Palm 
Springs (also see PLAYBACK, page 23). He 
made it plain that he intends to be pres- 
ident in fact as well as naine. He pro- 
posed a "positive program for broadcast- 
ing" in three parts: 

"First, we must improve broadcast- 
ing's relationship with the Federal gov- 
ernment. 

"Second, we must improve broadcast- 
ing's relationship with the American 
people. 

"And, further, we must improve the 
broadcasting profession itself." 

The NAB must be in a position to pro- 
vide leadership in the program of self - 
improvement, but, said Collins, it is too 
weak to lead now (despite an annual 

One of the most dramatic events in the 
history of the United .rations occurred 
last month when rioters protesting the 
slaying of ex-premier Patrice Lumumba 
disrupted Amines. ntbns.sador to the U. \'. Adlai 
Stevenson's presentation of the U.S. posi- 
tion on the Congo crisis. Tr' cameras 
were there lo record the .shock and hor- 
ror of Stevenson and gallery onlookers. 
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NEWScontinued 

budget of more than $1.6 million). He 
told the directors that at their meeting 
next June he would submit a reorganiza- 
tion plan aimed at giving the associa- 
tion "the strength. prestige and respect 
essential to meet the needs of broadcast- 
ing.'. 

By the time he had finished his speech, 
the directors knew that if broadcasters 
wanted leadership when they gave Col- 
lins a three -year contract at $75,000 a 

year, they had got what they wanted. 

What else is new 
A showdown struggle is beginning 

among three rival systems of subscription 
television, triggered by the Federal Com- 
munications Commission's approval of a 
test of Zenith's on- the -air system in Hart- 
ford, Conn. 

I. Zenith's system has been franchised 
to RKO General, licensee of WHCT (TV) 

Hartford, an ultra high frequency sta- 
tion that RKO bought for the purpose 
of testing pay TV. Unless it runs into de- 
lays from legal appeals, RKO intends to 
begin operation by autumn. 

2. International Telemeter Corp., 
which is owned by Paramount Pictures, 
announced it had granted its first Amer- 
ican franchise for its coin -box wired sys- 
tem to a Little Rock, Ark., syndicate of 
southeastern financiers including Win- 
throp Rockefeller. A Telemeter system 
has been in operation in a Toronto, Can- 
ada, suburb for a year. 

3. TelePrompTer Corp., which held 
television rights to the Patterson- Johans- 
son heavyweight championship fight 
March 13, planned to distribute a live 
telecast of it to community antenna sys- 
tems on a fee basis. The telecast was also 
to be shown in theatres throughout the 
country. TelePrompTer also intends 
soon to install its own Key TV system of 
subscription television on a community 
antenna system it owns in Liberal, Kan. 

RKO's authority in Hartford is for a 
three -year test of the Zenith system. The 
company has committed itself to spend 
as much as 510 million on the experi- 
ment. Most of its subscription programs 
will be motion pictures, at least at the 
outset, and program charges will range 
from 35 cents to $3.50. (RKO will also 
broadcast a schedule of free TV.) 

The Zenith system uses a scrambled 
signal that can only be cleared up when 
the subscriber activates a decoding de- 
vice on his set. The decoder also makes 
a tape record of tune -in. Hartford sub- 
scribers will be billed monthly from the 
record of the tapes. 

Telemeter uses a coin -box on the the- 
ory that the only sure way to collect 
money for amusements is to get it in ad- 
vance. When the subscriber inserts 

enough coins to equal or exceed the 
charge for a particular program, the box 
activates the telemeter circuit which is 

wired. The coin -box also gives a credit 
if the subscriber does not have the exact 
change. 

TelePrompTer's Key TV is yet to be 
tested in an actual subscription opera- 
tion. It's also designed to work on a 

wired system. The Key TV device is ac- 
tivated when a subscriber turns a key 
and pushes an "accept" button. A tape 
records tune -in. Key TV also has "yes" 
and "no" buttons that can be used to 
send a vote to the transmitter. Tele- 
PrompTer thinks the voting device has 
possibilities for collecting ratings and 
orders for merchandise. 

The big question, of course, is whether 
pay TV can be made to make money. So 
far it has not. 

In its year of operation in Etobicoke, 
the Toronto suburb, Telemeter has never 
broken even. But the company believes 
its experience has proved there is a strong 
profit potential. The Etobicoke system 
has about 5,800 subscribers. According 
to Telemeter, a total of 30% of them 
tuned a special show featuring comedian 
Bob Newhart that ran three nights at a 

box -office price of $1.25 per show. That 
wasn't enough to pay Newhart's fee, but 
the per cent of tune -in, projected to a 
larger body of subscribers, suggests a 
bright future to Telemeter. 

Telemeter has never released detailed 
figures on expenses or revenues. An inde- 
pendent survey firm (Elliott- Haynes of 
Toronto) reported last October that the 
average Telemeter subscriber was spend- 
ing 80 cents a week. Telemeter program- 
ming in Etobicoke has consisted mainly 
of sports and movies. 

TelePrompTer's one experience with 
a rudimentary form of subscription tele- 
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vision occurred in June I960 when it fed 
the second Patterson- Johansson heavy- 
weight championship fight to 14 com- 
munity antenna systems. Viewers were 
placed on an "honor" system to pay $2 
for watching the fight. (TelePrompTer 
had no way of knowing who tuned it in.) 
According to Irving Kahn, president of 
TelePrompTer, $23,500 was mailed in. 

Zenith moves in on color 

"l'he color television market -so far 
the almost exclusive domain of RCA and 
its subsidiary, NBC -was given a bullish 
nudge when Zenith announced it would 
introduce a line of color receivers next 
fall. 

Zenith's entry into the color field was 
considered significant for several rea- 
sons. The company enjoys a reputation 
for quality production and shrewd mar- 
keting. For the past two years it has been 
the leading manufacturer of black -and- 
white sets (more than a million each 
year). A Zenith move in color would not 
be casually dismissed. It could mean that 
Zenith figured color would give a new 
and needed push to the television mar- 
ket at a time when black -and -white sales 
were softening. It could also mean that 
Zenith was eyeing the higher mark -ups 
that are possible on color sets. Color is 

two to two -and -a -half times as expensive 
as monochrome and its mark -up margins 
correspondingly larger for manufacturer, 
distributor and dealer. 

Several manufacturers (Admiral, Mag- 
navox, Packard -Bell, Emerson- DuMont 
and Olympic) have been producing some 
color receivers, but only RCA has put 
real steam behind color marketing. If 
Zenith's know -how were added to RCA's 
it looked as if color might at last be on L. 
the move. About 600,000 color sets are 
now believed to be in operation. ENDS 

TELEVISION MAGAZINE RATING CONTEST WINNERS 
An agency account representative, an agency media executive and a broadcaster 
scored a three -way tie for first place in TELEVISION MAGAZINE's third annual rating 
contest. Their selections were closest among readers challenged by the magazine lost 
fall to predict the top ten network shows for the November- December 1960 rating 
period. The winners were determined by our research deportment on the basis of 
those whose top ten came closest to the top ten (average audience per cent ratings) 
listed in A. C. Nielsen's report for the two weeks ending December 4, 1960. 

Each of this year's three winners predicted eight of the top ten listed in the Nielsen 
report. They received the choice of a case of crystal balls or of o favorite beverage. 

MARVIN 
ANTONOWSKY 
Associate Media 

Director 
Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc. 

JACK BROOKS 
Assistant Account 

Executive 
Compton Advertising 

ROBERT M. HOFFMAN 
Director of Marketing 

and Research 
Television Advertising 
Representatives, Inc. 
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WESTERN ROUND -UP! 

Heading your way -for the first time in television -a library of three of the 
most successful Western adventure programs ever presented. A walloping 
250 half -hours in all: 81 episodes of ANNIE OAKLEY (named the "Best Western 
Performer" on television for two consecutive years by The Billboard)...78 
episodes of RANGE RIDER ( "Action with a capital A is the byword in these 
films." Radio Television Daily)... and 91 episodes of GENE AUTRY ( "King of the 
Cowboys" and one of the biggest money- makers in the Western field). This 
sure -fire three -in -one library, backed by a national merchandising campaign, 
is available now for unlimited run (and profits) from CBS FILMS 
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Tenting in D.C., 
or 

In One Era 
and Out the Other 

Finding a roof for five Corinthian tv station 
news- and -camera teams in Washington, as the 
Kennedy era began, was much more difficult 
than finding reason for their presence. They had 
no intention of duplicating CBS's superb net- 
work coverage; they sought to duplicate only 
Corinthian's success, as evidenced by coverage 
of last year's conventions, in relating major 
political events to their own communities. 

Local news doesn't come to us. We go to it, 
even if it's in D.C. -and even if our definition 
of local is non -traditional. Without a legacy to 
stand on, our individual station news teams 
tackled Project Washington with mike and cam- 
era. The Houston group was after, among other 
things, a Ladybird's cyc view; Tulsa hoped to 
strike oil by spending a day with Senators Kerr 
and Monroney; our gentlemen from Indiana got 
on the bandwagon with the state's Drum and 
Bugle Corps; the young men from Sacramento, 
reversing Greeley's advice, came cast to cover 
the Inauguration's pomp -and to examine plans 
for legislation affecting their tele -urban com- 
munity. 

Different regions find different meanings in 
Washington, 1961. Those differences are best 
explored by local tv reporting crews and public 
affairs programming, focusing on political faces 
and issues of special interest to the folks back 
home. This is the kind of journalistic initiative, 
under group organization, that results in high 
identification with regional audiences, cement- 
ing stations to communities and communities to 
stations. 

Responsibility in Broadcasting 

rzirg g oR3gN Tab t :1 
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'KOTV 
TULSA 

' KHOU -TV 
HOUSTON 

K XTV 
SACRAMENTO 

WANE -TV 
FORT WAYNE 

WISH -TV 
INDIANAPOLIS 

WANE -AM 
FORT WAYNE 

WISH -AM 
INDIANAPOLIS 

'resented by H-R 

P1 

6,A 
LETTERS 

Bouquets 
The first two issues of TELEVISION 

MAGAZINE under the sagacious aegis of 
Broadcasting Publications Inc. certainly 
indicate that addressing yourselves to the 
professionals of our industry at all levels 
results in a damn fine magazine. RAY- 
MOND E. JONES JR. Coordinator, Spot 
Broadcast Media, Young & Rubicam, 
New York. 

I found your survey of comedy in the 
February issue highly illuminating. 

It was also timely. 
Comedy seems to be making a long 

postponed comeback -a healthy and wel- 
come development in this present excess 
of westerns and private eye series. 

It is interesting to note that of all the 
new programs launched in the past sea- 

son, only three made the top fifteen in 
Nielsen's Average Audience Report for 
January. All three are comedies -Candid 
Camera, Andy Griffith and My Three 
Sons. 

This serves to reaffirm our conviction 
that comedy, properly produced, can be 
the most explosively successful of all 
program forms. 

On the other hand, as we all know, 
comedy is the frailest entry; the demand 
for writers, actors, directors and produc- 
ers far exceeds the professional supply. 

In -depth studies such as yours can be 
useful tools to those of us. who are im- 
paled on the horns of this savage di- 
lemma. RICHARD A. R. PINKHAM, Ted 
Bates & Company, New York. 

It is a fascinating issue. ARTHUR BEL- 
LAIRE Vice President, BBDO, New York 
City. 

The article on Leonard Goldenson 
entitled "Miracle Worker of West 66th 

Street" in the February issue of I ELL- 
VISION is by far the best I have read not 
only on Leonard but on the network he 
heads. We have a mailing list of approx- 
imately 250 business, civic and govern- 
ment leaders in our coverage area that 
I would like to send a reprint of this 
article. R. R. OWEN General Manager, 
IVTVC Chattanooga, Tenn. 

In the February issue of TELEVISION 
MAGAZINE there is an article on the mar- 
keting revolution in gasoline ( "Giant 
Battle for a Shrinking Market "). I would 
like very much to secure six copies of this 
issue. E. T. BARRET, Sales Manager, Esso 
Standard Div. of Humble Oil & Refining 
Co., Memphis, Tenn. 

TELEVISION is everything you said [it 
would be] -and more. Let me congratu- 
late you on this additional evidence of 
the editorial efficiency of your organiza- 
tion. I am most impressed. WILLIAM 
DALTON President, National Commun- 
ity Television Association, Washington, 
D.C. 

More on January 
You are correct in ass ing that there 

may be further revisions of the political 
broadcasting law, and you may be sure I 
will carefully consider any such pro- 
posals which are brought before the 
House for action. REP. DON L. SHORT 
(R- N.D.), Washington, D.C. 

I am certain that the information con- 
tained in this issue relative to the opera- 
tion of the temporary suspension of Sec- 

tion 315 as it relates to the Presidential 
and Vice Presidential campaigns will be 
most helpful to me in the coming delib- 
erations of the Interstate and Foreign 
Commerce Committee and of the House 
itself. REP. JOHN E. Moss (D- Calif.). 
Washington, D.C. 

I found it to be not only a handsome 
but intelligent volume with an admi- 
rably balanced attitude toward the place 
of television in modern America. I am 
certain that TELEVISION will become in 
its field what Broadcasting magazine has 

been in its field for nearly thirty years. 
SEN. JOHN M. BUTLER (R -Md.), Il'ash- 
ingtott, D.C. 

I nn sure [the information in the 
January TELEVISION] will be most useful 
when legislation on the political broad- 
casting law comes up for consideration. 
REP. PETER H. DOAIINICK (R- Colo.), 
Washington, D.C. 

The reports contained [in the January 
issue] will be most helpful to me in the 
consideration of legislative proposals 
affecting the television industry. REP. 
WALTER L. MCVEY (R- Kan.), Washing- 
ton, D.C. 
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You pick 
your salesmen 
carefully .. 
Choose your air salesmen 
just as carefully .. 
Check List for Hiring Salesmen: 

INTEGRITY 
STABILITY 
RESPONSIBILITY 

You look for these qualities when you hire a salesman. 
Be just as sure you get them when you hire air salesmen. 
In Des Moines KRNT and KRNT -TV Air Salesmen 
have these qualities. That's why people believe in and 
depend on KRNT RADIO AND TELEVISION: 

People have been dialing KRNT Radio for reliable news and 
sports information for 26 years. Highest ratings for years. 
ARB and Nielsen prove our television news and sports are 
also the "preferred ones ". Always top rated. 
The community knows locally -produced religious and civic. 
minded shows appear regularly in our schedules. 
Local radio advertisers have given us by far the biggest share 
of business in a six -station market. 
Local television advertisers have given us 80% of the local 
business in a three -station market. 

Check our ratings with the Katz Man. 
He can help you hire our salesmen, too. 

KRNT 
Radio and TV - Des Moines An Operation of Cowles Magazines and Broadcasting, Inc. 
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PLAYf 

A monthly measure of comment and criticism about TV 

Le11,, Collins, president, National As- 
socianrm of Broadcasters, al the NAB 
Board of Directors meeting: 

It is natural that broadcasters should 
regard the prime threat to their pro- 
fession as coming from Washington. 

But the real threat is only reflected in 
Washington; it originates in every home 
town in America. 

If it were just a question of the natu- 
ral tendency of governmental bureaus 
to be bureaucratic and legislators to be 
legislative, the problem would be a lot 
simpler. If it were just a matter of com- 
peting with zealous politicians, I believe 
the broadcasting industry could better 
than hold its own in a defensive engage- 
ment. 

But the regulatory proposals from 
within government are more than that; 
they are manifestations of serious dis- 
satisfactions from substantial segments of 
the public. And when each proposal is 
introduced, the proponents are receiving 
increasing support. 

Setting the record straight with ex- 
cuses will gain for us little more time. 

There is little to be gained now by 
arguing that there is no measurable con- 
nection between the extensive broad- 
casting of crime and violence and the 
growth of juvenile delinquency, for the 
truth is that a large part of the public 
feels there is. 

There is little to be gained now by 
arguing that there is more "good" pro- 
gramming than "bad" programming, for 
a large part of the public is convinced 

that there is not enough "good" and too 
much "bad." 

There is little to be gained now by 
pointing to the marvelous job done by 
the networks and the industry generally 
in political and news reporting if by 
doing so we should assume that this 
magnificent right in one area condones 
wrong in another. 

There is little to be gained now by 
insisting that the ratings show this pro- 
gram or that program to be most popu- 
lar, for our basic commitment is to ad- 
vance the public interest -and if any 
program is an influence for debasement 
and is inimical to the public welfare, 
regardless of how popular, in my opin- 
ion its public broadcast cannot be justi- 
fied. 

Broadcasting cannot afford to fall into 
serious public disrepute. It simply can- 
not afford to become identified with 
what is cheap and degrading. 

Broadcasters, I feel. should stand 
firmly on the proposition that nothing 
in their business which is wrong can be 
excused and left unattended and, fur- 
ther, it is their business to correct it 

Our efforts up to now leave a vacuum. 
And no vacuum lasts for long. 

Into this vacuum arc entering many 
who have "positive" programs: news- 
paper and magazine commentators .. . 

members of the Federal Communications 
Commission . . members of the Con- 
gress ... the Supreme Court ... more 
and more individual citizens... 

\'es, everybody is coming forward to 
fill the vacuum with ideas on "what to 
(lo about broadcasting." 

And individual broadcasters and the 
NAB and the networks have been spend- 
ing their time trying to bat down the 
arguments, the criticisms and the pro- 
posals one by one. 

But we have not provided a positive, 
unified, attainable program through 
which broadcasters, themselves, will fill 
the vacuum. 

Once, down in South America, I went 
to a bull fight. After the bull was turned 

into the arena, a series of efforts was 
made to agitate and weaken him. 

The picadores came on horseback. 
driving their barbed sticks into the big 
neck muscles and causing the bull to 
charge in pain and frustration. 

Then, another group came after hint. 
They were the banderilleros with their 
torturous barbs. And the bull got more 
of the saute treatment. 

Finally, the matador came with a red 
cape. The slowly exhausting bull 
charged with all his remaining strength 
after the elusive man with the sword. 
But when all his strength was gone and 
the huge neck muscle had been weak- 
ened from the barbs, the bull's head low- 
ered. and the matador could, nit!) ap- 
parent ease, chive the keen steel through 
the shoulder -blades to the heart. 

Broadcasting is getting a lot of barbs 
in the neck muscle at this point. 

Arc we going to exhaust ourselves by 
thrashing :u-otmd with defensive move- 
ments? 

1I we do, then sooner or later (nu- 
head will come down, and we will be 
the cast' target for the fatal plunge which 
will pierce the heart of our profession- - 

and our basic freedoms will die. 
In my judgment, no amount of &- 

remise posturing is going to cure broad - 
castin; {'s ailing image to the public eye. 

It will take an offense -a positive pro- 
gram designed effectively to remedy 
wrongs -to capture the public enthusi- 
asm -to serve better the public interest - 
in order to (lo this. It is the substance of 
broadcasting, rather than the image of 
that substance, which demands our most 
earnest and determined efforts. 

The candidates' advantages 

Hobert E. Kintner, president of NBC. 
urging permanent legislative relief from 
the "equal time" regulations embodier/ 
in Section 315, before the Senate Com- 
munications Subcommittee: 

"[here is no doubt that the format of 
these encounters between the Presiden- 
tial candidates could be improved and 
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PLAYBACK continued 

there is room for difference of opinion 
as to how to improve it. But it seems to 
me that no one who believes in the es- 

sential idea of democracy can fail to ap- 
prove the basic technique of giving the 
public this kind of chance to observe 
the candidates closely in direct exchanges 
on the issues before the country. 

There has been some question over 
whether this technique does not give 
one candidate an advantage over an- 
other. It is difficult to conceive of any 
campaign procedure in which one can- 
didate or another would not appear to 
advantage. Indeed, it is the purpose of 
a campaign to establish one candidate's 
advantage over the other. There has 
been some question over whether this 
technique of televised debate does not 
place a premium on relatively superfi- 
cial qualities in a candidate instead of 
the true attributes of Presidential stat- 
ure. But it seems to me that the tech- 
nique provides a far better insight into 
a candidate and a more meaningful 
gauge of his fitness than his recitation 
of a carefully prepared speech or an 
eight- minute hail -and- farewell from the 
rear platform of a train... . 

The journalistic freedom we seek is 
nothing that broadcasters can turn to 
their profits in dollars and cents. In fact, 
its exercise places a business burden on 
broadcasters rather than giving them any 
business advantage. The broadcasting in- 
dustry loses vast sums of money on its 
informational programming efforts, even 
in most cases when such programs at- 
tract the sponsorship of advertisers. It 
is no secret that some broadcasters have 
gladly taken refuge behind the obstacle 
of Section 315 to plead that this law 
prevents them from devoting time to 
presentation of the candidates to the 
public. To remove the obstacle would 
be to remove the refuge, and thereby to 
get more public affairs on the air... . 

Robert W. Sarnop, chairman of the board 
of NBC, in a speech before the 44th an- 
nual convention of the National Auto - 
,nobile Dealers Association: 

It is free competitive enterprise that 
has made possible the automotive indus- 

24 

try's phenomenal growth and continuing 
contribution in the United States and 
has enabled us to lead the world in this 
field. By the saine token, it is freedom 
of broadcasting as an advertising-sup - 
ported medium that has developed 
American television and radio as the 
most flourishing in the world, not only 
for the range and vitality of its pro- 
gramming but for constructive benefits 
to our economy as a whole. 

We cannot take this freedom for 
granted, because there are always people 
ready to run it down. They are the in- 
solent charioteers who, in their superior 
wisdom, ride roughshod over such 
scorned manifestations of popular taste 
as tail fins or westerns. They profess 
great concern for the public and the 
public interest -as long as they can pre- 
sume or prescribe what the public ought 
to want. Essentially, they feel contempt 
for the public, because they regard it as 

a patsy for hidden persuaders, a pawn in 
the hands of industrial intriguers and 
the manipulators of Madison Avenue. 

They pay us an impossible compli- 
nient. It is one of their articles of faith 
that the public can be made to buy what 
it doesn't want, or doesn't need. The 
public itself is the best judge of what 
it needs, and indeed whether it should 
buy things it doesn't need. But nobody 
buys what he doesn't want. I have spent 
some time this afternoon singing the 
praises of advertising, but I would never 
suggest it can sell a product that people 
don't want or that it can hypnotize 
them into decisions they don't wish to 
niake. . . . 

Research or promotion? 

Melvin A. Goldberg, director of re- 
search for Westinghouse Broadcasting 
Co., speaking last month before the 
Radio b Television Executives Society's 
Timebuying and Selling Seminar session 
in New York City: 

I have a feeling that most often what 
is set forth as research is nothing more 
than what I choose to call "Egoistic Re- 
search." This is research that starts out 
with the point of view that "my station 
is better than anybody's" and then by a 

process of manipulation, rationalization, 
promotion and demotion attempts to 
prove the point.... 

But, I protest that it is not research 
-despite the camouflage. It is promo- 
tion pure and sometimes not so simple. 
This type of material may serve to call 
attention to the station -but with 3,500 
AM stations and 580 TV stations and 
750 FM stations (all trying to gain the 
attention of the buyers and media per- 
sonnel), how much of an impact can it 
have? 

John F. White, president of the National 
Educational Television and Radio Cen- 
ter, in an address delivered before the 
Committee of One Hundred: 

. . . The development of an educa 
tional television station is not unlike 
the raising of a family. First you go 

through all the struggle of deciding it 

and how you can afford it; next you 

tackle the job of providing adequate su 

pervision; then, it always costs more than 
you really thought it would or certainly 
should; at times you wonder whether it 

is really worth it, and on infrequent oc 

casions of weakness you even consider 
abandonment. This you really never 
come to, though, and in the end you 
find yourself completely fulfilled, ter- 
ribly proud, and, in fact, wondering 
how you yourself could ever raise thi, 
wondrous monster -and do so much good 

for so few dollars! . . . 

Our program schedule is best coni 
pared to a good library where you go to 

select materials to fulfill in depth your 
particular needs or interest of the mo 
ment. The ideally successful commercial 
station would be one that has us tuned 
to its channel when we get . out of bed 

in the morning and never change chan 
nels or turn off the set until we climb 
back into bed at night. The ideally sue 

cessful educational station would be one 

whose program inspires us to turn oil 
the set when it is finished and discus, 
it with our fellow viewers, read further 
on the subject, or just plain think. The 
commercial station is operated because 

some individual -or group of individu 
als -has seen fit to risk his capital in the 
honorable expectation of a fair return 
Commercial stations -who, by the way. 
are generally among our best friends - 
are in the honest business of making 
dollars. Those dollars are made by the 

sale of advertised products and, there 
fore, every program decision is rightfully 
made with one eye on the question 
"What does this do to audience size ?" on 

"What does this do to the balance 
sheets ?" The educational station is not 
in business to make money. It is in 
business to spend money -every cent it 

can lay its hands on -in the service of the 
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two more reasons why your TV dollars 
count for more on CH. 4 ...Buffalo! 

New programming and scheduling of our full -length feature films means 
new opportunities for advertisers in the rich, vital Western New York Market. 

Western New Yorkers like their film -fare at home and we're giving them 
more to like than ever before. The new early feature films on the "CH. 4 

Theater" opens a whole new audience to meet and sell in this six- billion- 
dollar -plus retail market. 

And the new time for "Starlight Theater" brings this favorite film 

feature on earlier to attract even more viewers to Buffalo's most popular late - 
evening film show. 

Both programs carry the finest product Hollywood has made available 
to WBEN -TV. Here's your big chance to do a big job in this important 
metropolitan area. 

Get the /acts from Harrington. Righter 2 Parsons. 

National Representatives 

WBEN-IV 
The Buffalo Evening News Station 

CH. - 
CBS in Buffalo 
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they like -1= tal 
in Detroit 

(and fine music, too) 

We were sure of it all along -and now Nielsen confirms it! WWJ's four - 

hour week night block of good talk and fine music attracts more listeners 

than any other programming in the time period.* 

HOUR OF INFORMATION 
6:00 WWJ News -Dick Westerkamp 

6:1 5 Sports -Budd Lynch 

6:25 Our Changing World -Earl Nightingale 

6:30 Business News - Britton Temby 

6:40 Weather -Sonny Eliot 

6:45 Three Star Extra -Ray Henle 

PHONE -OPINION 
7:05 Following NBC News on the Hour, Bob Maxwell 
presides over WWJ's open forum of the air, literally the talk of the town. 

FAYE ELIZABETH 
8:30 . _ Detroit's First Lady of Fine Music provides the 
finishing touch with a feast of melodic masterpieces. 

Here's the programming, the audience, the station that spell exceptional 

sales opportunities. Call your PGW Colonel or your WWJ -Radio local 

sales representative for availabilities. 
',Source: Nielsen Station Index, Detroit, November- December 1960 

W WJ AM and FM 
RADIO 

Detroit's Basic Radio Station 
NBC Affiliate 

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES PETERS, GRIFFIN WOODWARD. INC OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE DETROIT NEWS 
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PLAYBACK continued 

public. Our responsibility is to ask one 
,impie question -"What good will this 
(lo and for svhontr" 

James M. Landis, the President's special 
assistant on regulatory agencies, at the 
Advertising Federation of America's 
Midwinter Conference: 

Two facts stand out, I think, in our 
estimation of the regulatory scene. The 
first is that it isn't very efficient. Delays, 
delays, delays characterize the action of 
almost every regulatory agency. The 
second is a growing knowledge or con- 
ception that if you take these regulatory 
agencies as a whole instead of looking 
at them one by one, great areas of en- 
terprise fall within their jurisdiction, 
probably greater than the areas that fall 
within the jurisdiction of cabinet de- 
partments. The trouble is there has been 
tremendous fragmentation in the han- 
dling of the various problems... . 

There has been in my opinion too 
much of an effort to try and handle 
every problem by the bureaucratic 
method. You can't do it that way. You 
have to devise ways and means that are 
shorter, speedier, and still accurate to 
handle these problems other than going 
to a hearing and having lawyers examine 
them, cross examine witnesses for months 
and even years on end. There must be 
other ways of doing it Then I think one 
of the other factors that has to be con- 
sidered is that you have to delegate more 
and more from the heads of the agencies 
down to their staffs. That means you 
have to build up good and adequate 
staffs.... 

I think that process should be tried 
first before we come to the point where 
someone says, "You should have a law." 
Maybe it won't work, but there will be 
no harm in trying... . 

Anything that makes easier traffic con- 
trol provides for the handling of more 
traffic, and that is what we have to do 
these years. Your part in it is plain, but 
please don't regard my function as be- 
ing that of any kind of a czar; I don't 
like czars, and you don't like them ei- 
ther. But I think you can understand 
if you have been in these fields, and 
many of you have, that we should elim- 
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inate, if we can, overlapping jurisdic- 
tions, try and bring about some kind of 
a coordinating policy... . 

The map and its uses 

Frank Mayans, vice president and associ- 
ate director of research al Young Ru- 
bicaut, speaking at the RTES Time - 
buying and Selling Seminar: 

Stations use research for one of two 
purposes usually. They wish to promote 
their station over another station in the 
market, or their market over a competi- 
tive market... . 

, One of the favorite devices of stations 
is the use of maps. Why is it that a man 
who would blush to verbalize a series of 
facts would not hesitate to put them 
down in the form of a map? 

I am extremely fond of maps. So are 
many stations. They are also very fond 
of large circles that suggest the majestic 
sweep of their signal. And I must say 
that often there is a rough correspond- 
ence between the area that the circle en- 
compasses, and area covered by the sta- 
tion. It may be argued by a purist that 
the homes just inside the perimeter pre- 

Bombard 
San Francisco 

Night 
and 
Day 

sented by some stations need 300 foot 
antennas to bring in some snow, but this 
is quibbling. Usually, though, no mat- 
ter how far from reality the encircled 
area resides, nevertheless based on such 
things as antenna height above average 
terrain, effective radiated power and 
channel number, them'elically, the cover- 
age is accurate. But wild results are pos- 
sible when a station resorts to such 
things as antenna height above sea level. 
\Vc have one such asap of a station in 
the Midwest with fantastic coverage. I 

think they reach Europe. 
Maps too are supposed to lend clar- 

ity. That, my friends, is swhv we use 
them. 

One station in that impossible -to- 
sort -out Pennsylvania area had an engi- 
neering first map out the number of tel- 
evision services in each little segment of 
the area. \Ve only found out what the 
Wrap represented when we called the sta- 
tion representative. How he found out, 
no one ever knew. We keep the map for 
training purposes: it teaches humility to 
research people who think they know 
it all. END 

Combine all your spots -prime time minutes, morning 
ID's, afternoon 20's, film, live and video tape commercials 
-for the most advantageous Penetration Plan discounts 
in San Francisco. 

Call KTVU or H -R 

Television Inc. for 
high -rated 
availabilities. 

KT WU 
CHANNEL 

SAN FRANCISCO OAKLAND 
One Jack London Square, Oakland 7, California 

t/2 
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Kim is the name. 

And you can reach her, and 
many more of Hollywood's 
biggest stars,with a call to 
WCAU -TV Philadelphia. 

Channel 10 has just added, 
to its already fabulous 
feature film library, two new 
star - studded packages of 
more than three hundred 
major post -'48 movies -from 
both Warner Brothers and 
Columbia Pictures -never 
before seen on television. 

In the months ahead, 
Philadelphians will be tuning 
to 10 to see big premieres 
like The Caine Mutiny, 
Born Yesterday,A Star is Born, 
The High and the Mighty 
and Rebel Without a Cause... 
with big stars like Marlon 
Brando, Rock Hudson, Judy 
Holliday, Jack Lemmon, 
John Wayne, Judy Garland, 
Doris Day. All coming to 
Channel 10's top -rated 
Early Show and Late Show! 

In short, "colossal" motion 
picture entertainment and a 

"stupendous" advertising buy. 

Get the picture? 
Dial GReenwood 7 -8300 or 
write to WCAU-TV 
Channel 10, Philadelphia CBS Owned 

Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales 
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SPECIAL EFFECTS. 1001 special reasons why your commercials should 
be on SCOTCH® BRAND Live -Action Video Tape! 

There is nothing new about special optical effects in TV. What is 
new ... excitingly new in video- taping special effects on "Sconce" 
BRAND Video Tape is the instantaneous speed, ease and economy 
with which tape does the whole bag -of- tricks ... does 90 per cent 
of them merely by pushing a button! No waiting for days. weeks. 
while lab work and processing laboriously create an "effect." 
On video tape you create electronically, instantaneously. And 
"1001" is just a number -in creative hands there is no limit! 
By pushbutton and an electronic special -effects generator you can 
reate thousands of variations ... wipes. dissolves, fade -outs ... 

you can matte a person or product from one scene into an 
entirely different one ... combine several images of the same 
person on the screen ... introduce pixie or giant characters 
with normal -size people ... do split -screen "before and afters." 
or a montage of different scenes . . . combine photographs, 
miniature sets, drawings, cartoons, movies, with live or tape 

scenes ... produce pop -on overlay effects. faces, product labels 
. do limited animation of titles, cartoons, as well as smoothly 

integrating film animation with tape ... create rain, snow, fire, 
smoke, even dream sequences -you name it! 

And special effects are just the dressing on the salad. Basic video 
tape advantages for black and white and color, include: (1) new 
picture quality, "real-life" presence. (2) immediate Playback that 
eliminates errors ... provides "how're we doin ?" feedback. 
(3) time and money saving,. 

Get the tape atop! Next TV storyboard you produce, take to your 
local video tape house for analysis -and a bid that will surpna!e 
you. No cost or obligation. TREE iw sTmATED BOOKLET: 'Tech - 
niques of Editing Video Tape " -a sampling of ideas used by 
video tape editors in building shows from tapes. splicing and 
special effects. Send to: 3M Company. St. Paul 6. Mina 

SCOTCH:. reprered u 4sh a 3M rp-y. 19d, me G. 

NjI.ssoT Moues a.. man 
. . .w Is TOT UST ro 101101110111 
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Wordless idyll: In ru:vel TI' 
.spot .selling friendliness of 
Texaco dealers, children 
enact two -minute pantomime: 
boy romps in park with girl 
playmate, then wends home- 
ward; his bouncing ball rolls 
under car in Texaco station; 
dealer retrieves it, hands it 
to boy with smile. Happily, 
Texaco plans more such spots. 

FOCUS ON COMMERCIALS 

What Chet Huntley saw on the studio 
monitor during a Huntley- Brinkley Re- 
port one evening last December made 
him too happy to constrain himself. 
When the Texaco commercial had 
ended and the camera switched back to 
him, a beaming Huntley ad libbed: "Too 
had there isn't an Emmy for commer- 
cials. That would win it." 

What evoked Huntley's unsolicited 
and unabashed enthusiasm was a two - 
minute film in which not a word is 
spoken. It depicts a small boy playing 
in a park. After a few blissful moments 
with a little girl who joins him in a 
whirl of playground fun, the boy dis- 
consolately starts home. He bounces a 
ball as he goes, and suddenly it rolls 
onto a gas station lot and under a car. 
The boy can't reach it, but a man's arm 
stretches past his and retrieves the ball. 
The man turns out to be a Texaco 
dealer, who glowers at the boy momen- 
tarily in feigned anger, then grins and 
tosses him the ball. They say goodbye. 
and the boy strides off -past a Texaco 
sign. 

The silent subtlety of it all struck a 
lot of viewers the way it did Huntley. 
People given to buying one brand of 
gasoline or another for no hard reason 
found the Texaco approach so human 
and friendly that they felt impelled to 
,rite the sponsor. "In gratitude," said 
a letter from Burlingame, Calif., "my 
family and I shall buy no other prod- 
ucts." A Brooklynite proclaimed: "My 
own personal Emmy award is the award- 
ing 

d- 
ing of all my business to my local Tex- 
aco dealer." 

Only a few clays earlier, Texaco's 
agency, Cunningham C Walsh, had un- 
veiled still another wordless sell in the 
same vein. In this one, a little girl rides 
her tricycle into a 'Texaco station and 
asks the dealer to oil the front wheel. 
After he obliges, she peddles merrily 
around the gas pumps, has him oil a 
rear wheel, too, then waves and cycles 
off -past the Texaco sign. 

Do such charming pantomimes sell 

gas? "If they don't sell gas, oil, etc.," a 

Spring Valley, N.Y., auto dealer wrote, 
"nothing will!" 

But why? 
Texaco's answer is that, to the motor- 

ist, the corner Texaco dealer is Texaco. 
Often he's the only tangible symbol, 
other than the Texaco trademark, in the 
motorist's mind when he thinks of Tex- 
aco. If the has- station man is character- 
ized as a warm, friendly neighbor, it 
helps him win friends -and customers. If 
he's successful, so is Texaco. 

Obviously it doesn't necessarily take 
words to get this idea across. 

Texaco is so well sold on the idea 
that the two wordless commercials have 
become a sort of re -run feature on the 
Huntley- Brinkley Report. 

Who's behind it all? 

The two slice -of -life sequences are the 
brainchildren of Joe \IcDonough, crea- 
tive supervisor on the Texaco account at 
(;W \V. The ideas unnc to him, he says. 

while he was ssorking in a Texaco sta- 

tion. (CK\V people periodically spend 
a day doubling, incognito, as hired help 
in clients' retail outlets, in order to get 
first -hand knowledge of the problems of 

selling.) 
McDonough sass' that the tspical gas - 

station dealer performs a varicts of gra- 
tuitous services, and the agent man felt 

that these ought to be dramatised in 

some compelling way. Using his own 
children. he first filmed his ideas with 
an 8 tuna home -movie camera. Bob 

Thompson, a Hollywood composer syho 

had written tunes for other Texaco 
slots, was called in to create musical 
settings for the two sequences. The spots 
then were produced professionally by 

Toni Craven Studios. " l'he boy and girl 
in the park" was shut in Nutley, N.V. 
where McDonough lives. "The girl on 
the tricycle" was filmed in a Texaco sta- 
tion at Bloomfield, N.J. Non -professional 
children were employed. 

Agency and client are both so pleased 
with the response, critical as well as 
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COMMERCIALS rnrrlirrued 

viewer -a C &W aide said viewers' letters 
total upwards of 300 and more are conn- 
ing in -that five sequels to the two word- 
less spots are now in work. Two of these 
are slated to be introduced sometime 
this month. 

One of the letters received in recent 
days was a request for the Thompson 
musical scores from the conductor of the 
Midland, Tex., Symphony Orchestra. 
He said the orchestra wanted to perform 
the music at a forthcoming spring con- 

( ert. 

Program priority over commercials 

The whole Texaco -C &W approach to 
the Huntley -Brinkley Report as an ad- 
vertising vehicle has a number of un- 
common aspects. The commercials 
(which are not used elsewhere) are not 
tailored to any exact length. The news 
show permits two and a half minutes of 
commercial; Texaco deliberately uses 
something less than this. Future spots 
will continue to vary in timing. In the 
case of the two -minute "boy and girl in 
the park," when it is run -and it has 
been given frequent exposure -it is the 
only spot used except for opening and 
closing Texaco identification. 

Reuven Frank, the Huntley -Brinkley 
Report's producer, holds the sponsor in 
understandable esteem. When he needs 
a little extra time to squeeze in all the 
news, Texaco, he says, never quibbles 
about substituting a short commercial 
in place of a scheduled longer one. The 
times are too numerous to remember, 
Frank adds, when the sponsor has will- 
ingly foregone its entire commercial 
time so major news stories could get 
maximum play. 

The two juvenile mood pieces, differ- 
ent as they are, are not a revolutionary 
departure in Texaco's frequent soft -sell. 
For more than a year now, sprinkled in 
with more conventional commercials, 
Texaco and its agency have been run- 
ning a series of mostly speechless depic- 
tions of the joys of touring. These are 
backgrounded by the same bright, 
whistleable tune, usually picture a happy 
pair of motorists spinning up winding 
roads through scenic mountain areas, 
and conclude with a Texaco sign loom- 
ing into view. At that point come the 
only spoken words: "Drive with more 
pleasure. Save for good measure . . . 

with Texaco." These also are Mc- 
Donough's concepts. 

Do these also sell gas? 
One housewife, after watching Tex- 

aco's tourists, commented: "It makes me 
want to go for a ride." 

That takes gas. 
Texaco, of course, is not the innovator 

of the wordless sell on TV. Wrigley long 

since used it to plug its chewing gum. 
And there have been other passing in- 
stances. Nor are these Texaco silent -sells 

likely to launch a vogue for mute and 
super -subtle TV advertising. Very few 
sponsors can resist the temptation to 
say a hundred and some chosen words 
per minute about their favorite subject. 
But, in addition, not many have Tex- 
aco's combination of circumstances: 

(I) Since motorists generally look upon 
all gasolines as much the same, Texaco, 
like its competitors, must seek other rea- 
sons why the public can be made to pre- 
fer one brand over the others, then try 
to make its image most attractive in 
those respects. Picturing the dealer as a 

typically helpful, friendly soul who likes 
kids makes an effective pitch in that di- 
rection. 

(2) With its sponsorship of the 
Huntley- Brinkley Report running five 
nights a week, 52 weeks a year, Texaco 
has (at the rate of two "commercial po- 
sitions" per show) a chance to tell its 
story 520 times a year. With such fre- 
quency to play with, the company can 
spell out the various facets of its story - 
the quality of its products, the coast -to- 
coast utility of Texaco credit cards, the 
romance of its oil explorations and in- 
dustrial services, the world -girdling 
spread of Texaco operations, the ac- 
complishments of continuing research - 
and still have ample time left for the 
meanderings of a boy with his ball. 

Still, the kind of self -restraint thus ex- 
hibited by Texaco is not a virtue lately 
come by. For the past 20 years the com- 
pany has sponsored the Saturday after- 
noon radio broadcasts of the Metropoli- 
tan Opera. During an average four -hour 
broadcast, there are no commercials - 
only about two minutes of messages 
identifying Texaco and its dealers as 
sponsors of the program. 

The point especially made by the cur- 
rent wordless commercials, C &W feels, is 
that actions can speak louder than words 
in getting across the thought that the 
Texaco gas pumper up the street is a 
man to know. 

No one, of course, would expect Tex- 
aco, if a choice had to be made, to 
forego the hard sells and corporate docu- 
mentaries in total favor of whimsical 
girl -on -a- tricycle adventures. 

But the sheer novelty, for a change, 
of the almost -no-sell is not to be dotibted. 
Too many of the letters reaching Texaco 
have read like one from Orlando, Fla.: 

"We thought you would like to know 
that we, after having used [another 
brand of gas] for over 10 years, are now 
switching to Texaco." 

That kind of fan mail isn't easy to 
come by. END 

Free service: implying that 
no little kindness is too 
troublesome to Texaco's gas 
pumpers, one -minute spot - 
without spoken word -shows 
girl getting free "lube job" for 
tricycle wheels; after trial 
spin, she tells dealer it's 
fine, peddles off past Texaco 
sign. Delighted television 
viewers say it 
sold them on the product. 
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At home in the 
country or the city... 
wherever important 
things are Clone 

or dismissed, you'll 
find the "Mletropolitall 
personality." 

I ET I1(11)01.IT \ 
ItRUkUC ASTI\(; 
N15 h;u..t G:M 5h',, LA, n PnrA !l A'.F. 

TELEVISION STATIONS 

WNE WTV, New York, N.Y. 
W TTG,Wcshingt on, D. C. 
KOVRTV, Sacramento 
Stockton , California 
\VTV H,Peoria,Illinois 
\VTVP,Decatar, Illinois 

RADIO STATIONS 

\VNEW New York, N.Y. 
WI l K, ('levelnnd,Ohio 
W I P, Philadelphia, Pa. 

IN'T'ERNATIONAL 

\VHUL,Worldwide 
Broadcasting System 
OUTDOOR ADVERTISING 

FOSTER & KLEISEIt 
operating inWashiogton, 
Oregon ,Arizona 
and California 
blown by Lou rtoC,.s till,,, Pa ri.r 
Photograph by Petri. Yrnlr 
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By RIFTS CRATER 
1:diuni.J director of Broadcasting Magazine 

AS VIEWERS SEE IT 

hem Nil. sun andieme figures on a major 
4- station market show the tune -in curve for 
.Voreinber 1959 through November 1960, 
¡tu hiding the so- called "summer slump." 

AS CLIENTS BUY IT 

BAR monitoring data shows that market's 
spot traffic (by number of spots) during the 
same period. Significantly, the pattern does 
not match that made lï the tune -in graph. 

AS STATIONS SELL IT 

I Ineakdown o/ the market's spot tragic by 
individual stations shows that all are not 
affected in the .same way by seasonal buys. 

Those on the bottom need to know why. 
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order- taking, the submission of lists of availabilities and 
reliance on lump packages that exploit cheapness. 

It also means selling more helpfully -and therefore more 
effectively -both to advertisers who buy primarily by the 
numbers and to those who are looking for extra qualities 
beyond the mass audience figures. It means that while the 
old- fashioned principles of salesmanship have not gone out 
of style and are not inadequate to meet the need, they do 
need to be dusted off and put into use with more vigor, by 
more people, than has been the case in the past. In short, 
it means that the sellers' market is over, men, and salesmen 
(or managements) who dawdle around waiting for business 
to come to them are in for a lot of uninterrupted dawdling. 

There are salesmen and there are salesmen, and it doesn't 
take a scorecard to tell the difference. A glimpse at their 
working habits will do. Here are a few glimpses: 

In a midwestern market of about 200,000, a station is 
notified that one of the country's biggest advertisers has can- 
celled its schedule of six announcements a week. In New 
York, the station's rep, who had relayed the bad word and 
knows what was behind it, is already pawing through a pile 
of statistics and in a few minutes finds what he's looking 
for: The number of municipal water -meter connections in 
that market is 40,000 .. . 

In New York, a network executive is thinking about the 
Presidential campaign that is going on and the election 
coming up. He gets to wondering, too -salesmen often think 
in non sequiturs -about what might be done with the fact 
that the president of a certain well -known but poorly TV- 
oriented company likes to collect old campaign buttons . . . 

In an agency office a few blocks down the street, a tired 
salesmen calls on a harassed buyer. "Anything new ?" he 
asks . . . 

Meanwhile, in too many stations around the country - 
nobody knows the exact count or ever will, but by general 
confession it is too high- managers are getting the word that 
they're about to lose an order because a competitor came 
in with a better deal. Their answers follow a pattern: 
"Whatever deal they offer you, Mac, I'll beat it . . . " 

These short scenes, all taken from specific cases except for 
the composite at the end, depict three principal sales psy- 
chologies at work in television today. One is the "old" sales- 
manship from an earlier, more carefree period of television's 
booming growth, when "Anything new ?" just might pro- 
duce requests for yards of profit- making availabilities (espe- 
cially if asked for over cherries jubilee at one of the expense - 
account palaces off Madison Avenue). Another is the classic 
bird -in- the -hand approach of a man who doesn't fear the 
effects of price- cutting so much as he is panicked by the 
thought of missing a sale at any price. The men studying 
water meters and campaign buttons reflect the sort of ini- 
tiative that marks the breed known as "creative." 

This is the breed that looks for new customers to sell, new 
ways to sell old customers, new ways to match television's 
capabilities against client needs more productively than 
other media can do. These are the boys who, in the opinion 
of most thoughtful managements, not only represent the 
future salvation of television business but who, if they do 
not actually inherit the earth, will in all probability get 
an option on it. 

This is not to say that there hasn't always been "creative" 
salesmanship in television. Rather, it is to say that there 
just isn't enough, and probably could never be too much. 

The reasons are simple and not seriously challenged. For 

a long time television billings bounced along from peak to 
peak, as in any growth industry. Sales didn't come easy 
what salesman would admit they ever do? -but television was 
young and the woods were full of prospects. Big prospects. 
If one fat-cat advertiser hesitated to get into this new me- 
dium, there was always another around the corner, just as 
big and twice as willing. 

This isn't true any more. Now, the fat accounts are in 
television, and so are a vast number of middle -sized and 
smaller ones. At the last count approximately 7,000 differ- 
ent brands produced by some 1,500 different companies 
were using national or regional television -network and /or 
spot -every year. 

A new plague: "Instant Cancellations" 
On top of all that, there's a "slump" or "recession" (de- 

pending on your semantics) on, advertisers are demanding 
greater efficiency in all media, controversial new selling pat- 
terns are gaining headway among the networks. there is 

practically a Civil War between network and spot, other 
media are trying new ways to become more competitive. 
seasonal slumps still have to be contended with, and as if 
things weren't rough enough for the television salesman, a 
new disease diagnosed as "instant cancellations" is rising 
to plague him. 

This is obviously neither the time nor the place for a 
simple order- taker. 

Equally obviously, this is not a situation that has come 
to pass overnight. Many men and companies not only saw 
it coming but began organizing themselves to cope with it 
as long ago as, say, the mid- 1950s. The Television Bureau 
of Advertising was created in 1955 because it was clear that 
sales development would become increasingly important. 
and the television networks, most of the leading station 
representation firms and many stations have taken steps to 
devote more man -hours, under one system or another. to 
the same objective. 

Thus the "new" salesmanship that is in demand is, in fact. 
already in evidence and open to scrutiny. Here are some 

THIRD QUARTER SLUMP 
IN FOUR MAJOR MEDIA 

: 
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I Inn- can tain on that -little extra" in the salesman's effort 

CREATIVE SELLING AT WORK: wcAu -ry Philadelphia 
can boast one of the industry's outstanding examples of ap- 
plying sales creativity to a problem account. Its goal was to 
sell a campaign to Pepsi -Cola bottlers, with the added prob- 
lem of working out individual dealers' share of the cost. 
Solution: this closed- circuit presentation which demon- 

38 

strafed how the .station's signal covered each bottler's area, 
gave the percentage of Ti' homes in each, and suggested 
a like apportionment of the campaign cost. The seven bot- 
tlers' reaction to this unique pitch for TV business was the 
kind that brightens any TV station sales manager's day: they 
accepted the recommendation and bought the full campaign. 
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Nu at Brands: ,.. 

Category 195 1960 

Apo 230,36 Cigarettes 

Household laundry pi 9 22 

U. S. automotive 26 
Household cleaner j 
cleansers et " 

-19 Liquid deterg en wimp 8 

U. S. compact cars 

Instant potatoe 

Spray starches III 
Liquid shortenings 2 111111 
Cosmetics 28#11111131 

ILA 

R 

iktiv_prugs Ai 208 i2i 

examples, intended to be more typical than exceptional, as 
gathered from all levels of salesmanship- local, spot and net- 
work -and arranged to illustrate a few random but rudi- 
mentary principles of selling: 

1. "Know what you're selling ..." 
If the salesman doesn't know his product, he'll never be 

able to show a prospect how to use it to best advantage. 
There are case histories to prove this, but the salesmen who 
starred in them insist on being anonymous -for reasons ob- 
vious to others who've shared their plight. It is easier to 
demonstrate what a little knowledge can do. 

Knowing that Los Angeles supermarkets are open seven 
I days a week, for instance, can open up Saturday and Sunday 
time sales to grocery -product advertisers there, and the fact 
that the average annual temperature in Norfolk, Va., is 60.9 
degrees can be used to overcome an advertiser -agency in- 
clination to think of Norfolk as a "southern" market with 
less than average potential for the sale of, say, hot cereals. 
The number of kids who carry their lunches to school in 
a given market may seem like an improbable statistic, but 
a sale to advertisers of kitchen wraps, sandwich spreads or 
peanut butters could turn on it. At least one salesman is 
still confident he'll eventually make a sale based on the fact 
that for some reason the people of Dallas -Fort Worth seem 
to prefer shingle roofing on their houses. 

Or take that Midwest market where the number of mu- 
nicipal water -meter connections became important. The ad- 
vertiser was a soap manufacturer who had decided to cancel 
all soft -water markets, and he lopped off this one because 
his records showed it had a municipal water- softening sys- 
tem. The station's rep, Edward Petry & Co., whose market- 
ing director William B. Rohn keeps voluminous inventories 
on all its markets, was able to restore the campaign, amount- 
ing to about $700 a week, by showing that less than a 
fourth of the homes were connected to the water- softening 
plant. The market inventory also overcame the advertiser's 
secondary objection by showing that while the population 
was largely blue -collar, a big percentage qualified as skilled 
labor whose incomes averaged 30% above normal. 

2. "Know your customer and think from his point of 
view .. . 

Station, rep and network files bulge with contracts to 
prove that when an advertiser is besieged by media salesmen 
he usually will favor the one who comes in with the plan 
most apt to accomplish his own objectives. Sometimes this 
also means developing and volunteering a plan which shows 
more promise than something he's already using. 

George Castleman, vice president and sales development 
director of Peters, Griffin, Woodward, tells how PGW 
helped convert a kitchen -wrap advertiser to spot on the 
theory that housewives already knew what a kitchen -wrap 
was and might use more of it if the company used short 
copy with greater frequency to suggest new uses for its prod- 
uct, instead of explaining the nature of the product in the 
long copy it had been using in network programs. Tele- 
vision Advertising Representatives (TvAR) pulled in the 
entire budget of a group of bottlers in one of its markets, 
according to TvAR marketing and research director Bob 
Hoffman, by proving through research that reminder copy 
was all they needed and that they could get more mileage 
with the same money by using short announcements in a 
heavy campaign rather than the longer announcements 
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THE GROWING POPULATION IN BRANDS 

This chart shows how the number of brands using spot 
TV has multiplied in eleven product categories since 
1956. Still other new brands remain in be converted. 

Source: N. C. Rorabaugh 
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1. Alabama 
2. Arizona 
3. Arkansas 
4. California 
5. Colorado 
6. Connecticut 
7. Delaware 
8. Florida 
9. Georgia 

10. Idaho 
11. Illinois 
12. Indiana 
13. Iowa 
14. Kansas 
15. Kentucky 
16. Louisiana 
17. Maine 
18. Maryland 
19. Massachusetts 
20. Michigan 
21. Minnesota 
22. Mississippi 
23. Missouri 
24. Montana 
25. Nebraska 
26. Nevada 
27. New Hampshire 
28. New Jersey 
29. New Mexico 
30. New York 
31. North Carolina 
32. North Dakota 
33. Ohio 
34. Oklahoma 
35. Oregon 
36. Pennsylvania 
37. Rhode Island 
38. South Carolina 
39. South Dakota 
40. Tennessee 
41. Texas 
42. Utah 
43. Vermont 
44. Virginia 
45. Washington 
46. West Virginia 
47. Wisconsin 
48. Wyoming 

GRAN! l'1 I ( II: / irr Ara: Agency runs a map treatment lo emphasize a sales argument for spot TV -that as few as 

eight .,tir, more than 50';, of automobile .cales, and that spot allows the client to adjust his pressure to potential. 

I llt c'tl been using in monthly (movies and occasional short 
Ilights. 

When networks went gunning for a chunk of the dollars 
that put Wrigley chewing guns into the ranks of the top IO 
spot advertisers, 1 lalscy Barrett, television sales development 
dire( for for the Katz Agency, used the client-point-of-view 
ps( holor to help save the day for spot. He cast Wrigley's 

( ()Impel intl. American (:Rifle, in the role of the "horrible 
cs:uul,le' in a presentation analyzing what Wrigley was get- 
ting in spot and what American Chicle had been getting 
in net lc'tIs. Wrigley kept its big stoney in spot. 

\u Initlelstanding of the client's corporate way of think - 
ing undoubtedly helped John Karol, (:BS -T \' special proj- 
e1 Is s it e lICsi(Icnt, sign Firestone Tire R Rubber as a regu- 
1:11 S1 ii ilI'.I II of Eyewitness 10 Fíislory. Other salesmen were 
pin !ling entertainment pitigrants, but Firestone had been an 
I(i 1 ,u u11I sponsor of /iyririlrre.s.c and Karol put his emphasis 
OH the "image" that this inlormational series offered with- 

11111 impeding an advertiser's opportunity for hard sell. The 
I itestones held a board meeting on the spot and signed up 
lot ,In inteminent running at :(bout I.5 million a year. 

\Its atl\ertiser wants as much exposure as he can get kw 
his money but one riding a skinny budget in a race with 
the biggest spenders needs it more than most. That was 
l'Ine\s problem: competing with Procter K Gamble, Lever 
And (:olgate with only a fraction of their budgets. NBC -TV 
evoked its current series of "Purex specials," some in day- 

time, some at night. which in terms of public identity with 
television make Purex seem to be spending considerably 
more than the estimated $4 million it's putting out. 

American Motors' Rambler had a similar problem -little 
budget, big competition -which it solved through spot tele- 
vision. Rambler elected to concentrate its fire on one night 
a week in its 80 -85 biggest markets, pouring in minutes, 
20- seconds and 1Ds to make that night (Friday, to drum up 
weekend showroom traffic) almost literally "Rambler night" 
in those markets. 

The uselessness of drawing up a campaign plan without+ 
knowing what the prospect has in mind is typified by ant! 
experience recalled by Bruce Bryant, vice president and(1 

general manager of CBS -TV Spot Sales. Bryant once helped' 
prepare and deliver an elaborate presentation which the 

client, a multi- product advertiser, received with apparent 
enthusiasm before explaining that it contained a small flaw: 
It was designed for a product whose prospects, the company, 
had decided, did not justify further advertising support 
"We had based our whole presentation on a product the) 
knew was going to die because, without telling anybody 
they were going to let it die," Bryant recalls. 

His experience, incidentally, also points up another prob 
lein that salesmen must contend with: Advertisers are no, 
toriously secretive, especially bigger ones, and althougl. 
some are beginning to show signs of opening up, most sales 
Wren will say "Amen" to Bryant's plea: "Couldn't we b(( 
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more effective in helping you if you took us into your con- 
fidence on what you're trying to do ?" 

3. "Create new concepts . , . new program approaches 
... new sales forms ..." 

This advice roughly approximates that of the father who 
instructed his son: "Go get rich." But it's still done, and 
sometimes it is enough to revive and revamp old concepts. 

Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver Jr., then at NBC, started some- 
thing when he took the old idea of participating sponsor- 
ships, called it "the magazine concept" and pushed it as a 
device to enable small- budget advertisers to get into tele- 
vision. ABC -TV broke into daytime with a sort of revolving 
edition of the participation idea that it called "Operation 
Daybreak," and in one form or another, mostly namelessly 
(and entirely over the bitterest protest of reps), participation 
selling has gained ground among the networks ever since 
(see chart below). 

In a more general but potentially more productive area 
the "umbrella" or "TV market" concept -the idea that tele- 
vision signals, with a fine disregard for city or state lines. 
can define a product's logical distribution areas better than 
the traditional fixed -boundary system -has been pushed by 
a number of broadcasters, notably Corinthian and Westing- 
house Broadcasting companies, and has attracted wide ad- 
vertiser interest. 

In yet another field -the usually sensitive one of rates - 
a "two-section" rate card concept is gaining substantial ac- 
ceptance among broadcasters and buyers. This plan offers 
two sets of rates for each time classification, charging adver- 
tisers normal (Section One) rates for high- audience spot 
positions but allowing them to buy less valuable positions at 
lower (Section Two) prices, subject to being moved out on 
two weeks' notice if some other advertiser is willing to pay 
the Section One prices for the same spots. Blair -TV picked 
up the idea from WABC -TV New York, developed and pro- 
moted it, and says that at last count some 80 stations were 
using it. Edward R. Shurick, executive vice president of 
Blair -TV, regards the two-section card as a realistic solution 
to many problems: Moving fringe time that might go un- 
sold at normal prices, enabling small- budget advertisers to 
get into television, helping solve the annual summer- slump 
problem. 

The biggest headlines accorded any one television time 
contract in recent history carried the news of the "banking" 
arrangement worked out between NBC -TV and Gulf Oil a 
few months ago. In effect, Gulf "deposited" more than a 
million dollars with NBC -TV for sponsorship of hot -news 
specials to be prepared and scheduled by NBC News as 
events warrant. The idea, originated by Ed Friendly, NBC - 
TV director of special program sales (now vice president, 
program administration), not only answered Gulf's wish to 
be identified with distinctive programming but also solved 
a tough problem for NBC: The fact it simply would not 
have time to sell such fast -breaking programs by normal 
methods. 

On a local basis KNOE -TV Monroe, La., currently is in its 
second year with a similar deal with a local bank: The bank 
pays a set price for weekend news reports scheduled at the 
station's discretion, and in addition acts as a standby spon- 
sor for regional news specials that may break during the 
week. .. 

Among other current departures from traditional com- 
mercial forms, TvAR reports that it is finding extra sales 
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through a two -minute "featurette" (weather, news, etc., plus 
one -minute commercial) created for insertion in local par- 
ticipating programs. The Petry company with the help of 
KCOP -TV Los Angeles, one of the stations it represents, k 
currently developing an idea -a 30- second "service program" 
consisting of a headline and a quickie commercial -which 
it hopes may get Chevrolet into spot on a regular basis. 

WNBC -TV New York took the not -so -new idea of fashion 
shows and started a parade -of fashion shows. Its third in 
a year, done like its predecessors in cooperation with Macy's 
department store but with another advertiser picking up 
the sponsorship tal`, ( Alitalia Airlines, this time), is set for 
March 12. But one good thing often leads to another, and 
this one spawned two extra -business sources. Unlike the 
first two shows, this one will be repeated a few nights after 
its first exposure. In addition, since the show was to he 
filmed in Rome, the station worked up a week -long "Salute 
to Italy" to follow the March 12 fashion showing. For 
"Salute" week the station mustered a wide range of special 
Italy -oriented programming to attract local advertisers. The 
first three to sign had never used television before. 

On the network level, recent programming tailor -made 
for specific advertisers includes the pair that CBS -TV de- 
veloped, in cooperation with Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, for American Machine R Foundry -The 
Thinking nlachine and The Big Cite, which, with a re -run 
of the latter included, represented an AMF investment of 
approximately $750,000. 

4. "In looking for clients, be logical ... but don't over- 
look improbable opportunities ..." 

A program or spot availability often nominates its own 
buyer. Local distributors frequently want to buy spots ad- 
jacent to network programs underwritten by company head- 
quarters. On the program level another kind of affinity of 
interest brought program and advertiser together in Boston 
a few weeks ago. WBZ-TV Boston was preparing a series of 

To page 60 

TRENDS IN SPONSORSHIP PATTERNS 

2nd December Each Year 

Participating alternate Q Single Spenser All Others 
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WORTHINGTON MINOR ON CENSORSHIP: 

THE 1'ERKIBLE TOLL 
OF TABOOS 

Nobody loves a censor. let in all limes and in all media 
there falls to some Wren the burden of deciding what is and 
what is not fair game for the communicator. In direct pro- 
portion to their vigor in wielding the blue pencil arise the 
anguished cries of the artist whose work has been, in his 
opinion, .scarred beyond reason. 

To television the problems of censorship are more acule 
than to a,s other medians, for T! "s signal is virtually uni- 
versal, touching all manner of people and tastes. It has had 
censorship front its earliest moments, and .surely always will. 
How to achieve the delicate balance of developing to the 
fullest Tr's opportunity to communicate the best there is, 
while not offending vast segments of its audience, has been 
and remains the subject of controversy and debate within 
and without lhr industry. 

'FF.n.rvI urN MAGAZINE p/e.Sen(S on these pages an articu- 
late episode on one .tide of that debate. The spokesman is 
Worthington Minor , now executive producer of NTA's 
The Play of the Week and long an outstanding Tr and 
theatrical figure. Mr. Minor's position is unique among 
(hose who have sided against the censor in the past, for he 
speaks as one who has been freed from artistic restrictions, 
not as one fettered by them. His text was first delivered 
publicly in New York last month. AIr. minor has amplified 
those comments for TELEVISION with examples of outstand- 
ing literary works which he feels would not have been al- 
lowed on a contemporary television network, al least in 
their original forms. All these were allowed on Play of the 
\Neck, where they met general critical and audience acclaim. 
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THE subject is censorship -good or bad? There are advo- 
here, I am sure, and also dissenters. Let me first, 

however, define our terms -let us be quite certain we are 
speaking about the same thing. 

My dictionary defines the word censor as: "an official - 
who examines books, plays, news reports, motion pictures, 
radio programs, etc., for the purpose of suppressing parts 
deemed objectionable on moral, political, military or other 
grounds -any person who supervises the manners and moral- 
ity of others.' 

I quarrel with this definition because it covers only half 
the problem -but for the moment we'll let it stand. I'd also 
like to limit my observations to the only aspect of this 
problem about which I feel in any way qualified to speak 
-namely the dramatic area in broadcasting -in broadest 
terms, the theatre. 

The theatre has always been -and is still -a meeting place 
for the rebellious spirit and the rebellious mind. Aristoph- 
anes-I trust that's going back far enough -delighted huge 
audiences just because he tore to shreds the moral, political 
and military codes of his time. The best of theatre has al- 
ways been vulgar, violent and disturbing. It feeds on the 
false values most firmly advocated by the Pharisees of every 
age. Its favorite butt is the complacent palace -guard set up 
to protect some inviolate half- truth -be it moral, political, 
military or religious. In order to delight its audience -to 
win allegiance and applause -it must shock, awaken and 
disturb. Every great dramatist creates a spiritual standard 
of his own, challenging all who refuse to accept his way of 
spelling "good" or "bad." 

He is at war with the censor before he starts. 
Look at a handful of the accepted giants of the theatre. 

Within certain areas Shakespeare was the censor's darling 
-indeed, he might well qualify for a vice presidency at 
BBDO. Not one passionate kiss nor one unchallenged blas- 
phemy appears in all the twenty -six plays. On the other 
hand, he painted a nobleman of the realm as a whore - 
master, a thief, a drunkard and a liar. He spewed the foulest 
venom through the lips of Thersites, created a series of 
monstrous, amoral and incestuous women, made an aging 
Jew into a public laughing- stock, and spattered his dialogue 
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MR MINOR ON THE SET OF HENRY IV, PART ONE 

O'NEILL'S THE ICE MAN COMETH 

TELEVISION MAGAZINE / March 1961 

REGINALD ROSE'S BLACK MONDAY 

One may defend what censorship deplores. 

says Minor, but who can defend 

what it permits? Herewith a portfolio 

of what 'Play of the Week' has 

done without benefit of blue pencil. 

BEN JONSON'S VOLPONE 

These four dramas-three classics and a cuntenrpurary morality play -are in 
the Play of the Week repertory- although all include dialogue not designed 
for drawing room conversation, such as this from "The Iceman Cometh ": 
"All right, Rocky, we're whores. You know what dat makes yon? A lousy 

pimp, dat's what." And if some flinch at Reginald Rose's using "nigger" and 

"coon" in his play about segregation, Minor holds it a small price to pay 

for achieving an honest picture of a present -day problem facing U.R. schools. 
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LADY OF LARKSPUR LOTION 

PURIFICATION 

(Irre of Ilse pioneers in the ex/)lorn- 
lirnr of .Smrlhen, decadence, Ten - 
ue,,ee heu aullrrnrr! hock- 
ing 'bratty in nur time. Courageous 
theatre frrorlwlinn has Blared his 
wane in Ihr Iron! ranks of Anreri- 

r are frlaywritilrls. Play of the Week 
might br raid lo have gone beyond 
«ring' in presenting "Four by 
Tennessee" lo Ilse T' audience. 
The fora' >horl plays are fairly 
SIrnn "early" II'illiams: incest,sen- 
sua! poe!ry and Iwo death scenes- 
in "Hello frone Bertha." Ilse final 
lhnug/ils of a dying prostitute, and 
in "I Rise in Flenne" an intimate 
viere of the dying 1). H. Lawrence. 

I RISE IN FLAME 
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Anouilh succeeded in a rare combina - 
lion of humor and sex in his "Torea- 
dors," the study of an impotent lecher. 
Giraudoux' "Tiger at the Gates" was 
a sexy, passionate plea against war. 

ANOUILH'S WALTZ OF THE TOREADORS GIRAUDOUX' TIGER AT THE GATES 

a brief time, an intimate relationship with O'Neill. He was 
a man without a dirty thought in his mind -he deplored 
blasphemy and he deplored a dirty joke. But he knew peo- 
ple and felt for them with the deepest compassion. He also 
respected them too much to present them in any roseate 
glow to appease the delicate nostrils of a watch- dog,censor. 
He let them speak for themselves -and their speech was 
crusty, crude and accurate. 

It is faintly amusing now to look back on the reaction of 
so many after "The Iceman" was first put on tape. Ely 
Landau was battered with dire forebodings- forebodings 
born and conditioned by the commercial mind, which in- 
evitably belittles the stature of the public and shrivels be- 
fore a hint of adverse response. He was told didactically by 
every wise, objective observer -from salesman to lawyer - 
that he would lose half his audience, lose every sponsor on 
the series, lose his license for the station, lose his shirt. To 
his credit, and against this wave of adverse advice, he let 
"The Iceman" go on the air. And go on the air it did, as 
O'Neill wrote it. 

None of the dire forebodings of the wise Madison Avenue 
minds were borne out. There was a microscopic amount of 
adverse mail- something like thirty letters. There was no 
sponsor complaint nor cancellation, no FCC complaint. no 
religious complaint. In the face of compelling theatre, little 
voices are stilled. Also, quite incidentally, the rating 
doubled. 

"The Iceman" is merely the outstanding example of how 
far a courageous man with flexible imagination can go 
toward giving television a shot in the arm without suffering 
a catastrophic economic setback in return. No network 
censor would have passed this production -but, by the same 
token, 80% of all our productions this year would have 

been refused. Integrity of purpose and dignity of spirit are 
weightless assets on the censor's scale. 

This is bad enough. But not the worst. The worst is what 
remains under the golden stamp of approval. When all 
searching into politics, religion and sex are removed -when 
every damn and hell is gone -when every Italian is no longer 
a wop and every Negro is no longer a nigger -when every 
gangster is renamed Adams or Bartlett, and every dentist is 

an incipient Schweitzer, when, indeed, every advertiser and 
account executive smiles -what is left? For this the censor 
must answer. 

LVhat is left? Synthetic hogwash and violence! Not one 
corpse per half -hour, but three. Shot through the guts, the 
head or the back -the bloodier the better -Nielsen and 
Trendex demand it! Untruth and spurious gallantry. Let 
a n'oman blast her man in the face with a shotgun -but. 
please, no cleavage. Tears? Oh. yes -lots of tears -for the 
poor misunderstood woman, or man, who just happened on 
the side to be selling heroin -or themselves. And in the 
daytime -Woman! The backbone of the home, the family, 
the business, the works. Oh, yes. within the censor's accept- 
ance, the woman is forever a giant of integrity, loyalty. 
force -while generally misunderstood and abused. Man -a 
poor, fumbling, well- meaning idiot -or a martyr. This is 

what the censor declares every American adolescent should 
know about his father. 

Here, then, is the ultimate evil of censorship. One may 
defend some of the things it deplores -but who can defend 
the things it permits? Mediocrity, boredom, sadism and un- 
truth. 

Over my name, I'll let "The Iceman" stand. Let the 
censor and his supporters put their names above The Un- 
touchables. END 
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For both autos and TV the old order changeth 
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Three automotises contri 
to the $73 million Detroit 
likely spend in TV this veal 
(from top) falcon. Bu' 
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THEY'RE DI:ALI \G 
NEW HANDS 
I\ llETROIl 
I ALBERT R. KROEGER 

Detroit board rooms this month the icy sweat of deci- 
sion is almost drenching the carpeting. On tables lie 

the advertising strategies for 1961. Beside them lie plans 
for the suggested cutbacks. Automobile production is run- 
ning about 40% below 1960 levels. The slack buying of 
recession continues. In the balance is a 1961 new car adver- 
tising expenditure of perhaps $260 million, better than a 
quarter of it slated for television. What will happen? 

Little filters through the secrecy in which the U.S. auto- 
motive industry insists on clothing itself. But undoubtedly, 
as in recession -1958, the advertising cutbacks will come. 
How severe? Only Detroit knows. Already the program 
discontinuances are coming- Chevrolet parts from Dinah 
Shore, Dodge from Lawrence Welk, Ford from Wagon 
Train. 

The auto companies have experienced recession before - 
and easily survived. No one doubts the eventual coming of 
economic bounce -back and the high -speed turning of wheels 
in Detroit once again. The Motor City's big fear is not 
1961, although its poor sales couldn't come at a worse time 
-Detroit needs to know what the public favors in its dizzy- 
ing new range of compact, pseudo- compact, and standard - 
sized cars. The fear, for want of a better name, could be 
called the "future factor." 

The automobile, in any shape or size, is no longer revolu- 
tionary. It is almost a staple in the American family. While 
the consumer today spends about 51/2 cents out of every dol- 
lar on autos and parts (vs. 4 cents in 1948), other, perhaps 
more exciting things, vie for his disposable income: swim- 
ming pools and boats, airplanes and foreign travel, the 
rapid increase in the cost of a youngster's higher education. 

As the potential auto buyer weighs his choices -and 
dreads the thought of fighting saturation traffic on the 
highway-he becomes a complex "unknown" on the mar- 
keting terrain of the Sixties. Already he is increasingly 
turning to home recreation (including television). His car 
may be kept shiny, but is it being kept rolling? 

With so many factors at work on today's consumer, the 
primacy of car ownership is diminishing. He may decide 
against a second car. And further, the culmination of De- 
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troit's anxiety, he may even decide to make his first car do! 
The auto industry has a tough job cut out for it in the 

1960s. This year and next it must find out what will sell, 
What the new car buyer wants. It must find out more about 
the baffling U.S. market -the consumer with so many 
choices to make. It must make its advertising do what its 
new findings indicate it to. And it must examine the effec- 
tiveness of the media it is using. Which are best? Which 
will do the job the changing market demands? 

No one needs to tell Detroit its problems. It knows them 
better than anyone, and it can still laugh. A story is told 
among auto men of a young automotive account executive, 
now president of a top 10 agency, who on a trip to Detroit 
many years ago met the head of the client company. 

When talk ran to the merits of the auto maker's current 
model, the account man, showing deep interest, asked, 
"How good mechanically is this year's car ?" 

"Near perfect," answered the auto chief, who lowered 
his voice to confide that "next year's model. with one more 
detail, will be perfect." 

"And what," bit the young account executive in the se- 
crecy of the moment, "is that ?" 

"A hammock slung under the chassis," laughed the auto 
president, "to catch all the damn parts that fall out!" 

If there is a moral, it is that Detroit may never build the 
perfect, ultra -durable car. In the physical sense of mass pro- 
duction, it isn't geared for it. In the economic sense of 
fast replacement sales, life -blood of the industry, it doesn't 
want it -nor could the vast part of the American public 
afford it. 

To function profitably and efficiently today the U.S. auto 
business must produce and sell between six and seven mil- 
lion cars a year. If the term planned obsolescence is dis- 
tasteful, it is also essentially real; the auto business, like 
steel production, is too important a part of the American 
economy to limp in with less than maximum or near maxi- 
mum output. And automotive advertising, a key tool in 
whetting consumer desire for the annual product of De- 
troit, has to keep pace. 

The pace for 1961- production, sales, advertising -is 
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doubt. For television, now taking letter than a quarter of 
total new car ad spending (about S71 million out of a total 
expenditure of roughly S250 million in I960), the 1961 

forecast is filled with question marks. 
T \' had been (Ape( t ing an automat ice advertising invest- 

ment of about SST) niilliott for the I ¶16I model year. It is 
doubtful if it will get it. 

(The Television But eau of :Advertising. in a first rough 
estimate, puns network gross time for cars at S12 million in 
l960. This cunp.nes cith S37.5 million in P159, $42 mil- 
lion in 1!68. '1%B pins ,pot "1 V at SI6.8 million in 196O vs. 

S12.1 million in 19"í9.1 

The question of w bete the auto makers ucill put their TV 
emphasis ne\t season k also clouded. Increasingly. Detroit 
has been giving c\idencc of changing program strategy. 

The 'I'V special, long a favorite of the auto companies, 
is a dwindling TV commodity. The day of the big star ve- 
hicle is fast running to discard; the star salesmen themselves 
are in descendancy. Pat Boone stopped being a boon to 
Chevrolet last year; durable Dinah Shore becomes less so 
for Chevy with the end of her program in June; Lawrence 
\Velk will no longer turn on the bubble machine for 
Dodge. 

Detroit's eyes are increasingly turning to action- adven- 
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tore programming and the younger audience, the group, 
presumably, with the pocketbook for the lower priced cars 
that are TV's big bankrollers. 

Daytime T \', stamping ground of appliance sponsors like 
General Motors' Frigidaire division, may be in the minds of 
market- seeking auto men weary of prime time battles. The 
U.S. housewife, powerful partner with her husband in 
shaping discretionary spending, is not above bending to- 

ward the siren song of Detroit fashion. 
Spot "FV, nodded at for years by the auto men, may be. 

coming out of the nodding stage. It has been working for 
American Motors and its stellar success, the Rambler: for 
Studebaker and last year for Pontiac, and for large num- 
bers of dealers handling the product of all companies. Spot! 
salesmen in Detroit, including industry representative'lvB, 
report many favorable reactions to their recent spot presen- 
tations among the Big Three. 

Network participation "spot," the offer of an industry 
driven to sell its high -cost programming in bits and pieces. 
has been accepted almost readily by Detroit -with no appar- 
ent fear of selling alongside inexpensive packaged goods. 
The reasons for this have caused widespread speculation 

The high cost of sole sponsorship is certainly a factor 
Reach and mass circulation are important. With commercia 

To page 6' 
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CHRYSLER In 
1958 Fred 

Astaire 
danced for Chrysler and won nine 
Emmys. He's been dancing for the auto 
maker ever since, a show a year and a 
repeat. For the auto companies the TV 
special has been a broadcast staple, a cor- 
porate showcase in which to display a 
family of cars. But TV specials are a 
dwindling commodity. They will be 
around but not nearly in the quantity 
they have been -costs are high and the 
networks are leaning toward regular pro- 
gramming. Missing from the Chrysler 
stable of shows next season may not be 
Fred Astaire, but the dance has ended for 
Lawrence Welk, a Dodge dancing part- 
ner for six years. Remaining, for Chry- 
sler's Plymouth -Valiant division: the 
Garry Moore Show. Casualties of Plym- 
outh this season: Mr. Garlund and 
You're in the Picture. As with other ma- 
jor automobile makers, Chrysler's tele- 
vision .strategy remains a cloudy picture. 
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FORDLike one of its Wagon Train star. 
(above), Ford is running low on IT 

ammunition. Next month, for the first time in five sea- 

sons, the motor company will back out of participation 
on the top -rated NBC -TV western. It will also share or 
give up Alfred Hitchcock -leaving only the Tennessee 
Ernie Ford Show to hold the fort against competition. 
With auto industry sales sagging, the Ford move lends 
to be a straight cutback of its ad budget. Ford will re- 

turn to Wagon Train, Hitchcock and perhaps take 
other shows in the fall. But in retrospect, it is a far 
cry from what Ford was doing on TV in another re- 

cession period -it sponsored 17 shows during 1957 -58. 

GMA decade of Dinah is coming to an end, 
at least for Chevrolet. What started as two 

15- minute shows a week on NBC -TV back in 1950 (at 
$225,000 a season) has grown into a $N million in- 
vestment for General Motors' key division. The end 
of the Dinar Shore Chevy Show in June ends a decade 

in which the auto giants banked on identity with star - 
salesmen- Milton Berle, Jackie Gleason, Patti Page, 

Steve Allen, Ed Sullivan. Pat Boone, on another 
Chevy Show, faded last' year. For GM, only the Bob 
Hope Buick Show now remains as a personality ve- 

hicle. For Chevrolet, only My Three Sons stabs as a 

sole sponsorship. The move at GM (and in the auto 
industry) is toward participation programming -the 
Chevy television replacement for Dinah: Bonanza. 
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CLOSEUP 

EMERSON FOOTE 

CAREER 
DIPLOMAT 
IN 
AllVERTISING 
By JI'nrI'Il DOI.ctNS 

B 
icti in 1945, iVheu television ivasn't setting off many 
flares except in the minds of the network officials 

themselves, Emerson Foote. then president of Foote. Cone 
Belding. startled a Chicago meeting of the 4As by pre- 

dicting that TV would become advertising's most impor- 
tant medium. "Academic as it semis now," he says, "most 
of the people who heard about that speech disagreed with 
nie violently. Using television for advertising was like talk- 
ing about something on Mars. 

People who keep records of this sort of thing say that 
Foote was one of the very first agency men to publicly ac- 
claim television's advertising potential. Today. as president 
of McCann- Erickson Inc., the domestic advertising opera- 
tion that was known as McCann- Erickson (U.S.A.) until 
the parent company recently rechristened itself Interpublic 
Incorporated, Foote oversees approximately SI90 million 
worth of annual billings, a hefty S68 million of which is in 
network television. 

McCann is now one of the biggest users of T \', and most 
competitive agencies aren't exactly camera shy these days 
either. \Tars, clearly, has been attainable. Foote is now pre - 
dicting similar breakthroughs for color television, and also 
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forecasts that liquor will be advertised on television within 
three years. So maybe other planets will be attainable, too. 

Foote's more or less prophetic analysis of television's fu- 
ture back in 1945 "is easily explainable," says one ad ratan 
who knows him well. "In his 30 years of working with some 
of advertising's most flamboyant pioneers, Emerson has 
simply learned to recognize and live with all these so- called 
'radical' advertising innovations." 

By the time he was 29, Foote had already co -owned a 

small San Francisco agency and was working for J. Sterling 
Getchell, the dynamic head of one of the earliest creative 
agencies, one of the first to use research extensively (he 
hired Ernest Dichter in the 1930s) and a man well -known i 

for teaching his executives much and working them around 
the clock. At Lord R Thomas, inventor of "reason why" 
copy, Foote worked for Albert D. Lasker and with American 
Tobacco Co. president George Washington Hill, irascible 
but brilliant advertising pioneers both. And with Fairfax 
Cone and Don Belding he organized Foote, Cone R Belding,. 
which he left in 1950. 

When Foote became president of McCann's domestic 
advertising operation in 1960 at the not -so- advanced age of 
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53, one observer, an executive with a competitive agency in 
fact, took stock of his background and commented, "Here 
is a man who is still young, yet he has come up through the 
advertising that we regard as history. Emerson is the bridge 
between the scientific advertising that we practice today and 
the old intuitive advertising of the Laskers that is now a 

legend 
Foote unintentionally became somewhat of a legend him- 

self back in the mid -forties when word got around that he 
was supposedly the man on whom Frederic Wakeman based 
the character of the jumpy agency president in "The Huck- 
sters." 

Now, 15 years after its publication, Foote seems to look 
on the book with more amusement than dismay. "although 
I was very mad at first." \Vakeman ( "he'd been a good 
friend of mine, though I haven't seen him in years ") was an 
account executive on American Tobacco at Foote, Cone 
Belding, which he left in 1945 for a job at MGM. A year 
later the book appeared with a barrelful of publicity. As 
Foote says, "There was no possibility of denying that Mr. 
Hill was supposed to be Evan Llewelyn Evans. the president 
of the Beautee Soap Co. in the book, or that I was supposed 
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to be Kimberly, the agency president. although," Foote 
says now with a grin, "I, of course. don't inwardly feel it 
was an accurate characterization." 

Foote terms "The Hucksters" "a cunning mixture of 
fact and fiction." As an example of the latter: in the movie 
version, "the account executive 'hero' N'ic Norman, %vho was 
\Vakeman, of course, resigns from the agency immediately 
after an incident with the president of Beautee Soap. and as 
a noble gesture throws his last SIO into the river. As it really 
happened." Foote straightens the record. "Wakeman left 
Foote. Cone & Belding tyhen Mr. Hill tvasn't even in town, 
and he left to take a job at \IGM that paid three times 
what he was getting at the agency." 

After the book was published, Foote says, "the press 
bombarded us for statements. Hill was madder than hell 
and wrote one himself. I still have it someplace. It was very 
colorful, you might say. But I wouldn't let him issue it. 
What would it have accomplished? 

"As a matter of fact, I did make one comment about the 
book myself. Everyone was calling it a sensational exposé 
of the advertising business, so I answered that 'The only 
thing exposed by Mr. Wakeman's hook is the state of his' 
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CAREER DIPLOMAT IN ADVERTISING cunt rnul 

"Foote is one of the top five advertising and marketing strategists in the country" 

own mind.' But Zook at it this way too. 
'The Huckster,' was on the lest seller list 
for about 17 weeks and then it was made 
into the movie: the way t sec it, anytime 
cum can make a half million dollars 
parodying your friends you're a pretty 
small so-and -so. 1 was more concerned 
;shout what the book tVOuld do to the 
itl%eltking business than to me person - 
.ills." 

But some of Foote's friends are still 
angry at what in their opinion was a 

formidable personal injustice. "I never 
told Emerson this," says one, "but when 
that book came out I was seriously going 
to write something, perhaps an article 
for a mass magazine, to debunk all this 
nonsense. I never diet it, mostly because 
I realized that his friends and associates, 
the ones who count, know What he is 
really like." 

\ \That Foote is really like is a crack 
advertising and marketing strategist, 
"one of the top five in the entire coun- 
try," says the president of an advertising 
association whose work has naturally 
thrown him in with many and all man- 
ner of ad men. 

Foote is also, most unhucksterishly, 
intensely active in a batch of charitable 
and educational causes on which he 
spends a staggering amount of time 
raising funds and frequently traveling 
to deliver speeches, which he always 
writes himself. Foote's interest in worthy 
projects created a strong bond between 
him and Lasker, and the two remained 
close until the latter's death. Lasker, far 
from shv when it came to criticizing peo- 
ple, openly admired Foote. As John Gun- 
ther pinpointed this admiration in 
"Taken at the Flood," his book about 
Lasker: "Most advertising men of the 
clay become stereotypes, With their Madi- 
son Avenue uniforms, ulcers, and some- 
what prim glibness; but Foote was an 
individual. A tall, good- looking man, he 
was as respectable as an archbishop. Also, 
he was extraordinarily bright, and what 
A.D. (Lasker) particularly admired, un- 
selfishly devoted to public service." 

The president's post at McCann- Erick- 
son represents something of a "home- 
coming" for Foote. Since its organization 
at the start of 1960 as a company special- 
izing solely in the creation of advertising, 
it is close to the "pure" advertising 
agency that he had been associated with 
since his early days with Lasker. 

Foote's forte is his ability to bring the 
business -like, client view to plans created 
by the agency. At plans review meetings, 
he is often the man who asks: "Where 
are the bench marks in this plan against 
which a client can measure our perform- 

tune? If we make a proposal, 
be willing to be measured." 

As president of McCann, Foote doesn't 
have time to get too involved with the 

routine buying of TV time ( "much to 
my regret ") but he is very active in the 
production of commercials for McCann 
clients. He personally supervises all as- 

pects of several accounts, including NBC, 
Schenley, Swift & Co., and National Cash 
Register ( "I am really a frustrated ac- 

count executive; sometimes I wish I had 
just one account and could devote all my 
energies to it "), and is deemed a master 
at maintaining smooth agency -client re- 

lations. 
"He is a wonderful guy with all the 

charm of a European diplomat -a con- 
summate diplomat. Even in the most 
difficult of situations. I have never seen 

Emerson put his foot in his mouth," 
says one friend, not intending the pun. 
Another ad man who served on Mc- 
Cann's board of directors with Foote and 
is now at another agency, adds, "He's one 
of the nicest guys I've ever met, and one 
of the best ad men. He is a whiz at get- 
ting right to the core of a problem and 
corning up with the proper strategy. And 
I have never heard him say a word to 
offend anyone." 

Foote's amazingly consistent reputa- 
tion as "a nice guy" obviously hasn't 
hurt in the fine art of client relations. 
Nor has the fact that he is somewhat of 
a veteran in a business fabled as the 
suongliold of the "bright young man." 

A commitment to advertising 
For as Interpublic president Marion 

Harper Jr., rather a boy wonder himself, 
puts it, "One of the great tributes to 
Emerson is the fact that the stature his 
name commands in the industry extends 
over a 30 -year period." Harper goes on 
to say that "Emerson long ago made a 

commitment to the advertising business. 
This commitment is based on a high 
level of personal practice and ethics and 
a strong belief in social values. In serv- 
icing Our clients, Emerson can always be 
counted on to do more than is expected." 

As with many successful businessmen, 
there is little in Emerson ( "nothing to do 
with Ralph Waldo") Foote's family back- 
ground that could have greased the 
route to his chosen profession. 

Foote was born on December 13, 1906, 
in Sheffield, Ala., where his father was 
a cotton and corn broker. The family 
moved to California when Foote was five 
( "My sister is back in Sheffield. Some- 
times when things are rough in the busi- 
ness and I visit her I think I should stay 
-for about two hours "), and he attended 

we should Los Angeles public schools. In 1923, after 
a year at the University of Southern 
California, Foote, age 17, made his way 
into the business world by getting a job 
as clerk for a building and loan associa- 

tion. 
In 1929 Foote, then working as traffic 

manager for James W. McAlister, a 

large Northern California Chrysler dis- 

tributor, had a blind elate with Sabina 
Fromhold, a young copywriter for H & S 

Pogue, Cincinnati department store, 
who was vacationing in San Francisco. 
Miss Fromhold sized up her new ac- 

quaintance and exercised that peculiar 
commodity called woman's intuition by 
saying, "I think you would be a very 
good account executive. You should go 
into advertising." 

Three days later Foote and Sabina 
Fromhold were engaged, though they 
didn't marry until 1938 ( "I wanted to 
be a success first "). Nor did Foote rush 
right into advertising, but instead be- 

came an actuary for a life insurance com- 
pany. "Then, when I was fired in a 

wave of personnel cutting in 1931, I de- 
cided to take Sabiná s advice, and I was 
pretty naive about it," Foote recalls. "I 
walked into agencies and said, 'I want 
to get into the advertising game.' None 
of them paid any attention to me, Mc- 
Cann- Erickson included." 

But perseverance will out. One day, 
Foote dropped in on the Lawrence 
Livingston Advertising Agency in San 
Francisco and was offered a free -lance 
research assignment -an investigation of 
the California Olive industry, to be com- 
pleted over the weekend. Foote said he 
would do it for $25. Livingston thought 
this was too much, but offered Foote a 

staff job at $125 a month, and he became, 
in one fell swoop, a combination account 
executive and copywriter. 

Foote left Livingston in 1935 to form 
his own San Francisco agency with the 
late Louis Yeomans, who was then 
handling the Plymouth account for J. 
Sterling Getchell. "We tossed a silver dol- 
lar to see whose name would go first." 
Foote lost the toss, and Yeomans Sc Foote 
thrived with a batch of local clients in- 
cluding a sausage maker, wholesale radio 
company, and Foote's old employer, the 
James McAlister Chrysler distributor- 
ship ( "We got it away from a Detroit 
agency "). 

Tiny Yeomans Sc Foote proved to be 
the ticket to the big time. Says Foote, 
"They had started paying veterans' bo- 
nuses in 1926, and everyone was writing 
ads with headlines like, 'Special Atten- 
tion Veterans,' which went on to tell 
them how they should spend their 
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The programming standards of a television station are exposed every minute of every 

hour of every day. All you need do is look to see that wptx -11, New York's Prestige 
Independent, has the "network look" ... network -proved and network caliber pro- 

grams night after night. Programs like M Squad, Air Power, the Honeymooners, Mike 

Hammer, You Are There. When you, the advertiser, painstakingly produce TV 

commercials, you have a right to expect they will be presented in programs that do 

justice to your product and your company. wPtx -11 is the only New York Independent 
Television Station qualified to display the Seal of Good Practice. 

where are your 60 second commercials tonight? 

NRW Y O R K ' S P R E S T I G E I N D E P E N D E N T 
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CAREER DIPLOMAT IN ADVERTISING continued 

n tuIIt .\(I\ NN hit In \t.i . So Foote took 
the opposite tack and lot AIc. Lister 
tsar nn, he.nit(I. . \ \ is Doesn't Some- 

on. stig2,est that \'elcrans Keep (heir 
Mono\ I he ail was picked up and read 
on the Major Bowes radio show and at- 
tracted tltc attention of several people, 
including J. Sterling Getchell, trio of- 
Icred Foote a job ill 1936. 

"A general handyman" 
had .t tit to get to New 

loll. autd I at (opted Getc'hell's offer. 1 

tea, account executive and research di- 
tut tot-sort of a general handyman." 
Foote has great respect for the now de- 
lun(t Getchell shop. "It teas a very trea- 
tise :tgencv -aneat Is Onil\\. i ISO. Ire did 
(lime a bit of reseal/ h. espe( tally for 
those Clays. 11'e intctticwed (()stammers 
b\ the thousands. ; \t tua1I . you knOw, 
the Change in research over the years has 
been more a refinement of techniques 
rather than a change in purpose." 

In the loll of 1938 Foote got an offer 
from .Albeit Lasker to come to Lord & 
Thomas as assistant ac(onnt executive 
on Liu k\ Su ikc. Getchell. alluding to 
George \1'ashington Hill's ill's reputation for 
ferocity, asked. " \1'hy do you twat to 
leave here to become a contact man on 
an account that notoriously devours its 
contact nun ?" Foote says, "1 was young. 
Lasker wasn't as active as he had been 
and Lord & Thomas wasn't at its peak 
arty afore. I felt it \multi be a challenge." 

It was definiteli that. Foote had been 
assistant act 011111 executive on Lucky 
Strike a scat when the account e\e( talk 
teas dc\onted. He got the job and tc- 
nnained kc\ man on the at «mitt, under 
Lasker of tours. holding the position of 
exec mire vice pesident in charge of New 
l m k when Lasker decided to dissolve 
Lund ,\ I hontas ill 191". 

Unlike Getchell. i.:nket was far from 
a big lan of tesearth. One oI his favorite 
continents was. "Research is something 
that tells sou that a jatkas has Iwo 
ear's." Eventually, howeset. (untpetition 
from other agencies forced hint to estab- 
lish cxtensise research depatuucnts. 

Foote put, working with Lasker and 
Hill high on his list of unforgettable ex- 
periences. Ncithei. he found, was as 
tough as the legends had them. "al- 
though they both \cute getting on when 
I stet them, aunt I suppose the\ might 
have mellowed. hill. well eyct\bn(IN has 
heard all sot Is 111 things ahuut hint. I 

would sac he was brilliant and color 1st." 
Not that working with Lord &'i'homas 

was a snap. The people there had to be 
pretty sharp to second -guess I.asker. At 
one point, for instance, Foote was made 
a vice ),resident of the agency, but was 
getting paid a very modest salary that 
was far less than that of the man who 

Emerson Foote in conference with Paul Foley (left), e.ve( afire vice president, 

mate))) region, .11cCaurr- Erickson Inc., who Iras the office adjncenl to Foote's. 

had previously held the job. Months 
went by before Lasker finally summoned 
him. saying, "Mr. Foote, you have never 
asked Inc for a raise. I will now ask you 
a direct question. Is this because you 
don't care about money, or because you 
think that not asking for a raise is the 
smartest way to handle me ?" 

Foote, skim had to do sonic quick 
thinking, replied, "The latter." 

I.asker beamed and said: "I'm de- 
lighted." 

Foote did not get the raise. 
Lasker and Foote nevertheless got 

:long very well, all the more so because 
of their mutual interest in charitable 
causes. When Lasker decided to retire 
in 1912, Foote, then executive vice presi- 
dent in charge of New York, and Fairfax 
Cone and Don Belding, who held the 
same title for Chicago and the Pacific 
(:oast, bought Lord & Thomas's operat- 
ing assets. All three held equal status, 
but unlike at little Yeomans & Foote, 
there was no coin tossing to determine 
whose name went first. Foote was the 
(at. of course, and he was also made 
Itrsidcnt of the new agency. largely be- 
(atusc the partners felt that it would flat - 
tut New York -based George \1'ashington 
Hill to have the president to work ssith. 

Hill died in 1946, and two years later 
FY: &B resigned the Lucky Strike account. 
Foote says, " \1'e never would have done 
it if \Ir. Dill had been alive. \1'e ha 1 

some differences with his successor. It 
was not a snap decision, but something 
we thought about for six months. We 
discussed it with Lasker too, and he 
thought we were doing the right thin,." 

Foote resigned from FC &B in 1950 

(Cone is now chairman of the executive 
committee; Belding retired in 1957). He 
is somewhat reticent about it, but those 
who were close to the situation say that 
during the final years of the partnership 
severe policy disagreements developed, 
particularly between Foote and Cone, 
both of whom were under considerable 
pressure and strain. Foote says only this: 
"Lasker retired, and essentially the three 
of us were thrown together. Why I left 
is as easy to answer as 'Why do people 
get divorces?' ' " 
Met Harper at luncheon 

Foote spent a year in Hawaii. \1'hen 
he returned to New York in 1951 he met 
Marion Harper at a luncheon given by 
Mike Cowles of Look. The two agency 
men got to talking, and a few months 
later Harper invited Foote to join Mc- 
Cann- Erickson Inc. (then the name of 
the parent organization). 

From then until 1959, Foote held sev- 

eral positions: vice president, senior vice 
president, director, executive vice presi- 
dent, and was made a member of the ex- 
ecutive policy committee. He was named 
president of the domestic advertising op- 
eration, then McCann- Erickson (U.S.A.) 
and now McCann- Erickson Inc., in 1960, 
and also serves on Interpublic's execu- 
tive policy committee along with presi- 
dent Marion Harper, Robert E. Healy, 
board chairman of McCann -Erickson 
Inc., Frank White, vice chairman of In- 
terpublic, and Frank Sherer, vice presi- 
dent of finance for Interpublic. 

The offices of Interpublic and its vari- 
ous operations are on Lexington Avenue. 
Foote. an eight -window man with a large 
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Right before your eyes... 

UP... 

UP... 

Film does the "impossible" ! 

Think of it! A front -row seat in a baking oven! Right before your 
eyes, mounds of dough puff up ... and up ... into tender, golden 
shells -lovely, luscious, ready -to- eat -all in brief seconds! 

Magic? Yes, the magic of time -lapse photography -magic that 
packs minutes into seconds ... magic possible only with film! 

But that's only part of the story! Only part of the reason why so 
many advertisers are turning (or returning) to film. For film and film 
alone, gives the optical effects you must have ... gives commercials 

UP... 

UP... 

UP... 

-crisp, vivid, exciting -the way you want them -and when! 

What's more, it's film alone that assures you the convenience, cov- 

erage and penetration that today's total marketing requires. For 

more information, write Motion Picture Film Department 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y. 

East Coast Division, 342 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. 

Midwest Division, 130 East Randolph Drive, Chicago 1, Ill. 

West Coast Division, 6706 Santo Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif. 

or W. J. German, Inc., Agents for the sole and distribution of Eostmon 

Professional Motion Picture Films, Fort lee, N. J., Chicago, Ill., Hollywood, Calif. 

ADVERTISER: General Foods Corp. AGENCY: Young 8 Rubicam Inc. PRODUCER: MPO Videotronics 
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CAREER 1)IPLO\IAT IN ADVERTISING ,u;;tuturd 

`Emerson is a pacer and a big man with the telephone. His mind is working every minute.- 

office on the 30th floor, sits at a large 
modern desk (he is a large man), fre- 
quently drinking Cokes (client) from the 
butt le. 

McCann-Erickson Ins. is the largest 
of lnterpuhlic's several operations, the 
others being \Ic(:a -Mars( Inc., a 

smaller domestic advertising agency; Mc- 
Cann- Erickson Corporation (Interna- 
tional): Pritchard, Wood K Partners 
Ltd.. a British agency recently acquired 
by Interpublic: \I -E Productions (TV 
and radio). and Communications Affili- 
ates Inc., the service :inns that includes 
CCI (public relation :). SCI (sales promo- 
tion) and \Iarplan (research). The agen- 
cy's 12 offices extend from Boston to At- 
lanta in the East. Seattle to Honolulu in 
the \Vest. 

McCann- Erickson Inc., Foote's do- 
main, has, at last count, 97 clients, many 
of them formidable in size and demand- 
ing in their requests for personal atten- 
tion. Between his agency work and his 
charitable activities, Foote has his hands 
hill, though to the casual observer he 
seems unusually calm. "I would call it 
sell -inflicted composure," says one for- 
mer associate. "Emerson is a pacer and 
a big man with the telephone. His mind 
is working every, minute, and he can re- 
member more phone numbers than any- 
one I've ever known." 

One item on which Foote's mind is 
always working is naturally how to snake 
advertising better yet. As he puts it, "Ad- 
vertising is an indispensable part of our 
kind of economy, but it is not as efficient 
and well- mannered as it should he for 
its own optimum performance. The 
screaming hard -sell has to go. A TV 
commercial coming into the home should 
be friend! and personal -it should not 
strut heating at the desk." 

While Foote thinks advertising still 
has a long was to go, he adds that we 
have also "come a long w:ty and cau- 
tions members of the advertising pro- 
fession against reacting too strongly 
against critics of the business, i.e., Vance 
Packard and presumably good old Fred- 
eric Wakeman. 

Another Foote conviction is that "ad- 
vertising is going to become a lot more 
scientific, though that doesn't mean it 
will become a science. And of course 
we've already made great headway. Get - 
chell believed in research, but his tech- 
niques were primitive by our standards. 
I was the research director at his agency. 
and a good one, I think, btu there have 
been so many new developments that 
I'm sure I don't know enough to get a 

research job today." 
Lasker and Hill were "intuitive oper - 

aturs." Foote points out. " I hey were not 
receptive to rex:uch, and worked almost 
entirch on the judgment of themselves 
and their dose associates. And as bril- 
liant an the\ were. I feel that unless they 
adopted a tIilletent set of principles, Las - 
ker and Hill 'could have a hard time 
uul.t .dust like 'ou couldn't drive a 1941 

auto as comlotiahly as a 1961 model." 
Foote current! has a couple of quiet 

crusades in mind. "I hate the word 'cre- 
ativity.' It is a pompous and non -creative 
word, and I wish we in advertising would 
quit talking about it. I don't object to 
the verb 'to be creative' or to 'creative' 
as an adjective; advertising must be cre- 
ative to exist. But I am against the 
worship of oddly creative things -the bi- 
zarre -and I am totally against making 
a fetish of the basic 'creativity' of the 
business." 

Foote's secret ambition 
Foote is harboring it secret ambition. 

"I want to become a time engineer," he 
says. "One of the most important things 
executives must do is learn how to or- 
ganize their time." Foote, who has some- 
how managed to find some spare time 
of his own to do research on the subject 
at the public library, says "there have 
been plenty of time and motion studies 
clone for workers, but the executive area 
is almost totally unexplored. 

"I would like to be known as a time 
engineer on the executive level, and if 
I could make a l0c" improvement in our 
own business, it would be phenomenal. 
How do 1 have time for all this? Well, 
I don't sleep too much," Foote jokes, 
"but my use of time is improving. And 
if I don't have all the time I need to 
make some really original contributions 
to executive time management, maybe I 
can inspire others to do it." 

One look at Foote's list of extracur- 
ricular activities clearly shows that to 
him time must be a valuable commodity. 
In the professional area, he has been a 
vice president of the -1As, a director, 
chairman of the committee on media re- 
lations and is currently director -at- large. 
Foote was a director of the Brand Names 
Foundation and is an active member of 
the Advertising Research Foundation. 
He has served the Advertising Federa- 
tion of America in numerous posts, and 
is currently national plans chairman of 
the AFA's Advertising Week Committee. 

Advertising education is one of Foote's 
deepest concerns. He is vice chairman 
of the AFA's Advertising Educational 
Foundation, organized to try to get lega- 
cies for the furtherance of advertising 
education, and is on the executive and 

iIli Iii,ti adcistsry committees ul the 

June, Webb young Fund for Education 
in . \d% et t king at the University of Illi- 
nois. A, hi, It raises money for scholarships 
La pt asking young future act men. 

I. u t he past two years, Foote also was 

haitut:ut the AFA- sponsored two - 
week ads ettising seminar at Harvard, 
which he thinks will be eventually "the 
uutstantling short -form course in adver- 
tising." His strong interest is based on 
the belief that "advertising has outrun 
its educational facilities -the profession 
has matured beyond what is being 
taught about it. It takes abort II years 

to make a doctor, and at sonic time ad- 

vertising men are going to have compar- 
able backgrounds. I'II bet that in 20 

years, no one will get a job in advertis- 
ing without a Master of Business Ad ' - 

istt'ation." 
Foote is currently active in at least 12 

organizations dedicated to the cure and 
prevention of diseases ( "If I had it to do 
all over again I'd be a dot for ") and was 

instrumental during the 19IIIs in break. 
ing clown the ban on mentioning the 
word cancer on the radio. 

As with his advertising career, one 
effective Foote charitable campaign led 
to another. In 1944, Albert and Mary 
Lasker got the Reader's Digest to donate 
two -thirds of a page to an American Can- 
cer Society drive. Foote sold the Society 
on using the fear appeal ( "years later I 

advised them to stop -they'd gone far 
enough ") and wrote an unbylined article 
that started, "Some facts of life and 
death interest to you. One out of six 
of you who read this will die of cancer 
unless something is done about it, and 
precious little is being done." 

The American Cancer Society, which 
had never raised more than 8100,000 a 

year in its national drives, received $84,- 
000 in the mail on the strength of the 
one Digest article. Seven years later, Dr. 
William Menninger of the famed 'Fo- 
peka psychiatric clinic asked the Digest 
to suggest a layman who could write 
a good article on mental health. The 
magazine put him in touch with Foote, 
and mental health soon became one of 
his most enthusiastically served medical 
interests. Foote, who is on the Mennin- 
ger Foundation's Board of Governors 
and chairman of the New York Com- 
mittee for the Menninger Foundation, 
explains his dedication this way: "As a 
cause, mental health is not popular and 
it is hard to raise money. People don't 
like to think about it. They'll admit 
they might get cancer or heart trouble, 
but they will never admit the possibility 
that they can break down." 
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The Footes have a son, three adopted 
daughters (they are natural sisters), a 

13 year old beagle named Daniel Boone 
Foote and a cat called Sabinchen, the 
German equivalent of Sabina, Mrs. 
Foote's name. 

The oldest daughter, Florence Anne, 
is married to Harlow Rockwell, a free- 
lance artist and former art director at 
Young & Rubicam. The apple of Foote's 
eye is two-and -a -half year old Hannah 
Rockwell, the first grandchild ( "Until she 
came along I thought grandfathers were 
something you took off a shelf "). 

Katherine Penn, second oldest Foote 
daughter, teaches at New York's Searing 
School, a tutorial institution for children 
who need extra help. Jennifer Brough- 
ton, the youngest girl, is studying at New 
York University and son James Adair 
is a junior at Brown. "I keep trying to 
talk him into becoming a doctor," says 
Foote, "but he keeps talking about ad- 
vertising." 

Quick changes for Mrs. Foote 

Foote, a long- distance commuter be- 
tween Chicago and New York, figures 
that his trips around the country amount 
to 100,000 miles a year, "but at least the 
traveling gives me time to catch up on 
my reading." Slender Mrs. Foote, a very 
attractive grey- haired woman, frequently 
travels with him, keeps tabs on things via 
a schedule of Foote's plans sent her each 
week by his secretary, and by now is so 
used to quick changes in the routine 
that she can be packed and ready to 
hoard a plane at the drop of an ad plan. 

The Footes have an apartment in Chi- 
cago (they're giving it up soon because 
he expects to be doing less commuting); 
a house on the grounds of the Gypsy 
Trail Club in Carmel, N.Y., and an 
apartment on midtown Manhattan's east 
side. 

Their tastes in furnishings are simple 
and run along contemporary lines (a for- 
mer Foote home in Rye, N.Y., was twice 
featured in House Beautiful). The Car- 
mel house, surrounded by a hemlock 
forest, is constructed and decorated like 
a lodge, with pine paneling and a two - 
story open fireplace made of flagstone. 
Foote has a study there "where he sloes 
a lot of his thinking and reading," says 
his wife. 

In Manhattan, the Footes solved the 
scarcity of large apartments by renting 
two 4 -room units and breaking through 
a wall. Each apartment has a large ter- 
race ( "We eat most of our meals out 
there in the summer "), a living room, 
dining room, kitchen (they have two, use 
one as a bar when they entertain) and 
a bedroom. 

Foote, according to his wife, is "an 
epicure; one of his great enjoyments is 
eating in fine restaurants." His hobbies 
are trap shooting and tennis (he plays 
a good but unconventional game, Mrs. 
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Foote says) and he pursues both sports 
as often as possible ( "And when he does 
it's usually more than he should," his 
wife adds). 

Foote is generally at his office by nine 
( "I wish he'd get here at 9:30," says his 
secretary) and frequently works late, al- 
though, Mrs. Foote remarks, "not as 
much as he used to. He's learned to 
relax." He frequently takes work home. 

The Footes aim for the house in Car- 
mel every weekend (they don't always 
make it) and this winter took two very 
short vacations in Miami Beach. They 
would like more and longer jaunts, but 
the problem again is precious time. "Any 
man or woman," says Foote, "who has 
a demanding job and doesn't take a 
month's vacation every year is stupid. I 
have never taken one. I always think the 
current year will be the one. I'm not 
too optimistic about 1961, but I have 
high hopes for 1962." 

Reflecting on his long years in adver- 

tising, Foote says, "I haled reaching Itl- 
I felt like an old man -but I (Iicln't mind 
becoming 50." .These thoughts bring him 
to a favorite subject: the legend of ad- 
vertising as a young man's business. "lt 
is generally impossible to get past Ell 

or 65 and stay in ;61%1ttising,' Foote 
maintains. "I think mandatory retire- 
ment is bad. 

"Everyone has four ages -the numeri- 
cal or calendar age, the physical age, the 
emotional age, and the mental age. The 
four are almost never the same. but em- 
ployers do not recognize this. I don't 
mean that a man who reaches a certain 
age must automatically keep working - 
people shouldn't think they have a vested 
right to their jobs. But companies and 
agencies should have a way of evaluating 
the four age factors. Their attitude will 
change gradually, and I hope it changes 
before I hit 65." And this is one Foote 
statement with which few would dis- 
agree. ' END 
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CREATIVE SELLING 11,,,,( page 11 

7he tclervsion salesman's search for logical prospcc'ts c'aN lead to improbable sales 

IWei%c monthly IifinIs on The Cour 
,dry Co/min/tioy. a studs of Boston 
!mild( ms and .0 !is ill( ,: 11nä) \ 11111( h- 
iu,nn, espaudin it,' II (.1(am Stamps 
operation in I;o,tun. \cas looking for 
some sot of Iti l,lit I(LI inu, Hujct In 
show Ihat it \c .1, taking its l,la(e in local 
alai%.. ''.II 11.1(1 nc\cr ,l,on,orctl a 

total .dies bclotc, according to acket- 
tising manager Emil Corona. but "when 
wilt -Ty caste ill %with their plans lot The 
Coot /)I('.x community. the) loon! u, in 
Ihc mood." 

Not all salesmen are luck\ caul h u, 
find a 'earl\ - stade sponsor. but \chat 
they can find a Ino,lm(I will, ,'call% un- 
usual pioblent, Ilia result may Ic just as 
good. fla rington. Righter K Pai nos' 
John 1)ickiuson Iclls hot) HRPcI' sold 
.Ish, lour /)o( lot. a telephone ques- 
tion- and -answer program ruing panels 
of local doctors. to the Smith. Kline & 
French ethical drug company on the 
theory that it would solve an unusual 
problem (Iwhonting. not the advertiser, 
but his customers. IIR &P's argument 
was that most ethical -chug advertising 
to doctors extolled the virtues of as- 
sorted miracle medicines so much that 
un(nn,t iou,l) it reflected on the doc- 
lots' own abilities. Hence, the reasoning 
ran. it would be smart for SK&F to give 
doctors a public forum from %which they 
Wright project their prestige in their own 
communities. SKf;F bought the idea and 
the program. sponsoring the latter in 
Louisville. Buffalo, Milwaukee and a 
number Of other markets. 

The fact that President J. Doyle De- 
Witt of Travelers Life Insurance is a 
political campaign buff almost certainly 
played a paint in that company's decision 
to spend an estimated S- 100,000 for "The 
Right Man." This was a 1960 pre -elec- 
tion special on ci s= TV which was de- 
veloped with \fr. I)elVitt's hobby in 
mind and accordingly used one of his 
pet projects, a museum of campaign 
memento,. as springboard for an hour- 
long review of past political campaigns. 

Less obviously but almost certainly, 
Shell Oil's current corporate sponsorship 
of New York Philharmonic telecasts on 
CBS-TV was not impeded by the fact 
that \fax Burns, president of Shell %when 
the contract was %written, is also a mem- 
ber of the Philharmonic's board. Never- 
theless, salesmen can't trade exclusively 
on a client's personal whims yvith cer- 
tainty. Travelers was interested in tying - 
in %with the political campaign to begin 
with, and the Philharmonic was in tune 
with Shell's corporate purposes. 

For management, the "logical" ap- 
proach in seeking new advertisers may 

begin %with ut.Il.ing lists Ion salesmen. 
ABC- l \% lot insl.intt. in getting reads 
I(r the .annual assault on dir ,unuuel 
slung) ltrublcnl, I(0(IIIs plepautd and 
dish limited Its its salesmen a piospct I 

list containing the names of all potluck 
that 11.1(1 .punt 1211.111111 or more in lict- 
wot k lcic\ ision during last Jul). (tlitce- 
nct\rnrk uuatl: 316 branch). 

I lie search for logiutl prospects can 
lead to improbable ,ales. An imagina- 
tive salesman disc oy(led long ago that 
there's a unique potential in "cable 
breaks." lit Sinus (:it), Iowa, lot' in- 
stance, both i.sI) (Is and i-iiv (Tv) 
were reported lc( (ItIIs to have sold their 
"network intcttul,tions" to :t local tele- 
vision servi(. ( 4)1111M ly . \\ henever there's 
it breakdown in the network feed to 
either station, the usual "Please Stand 
B)'' sign is replaced b) one saying, in 
effect, that ' 1-his time its network trou- 
ble, but next time it night be your tele- 
vision tube. \ \'hen you need a new tube, 
call \1'illiams...." A number of sales- 
men report the)'yc made similar sales, 
some of them elating to radio network 
days, but authorities at wtti%V -TV Tokepat, 
Kan., add a cautioning postscript. Thc) 
report that they discontinued the prac- 
tice some years ago because a network 
advertiser got wind of it and protested 
that they were selling "network time." 

5. "Consolidate .. 

This advice to salesmen has proved 
profitable whether applied to buyers 
or sellers of time. 

For prospects, getting them to unite 
may mean a chance at television spon- 
sorship that they could not afford indi- 
vidually. WMTW -TV Poland Spring, Me., 
is one of the stations benefiting from 
the extra effort it took to put together a 

"package" of Rexall dealers. When the 
local Rexall distributor's co -op money 
ran out after a 13 -week campaign, 
wsrrw -Ty went after the dealers in its 
area, got 15 to underwrite a campaign 
of their own, is currently carrying the 
drive with 47 Rexall dealers. 

In Philadelphia a few months ago 
SCAt -TV produced one of the most - 
talked -about presentations in recent local 
selling, and ysith it got a chunk of new 
money. The presentation, a 25- minute 
video -tape demonstration which TVA has 
since displayed to its station- representa- 
tive members as a model selling instru- 
ment, not only showed the seven Pepsi - 
Cola bottles in the Philadelphia area 
what television is, and how they, specifi- 
cally', might use it in a consolidated cam- 
paign, but also set up an allocation sys- 

ni shim ing him 111\ alight divide the 
t n,t on a (0,\, 1 .1.. 11.nis (see page 38). 

For lnoad(.1,tcis, .1 joint sales effort 
an sometimes atto'lnl,li,h more than 

anything die p.ulitip.uing stations can 
do individually. 

One csl,et i:1II\ ambitious project in 
which (unipclil n, pal aside their rival- 
ries for this put pose is the current year- 
long, $75,000 ads rt t ising and public re- 

lations campaign by the three stations ill 
the Norfolk -Portsmouth- Newport News, 
\'a., au e:1: NV FAR-Tv, WAVY-tv and wvrc 
1v. Their objective is to get across to 
advertisers and agencies that these cities 
form a single market rather than a se- 

ries of smaller individual markets. 
Most of I11. leading station representa- 

tion firms angle many of their presenta- 
tions tolwau(I the sale of spot television 
as a medium, or of whole markets as 

presenting a good potential for advertis- 
ers, rather than make all their pia lies 
for specific suctions. 

At the local level stations have devised 
motel sus ways of developing new at - 

counts. Iom ,tan -to -man solicitation to 
orga ii /i(I presentations on a weekly or 
other regular basis. wrttr -ry \1'hecling. 
\1'. \'a., [or example, brings in a different 
local prospect every week or so, gives 
him a complete presentation and then 
shows hint sia closed- circuit a set of 

commercial-, tailor -made for his firm. 
Station spokesmen say the electiveness 
of this approach can be judged from the 
fact that during the first year they made 
specific presentations to 15 prospects- 
:Ind signed IS of them. 

6. "To keep a client, keep him happy" 

No good salesman under -rates the im- 
portance of client service, but some go 
further than others in making sure the 
customer realizes what a good buy he's 
made. CBS-TV Spot Sales, for one, often 
prepares detailed analyses to show a cli- 
ent not only what sort of audience he's 
reaching, how often he's reaching it and 
at what cost, but also how these values 
rate against competing media. 

7. "Suggest a test campaign if a client 
doesn't believe television is for him ..." 

That's the policy of many stations, 
working through their reps, when a good 
prospect is reluctant to get into television 
for the first time. These plans usually are 
devised and administered by the rep, 
with the stations contributing toward 
the cost of before -and -after research to 
show the advertiser what sales gains the 
test campaign produces. Those station 
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"RCA Color TV Tape. .. Equal of Color Live !" 
-says William B. McGrath, V. P. and 

Managing Director, WHDH -AM, FM, TV, Boston 

"Here at WHDH -TV we are enjoying great success 
with our RCA Color Television Tape operation. Taped 
programs, commercials and special events sparkle in 
color. We find color tape the equal of color live -and 
with the convenience and ease that only RCA TV 
Tape can give. 

"RCA Color TV Tape Recorders have completed our 
RCA color facilities. We do all our local programs in 
color. By adding the client convenience of television 
tape to the new dimension of color, we have an unbeat- 
able combination for success." 

RCA Color TV Tape Recorders are proving themselves 
in installations like WHDH because they are designed 
for color. Picture quality is virtually built in, thanks to 

Find out how you can 
get live color quality 

with tape convenience. 
See your RCA Representative. 
Or write to RCA, Dept. S -121, 

Building 15-1, Camden, N.J. 

multiple monitoring checks. You can check through the 
entire system for the very best picture. Precision head - 
wheel interchangeability for color, too, means you can 
play back tape on any machine, regardless of where 
it was made. 

More and more broadcasters are specifying RCA TV 
Tape for color operation because it is part of a com- 
pletely matched line of color equipment available from 
one single source -including color TV tape recorders, 
studio color cameras, 3 -V film cameras and projectors, 
color monitors, switching and special effects. They find 
service before and after the sale of the kind that only 
RCA with its broad background in color television 
can perform. 

The Most Trusted Name in Television 

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
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CREATIVE SELLING Continued 

representation firms that offer systematic 
testing programs can cite impressive case 
histories of advertisers who moved heav- 
ily into television after being impressed 
by relatively limited tests. Many reps 
who (lo not have formal test plans can 
and do arrange for tailor -made testing in 
specific instances where prospects want 
it. At least one rep firm, however. CBS- 

400 

TV Spot Sales, which was one of the 
first to offer a formal testing program, 
now takes the position that most adver- 
tisers are aware of what television can 
do, and accordingly no longer empha- 
sizes the availability of its test program. 

8. If at first you don't ..." 
The files are full of business that 

23 REASONS 
WHY PITTSBURGH IS A CLEAN CITY: 

AJAX IVORY SNOW 

CHEER IVORY SOAP 

CLOROX JOY 

COMET LESTARE 

DUZ LESTOIL 

FAB MR CLEAN 

IVORY FLAKES NuSOFT 

IVORY LIQUID OXYDOL 

PEARL CLEANER 

SPIC & SPAN 

TIGE 

20 MULE TEAM BORAX 

20 MULE TEAM BORAXO 

WISK 

/EST 

All these soaps and cleansers are spotted 
on the channel 11 air. And like all smart 
spot advertisers, they're cleaning up in 

the huge Pittsburgh market area. Are you? 

CHANNEL 

Wii 
The eyes of Pittsburgh 

Represented nationally by Blair -TV 

wasn't written the first time around. 
Virtually every salesman can point to 
contracts that were signed months or 
more after he gave his spiel the first 
time -and indeed it is generally acknowl- 
edged that relatively few major deals 
can be said to have resulted from one 
specific presentation by a single sales- 
man or organization. As an indication 
of this time that can elapse (and with- 
out professing to have been more than 
a contributor to the final decisions) Petry 
company officials point out that Ansco 
did not finally move into spot until 18 
months after hearing their presentation, 
and that Del Monte did not act for a 

year after getting the Petry proposal. 
Whether he moves quickly or slowly, 

the chances are strong -based on tele- 
vision's overall track record to date - 
that the advertiser's first investment will 
be followed by more and bigger ones. 
That's one thing running in the tele- 
vision salesman's favor as he faces the 
1961 challenge. 

There are other favorable factors. De- 
spite the fact that most of the biggest ad- 
vertisers and hundreds of others are al- 
ready in television, simple statistics show 
that the potential for expansion is great. 
There are, to begin with, more new prod- 
ucts coming on the market every clay to 
join the competition for the consumer's 
dollar -and also to join the ranks of me- 
dia salesmen's new -business targets. 

So much from so few 

Although the recent history of new 
products shows they are attracted quickly 
to television as an introductory as well 
as demonstration and sales medium, the 
record also shows that as late as 1959 - 
latest year for which these details are 
available -the 100 top national advertis- 
ers accounted for almost 70% of tele- 
vision's total national gross billings (net- 
work and spot). Thus over 90% of the 
advertisers were splitting up 30% of the 
total. 

Those 1,400 advertisers or so give the 
1961 salesman a lot of targets at which to 
aim his pitches for enlarged use of tele- 
vision. And getting their 30% up to a 

bigger share of the national total can 
seem dreadfully urgent to broadcasters 
speculating about what might happen if 
a significant number of the top 100 
should suddenly, unaccountably cut 
back on the expenditures that now repre- 
sent 70% of the medium's national gross. 

That isn't the only pressure on sales- 
manship, however. Apart from the natu- 
ral growth hurdles to be cleared, a com- 
bination of the current tightening in the 
general economy and a growing adver- 
tiser inclination to demand more precise 
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justification of expenditures in all media 
apparently is being generally felt. "I 
can't remember when advertisers and 
agencies were more insistent about get- 
ting justification for every proposal," 
one salesman reported recently. 

The print competition's own stiffen- 
ing sales effort is not making the TV 
salesman's life any easier, either: news- 
paper color, the " magazone" concept of 
regional editions for national magazines, 
and the rising trend among newspapers 
to offer broader "continuity impact dis- 

counts" are all helping to splinter the 
dollar that television is after. 

The network trend in selling partici- 
pations is giving the spot salesman fits, 

for participations, he contends, are 
spot's prerogative and the dollars they 
attract are dollars that ought to go to 
spot. From the network point of view 
the trend in itself bespeaks a difficulty 
in selling entirely in the classic network 
patterns. Either way, the trend shows 
no signs of abating as yet, even though 
CBS -TV officials say they hope to re- 
store two of their four nighttime "par- 
ticipating" programs to the traditional 
concept of selling by next fall (Perry 
Mason and Rawhide; the other two are 
Aquanauts and Gunslinger). 

As further insurance that the spot 
salesman in particular is not apt to find 
his work less complicated, there is the 
emergence of those "instant cancella- 
tions." This new hazard is an offspring 
of "instant ratings," which thus far are 
limited to New York and a seven -city 
network lineup but whose effectiveness 
in causing business to come unstuck is 
attested by a New York station executive. 
Blaming them primarily for showing up 
weaknesses in parts of his network pro- 
gramming so quickly that he found him- 
self with 13 unsold availabilities in one 
programming block where he normally 
had 14 sold, this executive confided: 
"Buyers now can spot a bad show inside 
two weeks, where it used to take two 
months." 

The local potential 

Many of the same conditions being 
cited to support the call for a "new" 
salesmanship apply at the local level as 
well as the national. But the local market 
potential, as compared to the national, 
is practically virginal. For while televi- 
sion accounts for some 20% of all na- 
donal advertising expenditures, at the 
local level it's getting only 6%. 

Many stations simply don't bother with 
retail prospects, figuring (in many cases 
with some justification) that most re- 
tailers know so little about how to use 
television attractively and /or effectively 
-and are so newspaper- oriented anyway 
-that the educational and servicing job 
would scarcely be worth the dollars it 
would produce. Yet $4,556,400,000- that's 
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billions -were spent in local advertising 
last year, according to estimates pro- 
duced by McCann -Erickson. Newspapers 
took down $2,805,000,000 of that total, 
as against $280,000,000 for television. If 
television's share were increased to only 
10%, its total would go up $176,000,000, 
and raising the share to a par with tele- 
vision's 20% slice of national business 
would produce a total of almost a billion 
dollars at the local level. 

Stations which have concentrated on 

WAST 
D-Wg0 TgP 

retail business feel that the effort can be 
rewarding, but not many are apt to say 
that it's easy. And that, in the consensus 
of salesmen, is pretty much the story for 
business expansion efforts at all levels of 
salesmanship in Television 196I- reward- 
ing but not easy. It's on that theory, at 
least, that the emphasis on "creative sales- 
manship" is being based. Or to put it 
another way, as one slid, "the order- takers 
in this business might as well close their 
II ansoms and go home." END 

l'ur-dOMO 
ACROSS 

In This Important 
ALBANY - SCHENECTADY - 
TROY MARKET . . . 

Special balanced programming at- 
tuned to area preferences exposes 
more prospects to your selling 
strategy. And . . . viewer confi- 
dence in WAST multiplies the ef- 
fectiveness of your sales message. 

SELL Where People BUY 

eh. 13 ALBANY, N. Y. 

WILLIAM A. RIPLE, General Monoao, 

call your moo- inn it 
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Now successful TV stations 

handle unsold time... 

7 steps that increase the effectiveness 
of TV station time salesmen 

J 

ARB LOCAL MARKET REPORTS -This industry standard is a basic ingredient in any station's sales effort. As a com- 

plete quarter -hour measure of television audience by both metro and total area, this report provides each and every 

station in the country with data that is recognized throughout the industry as the ultimate in accuracy, reliability 
and believability. 

ARB 1960 COVERAGE STUDY (with Totals Updated to November 1960)- Station coverage strength in areas of impor- 

tance to your marketing program is essential ... and ARB's full county -by- county report documents your station 
story. Updated station totals based on November 1960 survey results are also available for stations where changes 

have occurred since the basic study was made. 

SPECIAL TABULATIONS- Demonstrating to a timebuyer how the cumulative audience for your spot package ranks 
with the "Gunsmokes" and "Wagon Trains" makes extraordinary sales (dollars and) sense. Dozens of other specially 
tailored ARB tabulations can have equally effective results for your specific needs. 

OVERNIGHT COINCIDENTAL REPORTS -New program or new time period availabilities occurring between ARB mar- 

ket reports receive quick audience documentation with a special ARB Telephone Survey. Results are available over- 

night ... in time to whisk them off to the timebuyer's office for a "proof of performance" sales presentation. 

SPECIAL SURVEYS -Studies of your picture quality in competitive fringe areas ... analysis of farm audience delivered 

... or a report on audience reaction to your news programming are but a few of the special areas where your efforts 
to inform the buyer will turn the trick in your favor. 

ARB TV- NATIONALS -This complete and qualitative report on the audience to all network programs will greatly aid 
the local network affiliate in selling surrounding time spots to the "specific audience" conscious buyer. A wealth of 
detailed information in the TV- National complements the ARB Local Market Report, especially in sales presentations. 

MULTI -CITY ARBITRON -Local network affiliates who receive this report daily are kept up to date by this competitive 
program index. Fast rising new programs are spotted immediately, and local spot adjacencies are sold just as quickly 
when such evidence is presented to the buyer. 

The next step should be taken in the direction of your telephone to contact your ARB representative. And, may we 

remind buyers that all these steps will work equally well for you in evaluating your present or planned TV campaign. 

AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU, INC. 
WASHINGTON 

NEW YORK 
CHICAGO 

LOS ANGELES 

4320 Ammenda /e Road, Beltsville, Md., WE 5 -2600 
1 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N.Y., JU 6 -7733 
1907 Tribune Tower, Chicago 11, lll., SU 7 -3388 

2460 W. Whittier Blvd., Montebello, Calif., RA 3 -8536 
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THEY'RE DEALING NEW HANDS IN DETROIT from page 51 

Auto strategy: Spread yourself around and hit the mass market, but remain flexible 

minutes spread through the week on a 

variety of shows, instead of only on one 
or two "showpieces," a bigger market can 
be reached. But the very nature of De- 
troit's product, changed considerably in 
the last few years, may be dictating auto 
company program sharing with soaps 
and nasal sprays, cigarettes and food- 
stuffs. 

In 1961's motors A la mode there are 
still only 14 basic "make" cars, divisions 
like General Motors' Pontiac, Ford's 
Mercury, Chrysler's Dodge. But new 
"lines" within divisions, like Pontiac's 
Tempest, Mercury's Comet and Dodge's 
Lancer, bring today's total number of 
lines up to 25. And the variety of models 
available, styles within each line, is 

staggering. General Motors alone has 
119 models. 

Like a soap company, and like a food 
manufacturer, the members of the Big 
Three -GM, Ford and Chrysler -have 
multiplied their brands, have some lines 
within a single company in competition 
with each other. They have also frag- 
mented their price structure to unusual 
degree. The low, medium and high price 
range in autos today is complemented 
by "in- between" prices. 

This all leads some Detroit observers 
to believe that autos are being sold this 
season (and will be more so next) on 
the basis of an advertising and market- 
ing strategy long used by the packaged 
goods industries, in essence: spread your- 
self around, hit the mass market in va- 
ried time slots, pinpoint your audience 
where you can but remain flexible. 

Spokesmen of packaging 
This may come close to what Detroit's 

marketing strategists have planned. In- 
deed, there are strong voices in the auto 
industry well spoken on the method and 
means of packaged goods marketing. 
One belongs to Gail Smith, a former 
associate manager of advertising produc- 
tion at Procter & Gamble who went with 
GM in 1959 as director of TV advertis- 
ing. He is now in the strong, decision - 
making position of director of advertis- 
ing and market research. 

Lately come to Detroit board rooms 
is another master of packaged goods 
marketing and advertising: Charles G. 
Mortimer, chairman and chief executive 
officer of General Foods Corp. Mortimer, 
a director of Ford, may have a voice in 
Ford's ad thinking. 

If television's automotive picture for 
the remainder of 1961 is still largely a 
fuzzy test pattern, Detroit's own prob- 
lems are clear and coming in on all 
channels. There is a recession, a million 
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car inventory to move and unparalleled 
confusion as to what the American pub- 
lic wants in the way of cars -tiny, com- 
pact, de luxe compact, standard -sized? 

There is "something for everyone" 
within today's segmented market; a mul- 
tiple of styles, a maze of price structures. 
What will sell? Detroit wishes it had the 
answer. 

The profusion of new models, of 
course, is counted on to bring in the mo- 
torist who showed an unanticipated re- 
luctance to part with his late -model car 
in the 1960 market, a market that looked 
good on paper (6.7 million cars pro - 
duced, the industry's second best year), 
but which in point of fact had thousands 
of new cars piling up in dealer's lots 
unsold. 

The start of Detroit's 1961 model year 
has been poor. Already it is being com- 
pared with 1958, a slack year in the in- 
dustry. 

Passenger car sales in the first ten clays 
of February, according to Ward's Auto- 
motive Reports, were running nearly 
30% below the 1960 volume, and pro- 
duction was "hovering at its lowest level 
since 1952." Some 66,000 auto workers 
and scores of assembly plants have been 
idled for weekly stretches in an effort to 
adjust inventories to demand. 

At the dealer level this winter a long 
spell of bad weather across the nation 
has kept prospective buyers away from 
new car showrooms. A continued reces- 
sion may keep more away over the course 
of the year, although recent consumer 
surveys put auto purchase intentions at 
a higher level than in early 1960. 

The used car business is also in seri- 
ous trouble. Not only is there a backlog 
of new cars to be had on a "good deal" 
basis, but the unusual fragmentation of 
the 1961 price structure (with a profu- 
sion of low- priced models) is helping to 
drive the used car market down to the 
lowest levels since 1958, sizably increas- 
ing the cost of trade. 

Automotive products today -passenger 
cars, trucks, replacement parts -have a 
combined yearly wholesale value of bet- 
ter than $15 billion. The business of 
selling, fueling and repairing automo- 
biles runs to about $45 billion a year. 
One out of every six business firms in 
the U.S. is in the automotive field. One 
out of every seven employed persons 
works in a highway transportation in- 
dustry. 

General Motors is the largest indus- 
trial company in the U.S. Ford ranks 
third, Chrysler ninth. The same Big 
Three rank among America's ten top 
advertisers. The "little two," American 

Motors and Studebaker- Packard. also 
rank high in ad spending. 

Any random facts about the auto in- 
dustry are bound to loom impressive. It 
is Big Business closely bound into the 
national economy. It is also a deadly seri- 
ous business that grows more competitive 
each year The penalties for mistakes are 
heavy. And with so many new cars be- 
ing offered today. there will be flops. 
Ford could survive the Eckel bust but 
could little Studebaker endure a miss 
on its Lark? 

The area for further saturation 
Automobile manufacturing in the U.S. 

has become primarily a replacement in- 
dustry. Since 1955 the ratio of caws per 
person has changed only slightly. The 
car population stands at a hefts 61 

million. 
There is now roughly one automobile 

for every three Americans vs. one for 
every five at the end of World War 11, 

one for every seven in 1925. Detroit's 
market has not reached saturation, but 
even if its sales closed in on 6.7 miIIi : :u 

units in an average annual market be- 
tween now and 1965, relatively little oI 
this would mark absolute growth. 

While U.S. population is expanding 
rapidly -and the grown -up mass of the 
post -war baby boom is coming of driv- 
ing age, good prospects for new and used 
cars -the auto industry's current long - 
range forecasts (to 1965) are modest. 
General Motors foresees a 3% annual' in- 
crease in new car sales, a seven million 
car year in 1965. Ford's forecast is for a 

2.8% increase. 
No one is taking bets on the outcome 

of 1961; the auto industry is not pushing 
for a widely expanded market. Success 
is measured by per cent of (individual 
company) penetration in the existing 
market. 

The 1960 sales pie, according to Auto- 
motive News, split this way: General 
Motors accounted for 43.63% of the do- 
mestic sales; Ford took 26.60 %: Chrys- 
ler 14.01 %; American Motors 6.42% and 
Studebaker -Packard 1.62%. This repre- 
sented gains for GM, Chrysler and Amer- 
ican. 

A tentative indication of how the mar- 
ket divides on a sales basis this year 
comes from Ward's Automotive Reports: 
Ward's put auto sales during the first 10 

days of February at 50.1% for GM, 
3L1% for Ford, 11.4% for Chrysler 
5.8% for American and L6% for Stude- 
baker. It is, of course, too early to get a 
clear market picture, but GM is press- 
ing to regain the 50.8% it had in 1955: 
Ford is after the 30.40 it had in 1957; 
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THEY'RE DEALING NEW HANDS IN DETROIT continued 

both perhaps could do it if the trend 
hold,. 

In the heavily banked -on field of cocn- 
p:u I c.u, (about 13 (';, of 1959 ,ales. 

, ,11 WO) ,ales), ll'llre('.c. in its (.1I Is 
Fell a :n, tip at, put comp :u t, at 

11 the nlalket. Industry forecasters have 
e:11í011,1\ estimated the compact to do 
II01n :SO ",, to 5(1";, 01 the 1961 business. 

The compact battle in 19(i0 had a 
close finish between die top two cars. 
Ford reported 157,0(I(1 sales for the Fal- 
con. American Motors ann0(1mM 43.1,- 
7111 Ior Rambler. Chevrolet's Corvair 
t ile i far behind in third position with 
lc, of 235,315. (But Ford's success with 

lu F:deon is deceptive. Sales of the 
nul.n(1-sized Ford were clown heavily, 

Ford buyers presumably going for Fal- 
con at the expense of the bigger car. The 
'Linda] i 1 -sized Chevrolet, on the other 
hand. held its own against the cotnpeti- 
tion of little brother Curvair.) 

Following the compact leaders, in de- 
s( ending sales. during 1960 were Chrys- 
ler Valiant. \Icu ul a Comet, Studebaker 
Lark. Dodge Lancer, Oldsmobile F -85, 
Buick Special and Pontiac Tempest. 
The 1961 standings should show many 

a hanges as the new compacts (and their 
advertising) become better known. 

In the 1960 battle of the makes, based 
on new car registrations into November, 
it was Chevrolet in first position followed 
by Ford, Plymouth and Rambler, the 
latter, still the big industry success story, 
moving up from sixth position in 1959 
to fourth position last year. 

Compacts down foreign imports 
Detroit's Icar 01 imported cars is less- 

ening. The rise of the U.S. compact has 
undoubtedly helped slash foreign car 
penetration (nearly I0 1';, of the domestic 
market in 1959). Imports last year fell 
to -198,785 after a 619,13I year in 1959. 
Only Volkswagen kept its healthy U.S. 
sales pace. 

In the estimation of Wooly auto deal- 
ers, Detroit would have been a lot better 
111E last year if it had produced only 5.8 
million cats instead of almost a million 
more than that which haven't sold. De- 
troit would perhaps agree. It is cautious 
about 1961 and "playing -it -by -ear" in 
closer harmony with demand. And the 
demand seems to be for the compact car. 

A big chunk of the car -buying public 
more or less stated its preference for the 
small cat- during the 1950s by buying an 
alarming number of foreign makes. 
American Motors' president George 

When you sell thru 
Blackburn, you are 
revealed only to 
serious, financially 
responsible buyers! 
We do not send out lists. Every sale is handled on an individual 
basis. A deep knowledge of the market. combined with a strong 
feeling that our reputation is too valuable to risk for any commission, 
provide a professional service of the greatest reliability. 

BLACKBURN & Company, Inc. 
RADIO TV NEWSPAPER BROKERS 
NEGOTIATIONS FINANCING APPRAISALS 
WASHINGTON, D. C. MIDWEST ATLANTA WEST COAST 
lamn W. Blackburn H. W. Coill Clifford B. Marshall Cohn M. 5.lph 
Jock V. Harvey William B. Ryon Stanley Whitaker Cohl. Bank 31d0. 
Joseph M. Sarkis 313 N. Michigan Are. Robert M. Baird 9441 Wilshire Bled. 
Washington Building Chicago, Illinois Holey Building a.verly Hill,, Cal,. 
ST.rling 3-4341 Financial 6.6460 JAck,on 5.1576 CR.,t,iew 4-2770 

. -...If, 

Romney won his prophet badge by fill - 
ing-in in Detroit's absence with the com- 
pact Rambler. In 1958 the Big Three 
put down their studies showing buyer 
preference for big, chrome -laden power - 
packages to introduce or announce plans 
for their own small cars. 

The Big Three's future strategies, in 
very broad strategic patterns, are indi- 
cated as this: Ford and Chrysler will in- 
creasingly place emphasis on a lower- 
priced market and the compact car, with 
Ford believing in the need for special- 
ized vehicles designed to fill particular 
requirements in a "segmented" market. 
GM, less committed to low price, seems 
to be pulling for standard -sized cars and 
the middle -price brackets, with compacts 
a fringe market. 

Advertising's job for the auto com- 
panies in the 1960s will have to take on 
added importance. "It is not enough," 
says one agency man, "to excite a 'run - 
down-to- the -showroom' mood anymore. 
Auto advertising must also combat 
changes in the public attitude toward 
the automobile itself." 

Auto advertising's job has always been 
a difficult one. As a considered purchase, 
the automobile must live up to its ad 
claims enough to satisfy the probing. 
And the product itself, along with its 
price, is at the time of buying decision 
perhaps the most powerful advertising. 
Media ads can urge "get behind the 
wheel and try it yourself," but this is 
only half the battle. The "trying," and 
liking, is the victory. 

A 'lemon' can cost 100 families 
Detroit's product must be good. If the 

consumer is badly fooled on one model 
-one he buys and which fails him -he is 
not likely to go back to it for the rest of 
his car- buying life. And auto advertising 
in any form is not strong enough to com- 
bat the occasional mechanical "lemon" 
that escapes into the market. "When 
word -of -mouth brings news of a 'lemon' 
or of a dissatisfied owner in a neighbor- 
hood," says one auto ad man, "the model 
in question gets what can amount to a 
100- family black eye." 

Television has fitted nicely into De- 
troit's selling strategy, as evidenced by 
the roughly $550 million that auto com- 
panies have pumped into the medium 
over the last decade. 

Commercial benefits are clear cut. 
With TV, the auto companies can get 
the mass audience they are after. Their 
commercials get the plus of demonstra- 
tion along with "showroom-in- the -living- 
room" realism. And it cannot be over- 
looked that each new television season 
coincides with annual new car introduc- 
tion. 

The auto industry budgets its adver- 
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tising on a per -car basis. This averaged 
out to roughly $3S per -car sold in 1959, 
higher for low -unit sellers like Lincoln, 
lower for major makes like Chevrolet 
and Ford. The industry's all -media ad 
expenditure in 1959 on passenger cars 
was more than $240 million. This prob- 
ably advanced $10 -$20 million in 1960. 
In 1961? "It looks like 1958 all over 
again," says one Detroit observer. Auto 
ad spending in sales -poor 1958 (4.2 mil- 
lion passenger units) plummeted with 
cutbacks in media. 

If 1961 is to be another 1958 for the 
auto business, its TV spending in that 
year is worth examining. 

The total measured media ad invest- 
ment (time and space only) for U.S. 
automobiles in 1958 was $147.8 million. 
When poor sales were obvious, auto ad 
budgets were pared. The Big Three cut 
their newspaper budgets an average of 
36% but increased their network and 
spot investment by about 8%. (GM 
in 1958 was the factor in television's 
gain; it upped its TV investment by 
about 60%, from $14.3 million in 1957 
gross time to $22.1 million in 1958. Ford 
cut back TV 17%, from $16.4 million to 
$13.6 million. Chrysler also put the 
brakes on TV, dropped by about 20% 
from 1957, from $19.5 million to $14.7 
million.) 

It cannot be concluded that TV will 
gain in automotive ad spending this 
year, as in 1958. Different auto adver- 
tising and marketing strategies are in 
effect, and the rash of TV sponsorship 
shift announcements last month did not 
have the "we'll -be- back -big -in -the- fall" 
ring to them. 

Chevrolet, in ending its 10 -year rela- 
tionship with Dinah Shore, pulls out of 
a TV investment (on the Chevy Show) 
of roughly $14 million in time and tal- 
ent. It is true that Dinah -appearing in 
only 20 shows a season as other musical 
formats filled in over the last two years 
-has not been the Chevy center -piece as 
much as in former years, but her hour 
has been the auto company's top TV 
vehicle. Chevy is reportedly taking an- 
other NBC -TV show, Bonanza, a Sat- 
urday western hour, and moving it into 
Chevy Show time on Sunday for the 
1961 -62 season. But it will certainly not 
have the investment the auto maker 
put behind the Chevy Show. 

Dodge's parting time from ABC -TV's 
Lawrence Welk show next June ends the 
Chrysler division's six -year Glance with 
the "one, and -a two, and -a three man," 
a $5 million investment this season (with 
sponsorship shared, since last June, 
with the J. B. Williams Company). The 
Dodge discontinuance announcement 
said the company was cutting Welk "in 
order to increase flexibility in formulat- 
ing future plans for ad media ... plans 
involve balanced representation in all 
media, including TV." 
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Ford, meanwhile, has announced the 
ending next month of its five -year 
participation on NBC -TV's top -rated 
Wagon Train, now shared with R. J. 
Reynolds Tobacco Company and the 
National Biscuit Company. Ford will 
also share or give up (to Revlon) NBC - 
TV's Alfred Hitchcock, formerly a sole 
sponsorship. In both cases, however, 
Ford reserves the right to resume spon- 
sorship of the programs next fall. 

The Ford move would tend to be a 

straight cutback of its advertising budg- 
et, inspired by slow sales. But the Chev- 
rolet and the Dodge actions, while they 
have the element of recession cutback 
to them, may be something else again. 

"Moneyed viewers don't buy Chevy" 
One network -1'V executive says this 

Chevrolet wanted to escape Dinah Shoi 
because of the "mature" audience she 
was getting, a high percentage of older, 
more moneyed viewers who, when they 
were ready for a new car, went out and 
bought a higher -priced model than 
Chevy. 

"And Dodge," says the network man. 
"probably decided that the Welk audi- 
ence had been saturated enough. Chevy, 
too, had this to contend with. The same 
audience week after week with few new 
viewers to sell to. Welk undoubtedly 
drew a mature audience, perhaps right 
for the Dodge median- priced range, but 
Dodge has its low- priced Lancer to sell 
now. It is :tlso pushing its full -size Dart 
as a price competitor for Ford and 
Chevy. 

"These auto coml,:uties scant ma 
audience. With so many low -priced com- 
pacts around they also want younger 
audiences who can afford them. Spread 
around on a participation basis, the di- 
rection they seem to be going in, they 
can hit the mass, hunks of it all week 
long without the risk of 'one' audience." 

The forecast for 1961 model auto 
spending on TV, spot and network, ac- 
cording to before-cutback estimates, was 
to have been about $84 million. Increases 
over 1960 spending were seen for GM 
and American Motors. The breakdown: 
GM up from an estimated TV expendi- 
ture of $33.9 million on 1960 models to 
$48.5 million. Ford clown from $21.6 
million last year to $17.6 million this 
year. Chrysler down from $14.4 million 
to $13 million. Studebaker almost even 
with $1.3 million. American up from 
about $3 million to an estimated $4 mil- 
lion in 1961, backed heavily by dealer 
spot support. 

Detroit's advertising and ad media, 
understandably, have to work harder this 
year and on less money. But long -range 
too, all of the auto companies are con- 
cerned with the effectiveness of their 
media selection. 

In 1959 the five major auto compa- 
nies spent about $340 million in both 
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THEY RE DEALING: NEW HANDS IN DETROIT ,,m/uni v1 

'hough dealers cite 7'V for best selling job, they invest heaviest in newspaper advertising 

nu.isined and unmeasured media, some 
",2 In million of this for passenger car 
.ulyeiti,ing. the rest for such industry 
"set untl' lines as trucks, parts, financing 
l,l :His and household appliances. GM 
done in 1959, with a total advertising 
expenditure estint.ued at 5155 million, 
largest in the woi Id. put about $110 mil- 
lion behind its cars. .s13 million behind 
such divisions as AC Spark Plug, Delco- 
Remv, Fisher Body, Frigidaire, Hyatt 
Bearings, GMC Truck K Coach, etc. 
Ford's total ad spending in 1959 hit $92 
million, better than $61 million of this 
for cars. 

These are staggering sums, and with 
media costs constantly on the rise, the 
auto companies want to know if they are 
spending effectively, especially on the 
biggest part of their inedia investment, 
automobiles. 

TV cut newspaper's share 
The auto men's media accent contin- 

ues on newspapers, but notably less over 
the last few %ears than in the early 1950h 

ulcci, ion. prima rill Hem)! k TV, has 
been cutting in on newspapers' tradi- 
tional alto strength. 

7- ELEVIsu t\ \I.5(. 5/IN I 's exclusive prod - 
uct group [lends iepotI (median share 
of measured budget for the top 50 ad- 
vertisers -see "Ten -Year Budget Trend 
of the Top 50 Advertisers," August 
1960) shows that newspapers took 6I";, 
of measured media automobile ad 
spending in 1950. By 1959 this had 
dropped to 40 %. Network TV in the 
sanie period rose from a 5% to a 25';; 
share Spot TV, in the brief span of two 
years (1958 to 1959), rose from l ° -° to 
1i°;,. (Magazines and network radio have 
remained fairly constant with the auto 
group: Nagazines had a budget share of 
32",(', in 1950, 28% in 1959, network ra- 
dio kept a 2% share.) 

\niel it an Monts is the industry me- 
dia maseriek (see "Romney Counter- 
awn ks," il.i,EvistoN MAGAZINE, Noveni- 
het I!Ilill). \ \'bile the other auto compa- 
nies have been trending alike in their 
media dt)Ilar proportionnients, Ameri- 
tan has stayed heavily with newspapers 
(about ii(l'; ) but has taken the industry 
lead in spot 1V with .shout 1l' %, of its 
budget. It has not used network TV in 
three years. 

There are likely to be 110 radical vari- 
ances in the auto media wend pattern 
this year in the estimation of most De- 
troit auto advertising observers. In the 
broadcast area, however, automotive 
timebuyers see big gains ahead for spot 
radio and spot TV. (The auto compa- 
nies and their dealer groups have been 

moving steadily ahead in spot TV 
spending. TvB- Rorabaugh puns their 
1960 spot at $16.8 million. This com- 
pares with $12.2 million in 1959, only 
S4.1 million in 1958.) 

\\'hat direction automotive media 
strategy will take in the future is open 
to guess work -and careful analysis by 
the auto giants. Ford in particular is 

being watched closely on a project it 
now has under way. But Ford isn't tell- 
ing much about it, certainly not the 
results. 

Last November Ford, through its Ford 
division agency, J. Walter Thompson, 
launched a long- range, $2 million media 
effectiveness study, initially in four mar- 
kets but now on a national basis. To be 
determined: the effectiveness of media 
and the result of copy objectives on fac- 
tory- placed advertising for Ford, Falcon, 
Thunderbird, trucks, parts and used 
caws. The method: concentration on one 
medium -TV, radio, regional editions of 
national magazines, newspaper or out - 
door-in each market, measuring sales- 
related factors and contrasting them 
with the results obtained front the 
"rival" media in the other test markets. 

From this will come, perhaps over a 
range of two years, information bound to 
affect Ford's media accents, and perhaps, 
in tine, the industry's. 

!low smart is Detroit in its use of ad- 
vertking? How advertising- oriented are 
the top auto managements? The an- 
swers are not clear cut. Indeed, some TV 
amen claim shock at how little (they say) 
top managements in Detroit know about 
their own advertising programs, and 
especially about what their dealers are 
doing. 

Some agency mien on auto accounts ad- 
mit privately that they are "stumped" 
on how to get ideas through. "It's the old 
problem." says one. "Most of the client 
ad mien know what we at-e doing ... are 
receptive to our ideas. But they haven't 
a door through to their top manage. 
meats. I'm afraid, like in so many busi- 
nesses, most of them still lack stature." 

The strongest proponents of adver- 
tising also decry Detroit's advertising 
slashes, those in the rough sales period 
of 1958 and those now being made. The 
theory is that in times Of poor sales more 
advertising, not less, is the key to break- 
ing out of the slump. "Detroit, the big- 
gest advertiser there is," says one ad man, 
"should know better." 

It is not necessarily a bad sign that 
Most of today's auto heads have come up 
through sales and production instead of 
through advertising -very few chief cor- 
porate officers have. But Detroit has a 

high management turnover. A financial 
man may head a top auto company one 
year, a production man the next. Indus- 
try ad staffs, too, have had good turn- 
over. The various advertising views and 
approaches inherent in this may not be 
having time to jell on a central course 
best for the industry. Encouragement is 
seen, however, in the great number of ad 
men in auto companies and the increas- 
ing number of them who are moving up. 

TV representatives report that they are 
getting good hearing lately in Detroit. 
Some agencies report that they are get- 
ting more latitude in which to develop 
campaigns and more cooperation from 
marketing- conscious general managers. 
And, says one TV representative, man- 
agements are even becoming aware of 
what their dealers are doing in the way 
of advertising. 

"I remember being in the office of one 
auto executive a few years ago," says this 
TV representative, "when he was told 
what the spot TV spending was on one 
of his company's current models. He 
didn't know the car had spot support 
;nut was amazed that it was coming from 
dealers." 

Dealers sometimes form strategy 
According to some TV men, dealers 

often do a better job on TV than the 
parent automotive company. And they 
have sometimes hit on strategy later used 
by their companies. Lawrence Welk, be- 
fore he went network for Dodge, was 
sponsored locally on the West Coast by 
Dodge dealers. American Motors' use of 
spot TV was signaled by a group of Los 
Angeles Rambler dealers who bought 
local spot on Friday night, asked viewers 
to go to their Rambler showrooms and 
"Get the Saturday Deal," the same time - 
buying and copy approach later used by 
American in various markets nationally. 

In numerous inedia preference studies 
taken among auto dealers, television is 
most often cited as the ad medium 
thought to do the best selling job. But 
dealers, except for perhaps one or two 
exceptions per large market, invest heav- 
iest in newspapers or urge their compa- 
nies to do so. Why? 

According to one TV automotive man 
it is "because of the dealer's link to the 
local newspaper that existed long before 
TV. Community pressures are present 
and it is not unknown," says this TV 
mal, "for a newspaper to ask area deal- 
ers to write to their factory recommend- 
ing newspaper advertising. Don't forget 
the very important point of people liking 
to see their naine and business in print 
.. auto dealers are no different. Their 
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"We've used the Ampex VTR to make money and increase 
business ... very definitely," says George Harvey. -We'll go on record as we have in the past. 
We know that the Ampex Television Recorder used properly. and sold aggressively. will pay 
for itself very easily ... It increased our business by virtue of the volume that we couldn't 
have obtained without the machine. It's so successful that we frequent ly go out t(I the ((se(I car 
lots, for example, or the furniture stores, or even the banks, and (Io their c,,mmereial, on loca- 

tion on tape. There are so many ways we've used the Ampex 'Television t;eeiuder III make 
money, that it's hard to pick out the ones to talk about ... We wouldn't have the \-1.1 if t hey 

didn't make money. We think so highly of (mr, %ve Ie about to spend :pother :)n ill 
lays on Ampex equipment. I guess that let, v, )11 know how we feel ablaut .1ntpv 
is their baby all the way. Always has heen. .. Ask Ampex today for specific station histo- 

ries of the Videotape Television Recorder as a basic money- making component of any competi- 
tive TV facility. Ask, too, about Ampex financing and leasing arrangements. Write Dept. TH. 

AMPEX PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS COMPANY 934 CHARTER ST., REDWOOD CITY. CALIF. AMPEX OF CANADA LTD., REXDALE, ONTARIO 

TM AMPEX CORP 

MR. GEORGE W. HARVEY, VICE PRESIDENT 
AND GENERAL MANAGER. WFLATV. 

TAMPA. ST PETERSBURG. FLORIDA 
(372,200 TV HOMES. 207M METRO MARKET) 
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THEY'RE DEALING NEW HANDS IN DETROIT rucctitrtud 

II:nue and a %Vhere- to-hu listing is pow- 
erful to them. It nculd Iu on a local TV 
spot, too, but it %.miche, mighty fast." 

\\'hile the lutte of spot TV at the 
dealer level looks good. there are two 
factors about it %Vhich aie disturbing. 

If a dealer in a large market makes 
spot the backbone of his selling, it may 
be costly but it is generally successful. 
He draws business from a wide area. 

Other dealer, call him "'Hie . \11- America 
I Sos " -he wants lo sell the %v-hole cc u in. 
Ile doesn't, but he does the biggest busi- 
ness in town -and perhaps knocks down 
the shale of sales Ior other dealers selling 
the saune car. loch%idual spot, in other 
'crotch.. nla\ nul increase a company's 
area sales. It just directs there to one 
elan. 

(he way around this sales trap is 

Ihrough dealer group advertising, a 
lee hnique coming inc tt isingly into platy. 
.\ company's dealer's in a market or re- 
gion promote jointly, go into a spot cam- 
paign, news and weather, regional base- 
ball or football on a group basis. Most 
auto companies no longer provide deal- 
ers with co-op funds, but ill group cam- 
paigns the dealers are assessed so much 
per auto and the tnllcc led money is used 

THE FIFTIES: GROWTH DECADE 
Detroit's network sponsorship history 
is long and colorful. Its dollars 
helped shape much of an era. Back 
in the 1950 -51 season the auto com- 
panies plunked down the exalted 
suns of $15 million for network pro- 
gramming, about 17 shows. DeSoto 
was paying $1.4 million of Grouch() 
and You Bet Your Life, a relation- 
ship that endured wail 1959. This 
scar even DeSoto is gone. discon- 
tinued as a Chrysler model. 

In 1950. Dinah Shore was doing 
!tin I-c- nlinuc shows a week for 
( :hcstolcl at a season cost Of S225,- 
720, and General Motors in all was 
spending only $3 million, a gocxl 
part of it for its Frigidaire division 
on Pulitzer Prize Playhouse and The 
Comedy Hour. Oldsmobile had CBS 
.News and the Sam Levenson Show. 

Ford in 1950 -51 led the auto com- 
panies in network spending with S6.6 
million. Toast of the Town was be- 
ing stoked with an investment of 
S2.7 million and Ford Festival with 
an outlay of $2.2 million. Ford also 
had Kukla, Fran 011ie and the 
Ford Theatre, which ran into 1957. 

There were other alto names a 
decade ago also. The Hudson Motor 
Car Company (to merge with Nash - 
Kelvinator in 1954 and become 
American Alotors) was sponsoring 
The Billy Rose Show. Nash- Kelvin- 
ator had the Nash Airflyte Theatre 
and Paul 1t'hitenuan's TV Teen 
Club. The Packard Motor Company, 
later to merge with Studebaker, was 
sponsoring Holiday Hotel and The 
Packard Musical Playhouse. And 
Kaiser -Frazer Corp., with the first 
"new" cars since World War II, 
was near the end of its run as it 
sponsored By -line and Eller) Queen. 

Chrysler and GM in 1952 started 
what was to be a big daytime vehicle 
for autos and appliances over the 
coming sears with participations in 
NBC-1 \"s Today show. GM invested 

S9.2 million in programming, better- 
ing Ford by over $3 million and tak- 
ing a TV spending lead (for autos) 
that it has never relinquished. GM 
in 1951.52 had 10 programs, includ- 
ing two of the "special" type. The 
investment in Dinah Shore was up to 
$2.2 million. 

In the 1952 -53 season, automotive 
7 -V spending had shot past the $21 
million mark. Ford invested $600,001) 
in a "50th Anniversary" program, 
first of nl:uty Fold specials. GM had 
111 regular show, plus such specials 
as the 1953 Presidential Inaugura- 
tion and Queen Elizabeth's corona- 
tion. Buick signed for the Buick - 
Berle .Show and "Uncle Millie" be- 
came the first in a long line of Buick 
star salesmen that was to include 
Jackie Gleason (1955 -56), Patrice 
Munsel (1956-57) and Bob Hope 
(1957 to date). 

The end for Kaiser Motors ., The 1952 -53 season was also nota- 
ble as the last for Kaiser Motors, 
although Kaiser (Frazer had been 
dropped from the corporate name) 
was to purchase Wills-Overland Mo- 
tors and come back with \ \illy% 
"Jeep" advertising as part of an over- 
all Kaiser Industries selling job on 
ABC -TV's Maverick smash in 1956. 

Auto ad spending on TV in 1953- 
5-1 hit $38 million. American Motors 
was a new name and it modestly took 
up sponsorship of ABC -TV's Disney- 
land program for little more than 
S700,000. (This bounded to $4.4 mil- 
lion the following season.) The asso- 
ciation lasted until 1957, closed with 
American going off to spot TV. 

Chrysler in 1953 picked up what 
turned out to be a yearly tradition, 
sponsorship of the "J. L. Hudson 
Thanksgiving Day Parade." It also 
began sponsorship of Climax and 
Shower of Stars, shows that ran until 
1958. The investment in You Bet 

Your Life was up to ` :; million and 
summer lc tlnls called The Best of 
Grouch() were a painless way to fill 
out a schedule. 

Ford began its Producers' Show- 
case specials and was putting close 
to $6 trillion behind Lincoln-Mer- 
cury's Toast of the Torun, to be re- 
named the Frl Sullivan .Show the fol- 
lowing season. GM put in an ambi- 
tious season: 14 regular shows, four 
spec ìals, $17.5 million worth of time 
and talent (Buick, sI million; (:hev- 
tolet. ìl.5 million; Oldsmobile, $3.1 

million: iriid,cite, $3.2 million and 
Pontiac, S'.i million. Catlilla( and 
other corporate divisions accounted 
for the rest. Even Cadillac invested 
in Today and Tonight.) 

Chrysler was the surprise of the 
1951-55 season. Its TV investment 
jumped from $12.5 million to $24.3 
million, its shows from 10 to 15 (in- 
cluding five specials or one- shots). 
But (;M was stronger. Its network 
investment was $25.6 million, its 
show total 26 (with six specials). 
Television began eating more dollars 
but the auto companies were also 
advertising harder in their record 
sales year (1955) of 7.9 million cars. 

In 195 -1 -55, Ford began sponsor- 
ship of Ford Star Jubilee and had a 

%%inning special in "Peter Pan." 
Buick, in addition to Milton Berle, 
put on The Honeymooners. Chevro- 
let brought on a variety attraction 
called the Chevy Show (a title later 
transferred to the Dinah Shore and 
Pat Boone programs). It also began 
the first of three seasons on the 
Garry Moore Show. Oldsmobile was 
in its second season with the "Max 
Liebman Presents" specials and also 
had the Patti Page and Perry Como 
shows. Pontiac continued its strategy 
of specials started in 1953.54, en- 
listed such stars as Red Buttons, Jack 
Carson and Dave Garroway. 

Also in the 1954 -55 season Dodge 
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for regional dealer advertising. This now 
makes up a good part of the yearly spot 
billing total. 

The Television Bureau of Advertising 
has been "cultivating" Detroit in a two- 
year educational program on the benefits 
and tactics of TV advertising. In this it 
supplies the auto men with the most 
authoritative research available -tabs on 
auto ownership and driving, network 
audience profiles and their socio-eco- 
nomic breakdowns -and checks out ques- 
tions on the medium. It also has advice. 

Guy Cunningham, TvB's automotive 
specialist, estimates that most auto corn- 
panies on TV this season arc "missing 
from 40% to 50% of their potential au- 
dience" by not taking full advantage of 
times and program types, or by staying 
too heavy in one area. "Before Dodge 
decided to abandon Lawrence Welk," 
says Cunningham, "it was missing all but 
the musical audience. Chevrolet, while 
spread around on other programing, was 
paying a lot for the same kind of audi- 
ence drawn to the Chevy Show." 

Cunningham notes that the picture did 
improve in 1960 in respect to the in- 
creased reach and frequency of commer- 
cial messages. There was more spot TV 
and more diversification on network 
shows. 

But Cunningham feels that Detroit's 
TV selling job today is tougher than ever 
before. "Uncoverage," the audiences be- 
ing overlooked by an auto sponsor, must 
he turned into coverage. And with the 
increase in the number of new models - 
the ten compacts in addition to the 

FOR AUTOS AND TELEVISION 
quietly came on with a $1.8 million 
investment in a program called the 
Lawrence Welk Show, a backseater 
to its Break the Bank and Make 
Room for Daddy programs. 

In the 1955 -56 season the TV spe- 
cial was in high gear. GM alone had 
18 special or one -shot programs. 
Total program spending was up- 
wards of $80 million. 

Chrysler had pushed its invest- 
nient in Climax up to $6.3 million 
and its Dodge outlay in Welk up to 
$5.2 million. It also added another 
Welk show, Top Tunes & New Tal- 
ent, and brought in Plymouth to 
share sponsorship with Dodge. 

Ford in 1955 -56 was putting nearly 
$9 million on Ed Sullivan and added 
another star in the Tennessee Ernie 
Ford Show. GM, among its 29 net- 
work shows, had Oldsmobile on such 
varied special programming as the 
Academy Awards, Emmy Awards, 
the Democratic and Republican na- 
tional conventions and election re- 
turns. A multiple of GM products in- 
vested $6.3 million in Garroway's 
Wide Wide World program. 

Studebaker - Packard (a newly 
merged company in 1953) was also 
maintaining a network schedule. It 
had a $500,000 investment in 1953- 
54, a $2.9 million shot on Today, To- 
night and TV Reader's Digest the 
following season and a $2.1 million 
return to Digest and NBC News in 
1955 -56. 

In the 1956 -57 season Ford had a 
new car to sell, the Edsel. It put on 
a special, The Edsel Show, and in- 
cluded the Edsel in with Ford cars 
on a new show called Wagon Train. 
The Ford program line -up also in- 
cluded The Brothers, Dick Powell - 
Zane Grey Theatre, I Love Lucy, 
High Low and Suspicion, a varied 
$22 million spread. 

GM in 1956 -57 had 23 programs 
including nine specials or one shots. 

Buick now had Patrice Munsel and 
Tales of Wells Fargo. Chevrolet 
added a bright new singer in Pat 
Boone. Oldsmobile had Jerry Lewis 
and Vic Damone specials and Pon- 
tiac had the "Annie Get Your Gun" 
special. And GM, like Ford before, 
had a 50th Anniversary program. 

$28 million from Chrysler 

Chrysler was putting $11 million 
behind Dodge and Plymouth on the 
two Welk programs and $8.7 million 
behind Climax. It also managed to 
top GM in TV spending with $28 
million vs. GM's $23 million. 

In the 1957 -58 season Ford went 
heavily for westerns after the success 
of Wagon Train. It was on Chey- 
enne, Buckskin, Sugarfoot, Wild Bill 
Hickok and the third and final sea- 
son on Dick Powell -Zane Grey. It 
also had Desi -Lucy hours. 

Chrysler had the first of what was 
to be (with repeats) six Fred Astaire 
specials. GM had made Chevrolet 
its runaway spender on TV with a 
budget of $17.8 million and kept 
bringing on specials- Ginger Rogers, 
Phil Silvers and Victor Borge for 
Pontiac; Bing Crosby and Jerry Lew- 
is for Oldsmobile. 

Studebaker -Packard in 1957 -58 had 
something to shout about, the Lark. 
It did so with participation on Jack 
Paar and Today. Foreign cars also 
became network advertisers for the 
first time. Renault in 1957 co-spon- 
sored a public affairs program, Small 
11'orld. It also brought viewers the 
Gator Bowl Game. Volkswagen did 
likewise with the Sugar Bowl Game. 

In the 1958 -59 season, Chrysler cut 
back its TV schedule but added a 
star in Plymouth's Steve Allen Show. 
It also introduced its new Valiant 
on Ryder Cup Golf and its impórt, 
the Italian Simca, on Today. 

Ford had its new Falcon compact 
on Startime, Wagon Train, the Ford 

Show and a special "Bernstein in 
Moscow." Eckel, near its end as a 
Ford model, had the Phil Harris spe- 
cial, Playhouse 90 and parts of Sulli- 
van, "Highlights of the Greatest 
Show on Earth" and Richard C. Hot - 
telet & the News with Mercury. 

GM in 1958 -59 had a whopping 
30 shows, 19 regular, 1l specials. 
Eight of these shows were daytime 
serials on NBC -TV for Frigidaire. 
The new Chevrolet Corvair received 
exposure on Dinah Shore and 
Boone programs, specials he Rcd 
Skelton and Art Carney. Pontiac Icnl 
its usual specials, Oldsmobile had 
Bing Crosby shows and two regular 
programs, the Dennis O'Keefe Shorn 
and the Patti Page Show. 

Renault in 1958 -59 turned out to 
be a $2.5 million network advertiser 
with parts of Ed Sullivan and Play- 
house 90 and two specials, "Kovacs 
on Music" and "Moon fez Sixpence." 
Studebaker continued with spots on 
¡ark Paar, Volkswagen on another 
Sugar Bowl game. 

The 1959-60 season for the auto 
men pretty much leveled out into its 
somewhat confused 1960 -6I state. 
There were more participation buys. 
the dropping of such big shows as 
the Steve Allen Plymouth Show, the 
Ford Startirre series and the Pat 
Boone Chevy Show. The Lawrence 
Welk Plymouth .S /tow was also writ- 
ten off. XVith the end of its 1959-60 
Pontiac Star Parade specials, this GM 
model turned to spot TV and par- 
ticipations. And right down the line 
the number of auto sponsorships has 
dwindled. 

With the 1950s ended an era in 
auto advertising on TV. The big 
name stars, the big shows, the sole 
sponsorships and the 15 to 25 show 
season (per company) have faded. 
1Vhat does 1961 -62 and beyond hold 
for the auto men? Only the Detroit 
strategists know -or do they? 
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THEY'RE DEALING NEW HANDS IN DETROIT roaliaurJ 

CM bets most TV men's votes for coing the best all -roud job on television this season 

standard -sized lines -Cunningham sees 

the need for longer commercials to match 
the longer telling of the sales story. "Sta- 
tions," he points out, "will take two - 
minute commercials. Texaco has already 
used them. There is no reason why De- 
troit can't." 

As a group, the auto companies 
showed their wares on IA' Ibis season 
nn ( -r c1 y nctwot k, on (-yet r night of the 
rccck. .ind in e\(I Il I1 n. thin. period 
how an, 7 ::i(I to I I. I In i t. \cet r regular 
hua, .nul ,pet i,Il,: nuns(, r.n ict r. action - 

eduntuc, situation (oared\ and sports, 
c' en an ill-la tcd panel show. . \s a group, 
autos reached every TV audience there 
is -the thing 'TV men would like each 
company to do by itself. 

The I960 -61 breakdown: Chevrolet: 
The Chevy Show (NBC); My Three 
Sons (ABC); Route 66 (CBS). Forci: Ford 
Show starring Tennessee Ernie Ford; Al- 
fred Hitchcock and Aragon Train (all 
NB(:): Leonard Bernstein and the Phil- 
harmonic (CBS). Dodge: Lawrence Well: 
(.\li('). PIr mouth- \'aliant: Garry Atonic 
show, il!x. ( ;arltnul and a brief :Iplx.0 
:ut(c un )ouvre in Mr Pic care, Ilie kW 
Gleason panel shore Thal g.I ( %%.n to .1 

-talk" lorntat (all (:BS). 
Also -Oldsmobile: Hawaiian Ive 

(ABC); Alirhae!.Sh(nur (NB(:). Pontiac: 
.'urfside Six (ABC). Studebaker -Pa( Lad: 
Pro Fonlball ((:BS) and, ill ( ocrent strat- 
e*. a ,calls( ated program. Ed (Filln- 
rcns(, a situation coniech .shout a talk- 
ing horse, ill some 100 mat Lets. 

Kaiser Indust its 11.1, also been ad- 
vertising its 1Villr, well on Maverick 
(ABC) and Renault. the mile substantial 
foreign (Ir :ulvcllisci on nettcutk l'V, 
started the season as .1 ( u- ,ponsul of 
Markham (CBS). 

Syndicated pn)glantnting. generally via 
dealer groups. i, lep il led as increasing 
around the nation. Lincoln 'Mercury, on 
CB.S- TV's'rou(I of the 7 '(faro --Ed Strlli- 
ra! .Show foi user a decade, left it last 
year, had Ililrli orle with Ford. is now 
behind 1.-111 dealers on such local syndi- 
cations as Alan and The Challenge, Ali- 
anti (Inderernrr (both Ziv -UA) and 
California N.Itional Production's Jim 
Backus. 

The neiwork (, sualties among autos 
this season will he heavy- The Chevy 
Shots and Welk, a Fold hiatus on Alfred 
Hitchcock and Wagon Tain, Oldsmo- 
bile departing from Hawaiian live and 
Michael Shari(' au the end of this month. 
illy. Corium! %(vent under earlier for 
Plymouth. 

For the auto companies. like so many 
I thers, the sole sponsorship is becoming 
a thing of the past. Next season. Chevro- 

let will presumably have Bonanza to it- 
self, Ford will probably have the Ford 
Show and perhaps Allred Hitchcock. 
The lone "star" salesmen: -Tennessee 
Ernie and maybe Bob Hope, continuing, 
as he has this season, on Buick "specials." 

Who has clone the best all -round job 
on TV this season in reaching the most 
people (perhaps 70 °;., of the total TV 
audience) with the best variety of pro- 
gramming? According to most TV men 
it has been General Motors. The GM 
product range and budget, of coarse, 
help. 

In addition to eight regular network 
shows for GM products, there will be 
eight "Bob Hope Buick Shows" (on 

IBC). GM was a World Series sponsor 
:nid a sponsor on the Rose Bowl and 
Blue -Gray football gaines. It enlisted the 
elusive Danny Kaye for a special and had 
John Wayne and Victor Borge on for 
Iwo Pontiac specials. Bing Crosby also 
pet Iormed on three Oldsmobile specials. 

Except for (; \I's specials, and Chry- 
,Ict's re-r1111 uI a Fred Astaire show last 
month. tliis lotit of T \' is at a lote 
point for the auto comp:ntics. With mote 
¡Monte buys -participations with lots- 
(ust packaged items -and the loss of "per- 
sonalities." Detroit is moving rapidly 
away from its old fetish of program and 
star identification. most observers see 
this as a blow to dealer relations. 

Dealers love "showbiz" association 
Dealers dearly love the "big" show and 

the link ,rich showbusiness via a person- 
ality. II,e merchandising air lent by 
Grouch. Marx, Ed Sullivan and Milton 
Berle in their respective stints for 
De Soto, Lincoln- 1lfercury and Buick was 
once the backbone of the auto franchise 
selling system. But there appear to be 
no replacements for this trio, nor for 
Dinah Shore or Lawrence Welk cur- 
rently. Chevrolet will replace Shore with 
a western. Dodge is retorted to be look- 
ing for a "cheaper" public affairs spon- 
sorship. 

The history of automotive sponsor- 
ships during the 1950s (see box, page 70) 
re;i. ,t:n- studded, heavy with names like 
lei i r Lewis, Gene Kelly, Phil Silvers, 
l'cl t s Como, Dave Garrossay and Red 
Skelton on spectaculars and specials; 
Patti Page. Jackie Gleason, Milton Berle, 
Lucille Ball and Danny i'honias on regu- 
lar programming. in the 1955.56 season 
alone the auto companies invested in 
about 60 network shows, about a third 
of them specials or one -shot events. 

The program types have varied. You 
name it and the auto companies have 
sponsored it. Especially favored have 

been the big musical shows. But gen- 
erally, a company's shows have been 
chosen with an eye to supplementing 
each other in covering audience on the 
basis of a wide national spread in in- 
come, age and size of family. Ford in 
1957 -58, for instance, used the Tennes- 
see Ernie Ford .Show to draw the older, 
rural audience; Zane Grey for the 
younger crowd; Suspicion for the metro - 
politan, high -income group and Desi- 
Lucy for mass circulation. 

Prince time, the peak viewing periods 
between 8 -11, has been a must for the 
auto men, although entrenchment has 
not come on any particular evening. 
Sunday night was strong with Lincoln - 
Mercury and Ed Sullivan, Chevrolet with 
Dinah Shore. Welk worked for Dodge on 
Saturday. Specials and most regular 
shows fell on a variety of weekday nights. 

The agencies working for the auto 
companies are a substantial group, either 
very big or specialized to the client's 
needs. The relationships are generally 
stable, although some Detroit observers 
sec a "struggle for power" shaping up on 
"corporate" advertising. the central pack- 
ages (specials) bought and placed by one 
agency with assists from a company's 
other agencies. Who does what and who 
gets credit may be the sore point here. 

The current agency lineup for the 
five auto companies: GM divides among 
four basic agencies. Chevrolet -Corvair is 

with Campbell -Ewald; Buick -Special is 
with McCann- Erickson: Oldsmobile -F -85 
is with D.P. Brother and Pontiac -Tem- 
pest and Cadillac are with MacManus, 
John & Adams. Various agencies handle 
the corporate advertising. 

Ford has only two agencies. Forcl- 
Falcon and Thunderbird are with 
j. Walter Thompson. Lincoln- Mercury, 
Mercury- Comet, Lincoln- Continental 
and Forcl corporate are with Kenyon R 

Eckhardt. 
Chrysler Corp. has Leo Burnett on its 

corporate advertising; Young & Rubicam 
on Chrysler -Imperial; BBDO on the 
Dodge division and N. W. Ayer on the 
Plymouth -Valiant division. 

The "Little Two," American Motors 
and Studebaker -Packard, have one 
agency each. American is with Geyer, 
Morey, Madden & Ballard; Studebaker - 
Packard is with D'Arcy. 

The last major agency shifting in the 
auto industry occurred last year and in- 
volved troubled Chrysler (which turned 
a sales and earnings gain in 1960 but 
which now faces a mismanagement suit 
by stockholders and a possible proxy 
contest). 

Chrysler, the only auto company to 
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show a loss in 1959, was struggling to re- 
vise its advertising and marketing set -up 
when it hit the industry just a year ago 
with one of the biggest account realign- 
ments in ad history, a $33 million shuf- 
fling of agencies and account responsi- 
bilities. About $20 million in billings on 
the Dodge account were shifted from 
Grant Advertising and Ross Roy Inc. to 
BBDO. BBDO in turn relinquished the 
De Soto -Valiant account to N. W. Ayer, 
agency for Plymouth. Smaller chunks of 
Chrysler billing (including international) 
swam around between Young & Rubicam 
and some other agencies. 

Currently, the agency situation for all 
the auto companies appears to be in a 
state of calm. The only rumblings arc 
at Studebaker -Packard where the com- 
pany's new president, Sherwood H. Eg- 
bert, took note of skimpy 1960 profits 
($709,000 vs. $28.5 million in 1959) and 
sagging Lark sales and ordered an over- 
haul of the S -P ad program by D'Arcy 
"or else." 

If words sell new cars, Detroit and its 
agencies would probably do little more 
than write copy and create slogans. But 
the consumer is disbelieving, especially 
when it comes to auto advertising. One 
motivation research study, taken in 1959 
to gauge the effectiveness of auto adver- 
tising, found that 73% of the sizable 
sample covered felt that auto ads were 
"dishonest," "misleading," or "double - 
talk." 

Other studies show a high consumer 
interest in auto advertising for one 
model immediately "after" the consumer 
has purchased that model. Then he has 
a real or "check -up" interest in it. Along 
with this it is found that the new -car 
owner tends to have low interest in all 
auto advertising in the year after his 
purchase, a little better interest in the 
second year, peak interest in the third 
year or after when he is perhaps think- 
ing of a new car again. 

In this atmosphere auto advertising 
must work hard. It must inform and it 
must do it dramatically and colorfully, 
as with something constantly new. In all 
the windy claims there are facts. And in 
all the campaigns there are central 
themes under which the car and the 
company sell. 

The Chrysler "Forward Look" theme 
of the middle and late 50s pictured the 
auto maker as progressive, years ahead 
in its product. 

The Ford theme four seasons ago com- 
municated an image of youthfulness, 
prestige and fun to its product. Last 
year it was style, "The World's Most 
Beautifully Proportioned Car." Plym- 
outh, stressing its model's body strength, 
was "Solid for '60." 

With compacts, the new themes are 
economy and ease of operation, price and 
keeping in tune with the times. Rambler, 
doing this kind of advertising for years. 

now says " ... compare with Rambler, 
the car that started it all." Rambler has 
another 1961 sales device, a "customer 
progress sharing program" that sends 
U.S. Savings Bonds to buyers in any one 
month when Rambler sales top those of 
the same period a year before. 

Variations on central theme 

The auto companies can generally re- 
late their print campaigns and their 
broadcast advertising, keep on a central 
theme with only variations to suit the 
medium. (Outdoor advertising would in 
essence be a picture and slogan.) Chevro- 
let, for instance, with dozens of 1961 

models, says in print "Chevy can match 
your personality" with a variety of "pco- 
ple- pleasing" cars. On TV the same thing 
is said but an impressive electronic ma- 
chine called a "Chev -o -vac" is the visual 
"hook." A punch card with the buyer's 
personality and circumstance goes in, the 
name of the "right" Chevy model comes 
out. 

Pontiac on TV hammers its unique 
feature -Wide -Track design. Studebaker 
Lark has "Performability." Ford, still 
accenting style, has "The Classic Ford 
Look For '61." Chrysler, after a quality 
image, serves "America's new quest for 
quality." All Chrysler cars have "Alter- 
nator Electrical Systems," "Torsion Aire 
Ride," "Unibcxfy Construction" and "7 
Soak Rustproofing." 

To tell all this the TV commercial is 
crowded. Its form is varied. The on -the- 
highway scene followed by announcer 
commentary ... the showroom set with 
the personality running his hands over 
the finish, seating attractive passengers, 

slamming doors . . . the family piling 
into a station wagon for an outing in 
the country. 

It's all been clone before. It will be 
repeated in 1961 -62. The signs are still 
posted in the agencies near the auto ac- 
count sections, "Unauthorized personnel 
keep out -restricted zone." The "annual 
game" is still being played. The fall cam- 
paigns are in the works despite recession 
and an uncertain market. And Detroit, 
as always, is well ahead of the game - 
1963 models are well along in design. 

There's a Ford in your future, or a 
GM product, or one from Chrysler, 
American or Studebaker. Despite the 
bumps of 1961, Detroit will survive, be 
it a dismal four million car year or a 
banner six million car year. 

For television, the fall of the year will 
see most of the auto companies back 
strong for 1962 models. Their TV strat- 
egy is under revision, their spring cam- 
paigns may be almost non- existent (de- 
pending on sales), but the start of a new 
model year does not go by without bally- 
hoo. 

The move in Detroit is away from 
long -term TV contracts, costly talent, 
identification with a company -controlled 
blockbuster. Syndicated shows appear to 
be the pacifier for dealer groups, spot TV 
and flexible pv-licipations in network 
hours the less costly remedy to mass mar- 
ket coverage. 

In all, it's a new era for Detroit on 
television. TV has to prepare to meet it 
and the fact of perhaps fewer auto dol- 
lars coming in. Detroit, caught up in the 
compact revolution, has to learn the new 
market and new ways of selling it. END 

Look at the folks in the growing Greenville 

Washington Market. In a state where the 
industrial payroll has increased over 
$400,000,000 in the past five years, they still 
enjoy simple pleasures -like watching TV. 

WNCT and WITH dominate this prospering 
group as well as the entire market. Avails 
and details are yours for the asking. 

The Rich Are re Not 
.1111.11 g.v Snobbish 

CHANNEL 

T 
9 

WNO 
GREENVILLE. N. C. 

CAI' MKQ .G 
"ONE OF THE TOP 100 MARKETS" 
Well over 1,000,000 Population - Set Count 200,000 
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THE SWIFT GROWTH OF THIS MAGAZINE'S EDITORIAL BREADTH AND DEPTH 

is being matched in magnitude by immediate response of its readers. Literally hundreds are 

writing TELEVISION MAGAZINE, voluntarily acclaiming its new purpose and usefulness to them in 

their evaluation of TV's 

month after TELEVISION'S revitalized 

individual subscriptions among 

remarkable 121/2% - and still grows! 

for people must truly want something 

expanding reader acceptance 

Data Issue. Its pages (for only 

advertising people an exclusive 

programming estimates for all 

brands and by expenditures per show. 

also bring your own 

top decision -makers - to influence 

about television. Closing 

Phone or wire collect, this day, to 

own mercurial growth. Within the 

format became evident, its roster of PAID 

agency -&- advertiser executives had jumped a 

PAID is a word of key significance - 
before they pay for it. TELEVISION'S 

will grow even taller with April's vital 

one example) will bring high -level 

compilation of B.A.R.'s 

1960 TV network shows, by sponsoring 

TELEVISION can (and should) 

advertising message to these same 

them while they read, plan, and think 

deadline for April is March 20. 

reserve your best possible position. 

TELEVISION MAGAZINE 422 Madison Avenue, New York 17 PLaza 3 -9944 
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MARCH 
TELEVISIO\ 
HOMES 

V homes in each market are based on TELEVISION MAG- I AZINE'S county -by- county projections of the "National 
Survey of Television Sets in U.S. Households" for March, 
1958, plus various industry interim reports. The March, 
1958 survey was prepared by the Advertising Research 
Foundation in cooperation with the Bureau of the Census 
and the A. C. Nielsen Co. 

Penetration potential varies by sections of the country. 
Many areas in New England have achieved a saturation 
level above 90%. Other areas, for example sections of the 
South, have reached a rather lower plateau. Future in- 
creases from either level can be expected to be distributed 
over a longer period of time than was characterized by 
the early stages of television growth. 

In a number of markets, therefore, the TV homes count 
is at a temporary plateau even though the television pene- 
tration level is below the 95% ceiling established by TELE- 
VISION MAGAZINE.These markets will be held for an in- 
definite period of time. 

The factor chiefly responsible for this situation is that 
penetration increases are often offset by current trends 
of population movement which for some regions have 
shown at least a temporary decline. 

A 95% ceiling on TV penetration has been established 
for all markets. Many rating services show lighter pene- 
tration in metropolitan areas, but the available evidence 
shows that penetration drops off outside the metropolitan 
area itself and that 95% appears to be the most logical 
theoretical ceiling for the television market as a whole. 
This does not mean that penetration may not actually go 
higher in some markets. Penetration figures in markets 
with both VHF and UHF facilities refer to VHF only. 

The coverage area of a television market is defined by 
TELEVISION MAGAZINE'S research department. Antenna 
height, power and terrain determine the physical contour 
of a station's coverage and the probable quality of recep- 
tion. 

r 

L 

TELESTATUS 
Exclusive estimates computed by 

Television Magazine's 

research department for all 
markets updated each month 

from projections 

for each U.S. county 

Other factors, however, may well rule out any incidence 
of viewing despite the quality of the signal. Network affilia- 
tions, programming, and the number of stations in the serv- 
ice area must all be taken into consideration. The influence 
of these factors is reflected in the ARB 1960 Coverage 
Study and, in some cases, the regular reports of the various 
rating services. The ARB data in particular has become 
TELEVISION MAGAZINE'S guide for estimating coverage and 
re- evaluating markets. 

After testing various formulae, TELEVISION MAGAZINE 

adopted a method which utilizes a flexible cut -off point 
of 25%. Normally, all the television homes in a counts. 
will be credited to a market if one -quarter of these homes 
view any one of the stations in the market at least one 
night a week. Therefore, based upon this definition, TELE- 
VISION MAGAZINE reports maximum coverage for each tele- 
vision market, based upon a 25 °', weekly nighttime cut -off. 

In some markets, it has been impossible to evaluate the 
available and sometimes contradictory data. These arcas 
are being re- studied by this magazine's research depart- 
ment and new figures will be reported as soon as a sound 
estimate can be made. 

In many regions. individual markets have been com- 
bined in a dual- market listing. This has been done when- 
ever there is almost. complete duplication of the television 
coverage area and no real substantial difference in televi- 
sion homes. Furthermore. the decision to courbine markets 
is based upon advertiser use and common marketing 
practice. 

The coverage picture is constantly shifting. Conditions 
are altered by the emergence of new stations and by 
changes in power, antenna, channel and network affiliation. 
For this reason, our research department is continuously 
re- examining markets and revising TV homes figures ac- 
cordingly. For a complete explanation of the various sym- 
bols used in this section, refer to the "footnote" key at 
the end of this report. 
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Only 

delivers the 
entire 62- county 
Carolina Triad.. 

VIPmNIA 

NORTH 
CAROLINA 

TEtlx. 

GA. 

ASHEVILLE 

LRTAwUR/ 
ORFEMVIIIE 

SOUTH 
CAROLINA 

THE CAROLINA TRIAD 
6 Steles 62 Counties 

The Carolina Triad is a bus- 
tling two billion dollar area 
stretching across 62 counties 
and 6 states. WLOS -TV cov- 
ers the area with an undu- 
plicated network signal. 

WLOS -TV has a net weekly 
circulation of 301,600 accord- 
ing to ARB 1960 coverage 
study - the largest weekly 
circulation of any station in 
the entire region. See your 
PGW Colonel about availa- 
bilities onWLOS-TV, the sta- 
tion with the highest tower 
in the south. 

wLOs.Tv 
Serving 
ASHEVILLE 
GREENVILLE 
SPARTANBURG 

A Womelco Enterprise 

REPRESENTED BY PETERS. GRIFFIN, W00DWARO, INC. 

SOUTHEASTERN REP.: /AMES S. AYERS CO. 

TOTAL U.S. TV HOMES 46,900,000 
TOTAL U.S. HOUSEHOLDS 53,448,000 
U.S. TV PENETRATION 87.7% 

r fqU, -' k ,tatlon nor 

d , aena I1- , , opynyhled au] moK ,wl Le reproduced 
without 1 rmasmn. LkI,YA pe low are ull commercial stations on the oh. 

Martel 8 'ItOLOns -% Penetration TV Homes 

ABERDEEN, S.D. -69.0 
KKABIV IN,C,AI 

ABILENE, Tex, -79.0 
KRBC -TV INI 

ADA, Okla, -110.0 
KILN IA,C,NI 

AGANA, Goons 
KUAM -IV IC,N,AI 

AKRON, Ohie -4L0 
'Jv Ail Tit 'AI 

ALBANY, Go. -64.0 

ALBANY.SCHENECTADY -TROY, N.Y. -93.0 
WAST lAl ; WRGB I. 

.. - . WCDC, A,fan,, MO, 

ALBUQUERQUE. N.M. -71.0 
.. AI KOB.TV MI 

ALEXANDRIA, Lo. -71.0 

ALEXANDRIA, Minn. -75.0 

ALTOONA, Po. -88.0 
WFBG.TV 'A. 

AMARILLO, Tex. -79.0 
KFDA.TV ICL KGNC -TV Ni, I KVII.TV ,. 

AMES, lewa -89.0 
WOI. TV IAI 

ANCHORAGE, Alaska 
KEN! . TV IA,NI: KTVA ICI 

ANDERSON, S.C. 
WAIM -TVS A,d 

ARDMORE, Okla. -76,0 
K KII WI 

ASHEVILLE, N.C. - 
GREENVILLE-SPARTANBURG, S.C. -79.0 
WISE.TVS IC Ni; WIOS -TV IA) 

WFBC.TV INI: WSPA.TV ICI 

ATLANTA, Go. -84.0 
WAGA.TV ICI; WIWA IA), WSB.TV IN) 

AUGUSTA, Ga, -75,0 
WIBF.TV IANI: WROW.TV ICI 

AUSTIN, Minn. -86.0 
KMMT IAI 

AUSTIN, Tex. -78.0 
K IBC ' . " ':,NI 

B AKERSFIELD, Calif. -93.0 

B ALTIMORE, Md. -92.0 
NI; KLYD-TVt IAI 

1,1, WMAR.TV ICI 

BANGOR, Me. -92.0 
WABI -IV IA,C1, WIBZ IV IN,AI 
)Includes CATV Homes) 

BATON ROUGE, La, -74,0 
WAFB -IV IC,A), WBRZ IA,NI 

BAY CITY -SAGINAW- FLINT, MIch, -91,0 
WNEM. TV IA,NI, WKNKIVt IA,C), WIRT IA) 

BEAUMONT-PORT ARTHUR, Tex. -78.0 
KFDM.TV IC,AI; KPACTV IN,AI 

BELLINGHAM, Wash. -84.0 
'V ICI 

BIG SPRING, Tex. -77.0 

BILLINGS, Mont. -69.0 
K IV IA,CI, KGHLTV IN) 

BINGHAMTON, N.Y. -92.0 
WNBF IV IA,C), WINR TVS IA,NCI 

B IRMINGHAM. Aloe -78.0 
WA)" ICI 

B ISMARCK, N D -73 0 
KKMN . N,AI 
IKFYR I . 

and KMOI. '. 

BLOOMINGTON. Ind -91,0 
WTI, 
(See u I , 

BLUEFIELD, W. vo -80.0 
WHIS -IV 1, 

B OISE, Idaho -82.0 
KBOI.lV IC' , -.1 IA,NI 

. KUMVTV, Williston, N.D, 

21,800 

71,500 

82,400 

170,500 

135.900 

421,800 

135,800 

84,600 

94,600 

272,300 

111,200 

291,100 

li 

f 
28,200 

397,200 

536,700 

181,400 

145,600 

136,200 

181,900 
162,400 

Market 6 Stations-% Penetration TV Hon. 

BOSTON, Mass. -93.0 
WBZ.TV IN( WNAC 1V IA,C), WHDHTV IC,NI 

BRIDGEPORT, Conn. 
WICC !VT IA) 

BRISTOL, Va: JOHNSON CITY, Tann. -71.0 
WCYB.TV IA,NI; WWII IV IA,CI 

BRYAN, Tax. -72.0 
KBT%TV WC) 

BUFFALO, N.Y. -92.0 
WREN -TV ICI, WGR.TV MI; WKBW.TV IAI 

1,655,000 

11 

170,900 

42,300 

557,400 

BURLINGTON, VI. -88,0 1184,600 

WCAK -TV IC) 

BUTTE, Mont- -70.0 ' I59,000 
KKIF.TV IA,C,NI 
(Operates satellite 511.1.1V. Helena, MonI,) 

CADILLAC, Mich, -85,0 
WWTV IA,CI 

CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo. -82.0 
KFVS TV ICI 

CARLSBAD, N.M.-86.0 
KAVE-TV IA,CI 

CARTHAGE- WATERTOWN, N.Y. -62.0 

CASPER, Wyo. -59.0 
KTWO -TV IA,N,O 

CEDAR RAPIDS- WATERLOO, Iowa -90.0 
KCRGTV IAI; WMT.TV ICI, KWWTV IN) 

CHAMPAIGN, 111. -90,0 
WCIA ICI; WCHUt INII 

' Springfield listing) 

CHARLESTON, S.C. -76.0 
WCSC.TV (Cl, WUSN -TV IA NI 

CHARLESTON -HUNTINGTON, W. Va. -112,0 
WCHS.TV IAI; WHTN TV ICI, WSAZ.TV I i 

CHARLOTTE, N.C. -84.0 
WBTV ICI; WSOC.TV IA,N) 

CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. -77.0 
WDEF.TV IA,C), WRGP -TV IN); WTVC IA) 

CHEBOYGAN, Mich, -73,0 
WTOM.TV IN,A) 

CHEYENNE, Wyo. -68.0 
KFBC.TV 

(Operates satellite K5TF Scottsbluff, Neb.) 

CHICAGO, 111. -92,0 2,201,000 
WBBM.TV ICI; WBKB 

98,500 

195,900 

12,000 

65.700 

32,800 

300,100 

321,300 

143,200 

437,000 

643,600 

196,300 

24,000 

54,100 

UI; WGN.TV, WNBQ NI 

CHICO, Calif, -83.0 108, 500 

5H51 -TV IA,C) 

CINCINNATI, Ohio -91,0 
WCPO. TV IA). WKRC TV ICI, WLW -I )Ni 

CLARKSBURG, W. Va, -76,0 
WBOY TV IA,C,NI 

CLEVELAND, Ohio -93.0 
WEWS 'A) KYW.TV INI, WSW TV o. 

722,100 CLOVIS, N.M. -68.0 15,300 

KVER.TV ICI 

COLORADO SPRINGS- PUEBLO, Colo, -83,0 
KKTV ICI; KRDO.TV IA): KCSITV IN) 

COLUMBIA -JEFFERSON CITY, Me. -82,0 
KOMU.TV IA NI; KRCG.TV IA,CI 

COLUMBIA, S.C. -79.0 
WIS -TV INI; WNOK -TVt IC) 

COLUMBUS. Ga, -79,0 
WVTM IA,N), WRBI -TV ICI 

COLUMBUS, Miss, -60,0 
WCBI.TV IC,N,AI 

COLUMBUS, OBIe -93,0 546,700 
WBNS.TV ICI, WLW.0 IN): WTVN -TV IA) 

st) 

CORPUS CHRISTI, Tex, -79,0 94,800 

782,800 

79,200 

1,284,800 

96,100 

231,600 

408,200 
'62,400 

146,600 

48.500 

19,100 

56, 400 

337,900 
142,700 

420,900 

42,400 

95,500 

123,200 

182,700 
i 33,300 

124,800 

49, 500 

COOS BAY, Ore, 
KCB7 ' , 

KRU I. ', _ 'V IC,AI 

DALLAS-FT. WORTH, Tax,-66,0 735,100 
. WFAATV IA); KF1Z-TV; WBAP.TV IN) 

DANVILLE, 111.-73,0 123.300 
WICDTVt INI 

Markets Coverage area being reevaluated. 

t U.H.F. 

610,900 tl Incomplete data, 

SEE New station.coveroge study not completed. 

U.S. Coverage only. 

Includes circulation of satellite for booster). 

63,600 " " Does not include circulation of satellite. 

1 Market being held as it has reached 95% penetration, 

1 18, 500 
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Market & Stations -% Penetration TV Homes 

DAVENPORT, Iowa -ROCK ISLAND, III. -92.0 
WOC.TV INI, WHBF -TV IA,O 

DAYTON, Oklo -94.0 
WHIO-TV ICI, WLW -D IA,NI 

DAYTONA REACH -ORLANDO, Fla. -76.0 
WESHTV INI, WDBO.TV IC); VI/LOF -TV IAI 

DECATUR, Ala. -39.0 
WMSLTVt ICNI 

DECATUR, III. -79.0 
WTVPT IA/ 

DENVER, Cela. -85.0 
KBTV IA); KLZ -TV ICI; KOA TV INI, KTVR 

DES MOINES, Iowa -90.0 
KENT -TV ICI; WHO -TV INI 

DETROIT, Mich. -92.0 
W1BK TV ICI, WW1 TV INI; WKYZ IAI 

DICKINSON, N.D. -61.0 
KDIX.TV ICI 

DOTHAN, Ala. -61.0 
WTVY (A.CI 

DULUTH, Minn. -SUPERIOR, WIs. -85.0 
KDAL.TV ICI, WDSM.TV IA,N) 

DURHAM -RALEIGH, N.C. -76.0 
WTVD IA,CI; WEAL TV IN) 

EAU CLAIRE, WIs. -92.0 
WEAU TV IA,C,NI 

EL DORADO, Ark: MONROE, La.-71.0 
KTVE IA,NI; KNOE -TV IA,C) 

ELKHART -SOUTH BEND, Ind. -69.0 
WSJV -TVt IA); WSBT -TV ICI, WNOU TV INI 

EL PASO, Tax. -80.0 
KELP TV (Al; KROD -TV ICI; KTSM -TV INI 

(Includes 4,700 television homes on military bases) 

ENID, Okla. (Soo Oklahoma City) 

324,400 

487.000 

260,500 

131,400 

1-121,000 

362.900 

274,900 

1,601,800 

15,300 

74,400 

149,300 

296,100 

109.200 

161,200 

1148,500 

104,700 

IN THE HUGE 

MARYLAND MARKET 

WMARTV 
AGAIN LEADS 

WITH 

' Based on the tales! NIELSEN'' and ARB' 
reports, WMAR -TV again leads the other 
Baltimore stations with more quarter -hour 
firsts based on both homes viewing and 
ratings from sign -on to midnight, 

" NIELSEN. "' ARB, 
JAN. 1961 DEC. 1960 

In Maryland Most People WA TCH 

WMAR -TV 
SUNPAPERS TELEVISION 

BALTIMORE 3, MD. 

Represented Nationally by 

THE KATZ AGENCY, INC 

Market 8 Stations-% Penetration TV Homes 

ERIE, Pa. -95.0 
. AN); WSEETV IA,CI 

I (5 CATV Homes) 

EUGENE, On. -S5.0 
KVAL -TV INI; KEZI.TV IA) 

IKVAI operates satellite KPIC -TV, Roseburg, Ore.) 

EUREKA, CoIH. -80.O 
KIEM -TV IA,CI, KVO.TV IA,NI 

EVANSVILLE, Ind. -HENDERSON, Ky. -84.0 
WFIETVT INI; WTVW (A), WEHT -TVT ICI 

FAIRBANKS, Alaska 
KFAR -TV IA,NI; KTVF ICI 

FAIRMONT, W. Va. 
WJPB-TV 'A,C) 

FARGO, N.D. -77.0 
WDAY -TV IN); KXGO -TV IAI 

Valley City, N.D.) 

FLINT -BAY CITY -SAGINAW, Minh. -91.0 
WNEM IA,N); WKNK -TV IA,CI 

FLORENCE, AI.. -51.0 
WOWL TVT IC,N,AI 

FLORENCE, S.C. -75.0 
WBTW A.C,NI 

FT. DODGE, Iowa-60.0 
KOTV INI 

FT. MYERS, Fla. -66.O 
WINK -TV IA,d 

FT. SMITH, Ark. -71.0 
KFSA -TV IC,N,AI 

./171,000 
1-57,300 

út100,100 

58,200 

221,100 
1-124,500 

tt 

tTt 

140,200 

408,200 
t62,400 

Market 8 Stations -% Penetration 

FRESNO, Ca111. -91.0 
KFRE -TV ICI; KIL -it IAI; KMI -TVf (NI 

GLENDIVE, Mont. -60.0 
KXGN.TV 

GOODLAND, Kan -600 
KBLR.TV 

GRAND FORKS, N.D. -75.0 
KNOX-TV (A,NI 

GRAND JUNCTION, Colo. -65.0 
KREX.TV IA,C,NI 
!Operates satemta KREY.TV, Montrose, Col 

GRAND RAPIDS, Mich.-93.0 470.000 
WOODTV IA,NI 
'See also Kalamazoo) 

TV Homes 

738,900 
i185,300 

2,000 

10.600 

32,600 

26.S00 

GREAT BEND, Kan. -74.0 X4101,300 
KCKT TV INI 
IKCKT.TV operates satellite KGLD, Gorden City, Kan. 

and KOMCTV, McCook, Neb.) 

GREAT FALLS, Monk. -81.0 51,100 
114,700 KFBBTV IA,C,N): KRTV 

Ilndudes CATV Homes) 

GREEN BAY, Wis. -90.0 317,000 
WBAYTV ICI; WFRV INI; WLUKTV IAI 

162.500 

; 27,400 

12,900 

51,900 

Markets coverage area being re.evaluat-.I 

t U.H.f. 

tt Incomplete data. 

ttt New stotlon- coverage study not completed. 

U.S. Coverage only. 

FT. WAYNE, Ind. -81.0 1180,700 4 

WANETVt ICI; WKIGTVt IN); WPTATVf IA! 
includes circulation of satellite tor boosted. 

FT. WORTH- DALLAS, To: -116.0 735,100 
Does not include circulation of satellite. 

KFJZ TV; WBAP -TV INI; KRLD -TV ICI; WFAA -TV IA) 9 Market being held as it has reached 95% penetration. 

WMBD-TV/ 

ERVING AMERICA'S 

TV- MARKET 
*TELEVISION MAGAZINE 

THE GREATER ILLINOIS MARKET 

WCIA-TV . . . . Champaign 
WMBD-TV Peoria 

PETERS, G Il$ll lh'Fíl N. DI) 1V.1 13 D. INC. 

National Representatives 
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WFGA -TV IS 

THE NUMBER ONE 

STATION IN 

JACKSONVILLE 

WFGA -TV captures a big 

51.0% share of audience 

in November ARB! 

From 9 a.m. to midnight, 7 

days a week, WFGA -TV corrals 
a 51% metro share of sets -in- 

use in Jacksonville. For the big- 

gest return on your advertising 
dollar, see your PGW Colonel 

about WFGA -TV. 

WFGA-TV a 
A Wometco Affiliate 

;'NORTH FLORIDA- 

'. SOUTH GEORGIA 

MARKET 

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY 

PETERS, GRIFFIN. WOODWARD. INC. 

78 

Moder 6 Sln.: s % Penclrot an TV HGrn,, 

GREENSBORO -WINSTON- SALEM, N.C. -86.0 392,900 
WIMP l'V IA,I . 

GREENVILLE- 

SPARTANBURG, S.C.-ASHEVIILE, N.C.-79.0 397,200 

WIBC-TV INI, WSPA IV d l 11 

WLOS TV IAI, WISE-IVt ICNI 

GREENVILLE-WASHINGTON, N.C.-75.0 174,600 

WNC1 IAÇI; WIIN INI 

GREENWOOD, Miss.-62.0 57,400 
WABG-TV Ci 

HANNIBAL, Ma.OUINCY, III -89 0 171,400 
KIInAIV ICAI.'^ " 

HARLINGEN-WESLACO, Tex .-74.0 '75,000 

HARRISBURG. III -83 0 197,800 

HARRISBURG, Po -n 0 1159,300 
WHP ' 

HARRISONBURG. Vo -75.0 45,500 

HARTFORD -NEW BRITAIN, Conn.- 94.0 642,900 
WIIC -TV I( .. .. I. WHCTt 1288.900 

HASTINGS, Nab.- 81.0 99,500 
K HAS.IV [NI 

HATTIESBURG, Miss. -64.0 49,900 
WDAMTV IA,NI 

HENDERSON, Ky.- EVANSVILLE, Ind. -84.0 221,100 
WEHT.TVt ICI; WFIETVt MI; WTVW IAI 1124,500 

HENDERSON -LAS VEGAS, Nay. -77.0 49,400 
KLRJ.TV INI, KLAS -TV ICI; KSHO -TV (Al 

HOLYOKE- SPRINGFIELD, Mass. -87.0 319.400 
WWLPt (NI; WHYN -TV IA,CI 

IW WLP operoles solell'de WRLPt, Greenfield, Moss.I 

HONOLULU, Hawaii 149.000 
KGMB.TV ICI: KONA -TV INI: KHVH -TV (Al 

Includes 14,600 television homes on milifory bases) 

lSorellaes: KHBC TV, Hilo and KMAU -TV, Woiluku 
to KGMB -TV. KMVI.TV, Woiluku and KHIK -TV, Hilo to KHVH 

KALA, Woiluku to KONA.T VI. 

HOUSTON, Tore.-1111.0 492,500 
KPRC.TV INI; KIRK -TV IAI; KHOU -TV ICI 

HUNTINGTON -CHARLESTON, W. Va. -82.0 437,000 
WHTN -TV ICI; WSAZ -TV INI; WCHSTV IAI 

HUNTSVILLE, Ala. 
WAFG -T Vt 

HUTCHINSON- WICHITA, Kan. -83.0 01296,000 
KTVH Cl, I KAKETV IAI; KARO-TV (NI 

IKTVC, Ensign, Kon. ani KAYS, Hoys. Eon. satellites of KAKI -TVI 

IDAHO FALLS -POCATELLO, Idaho -73.0 62,400 
KID -TV 

tt 

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. -91.0 
WFBM -TV INI; W 

I See also Blooming 

JACKSON, Miss. -68.0 
Wily ICI, `.. 

JACKSON, Tenn. -71.0 
WDKI ' . 

JACKSONVILLE, Flo -82 0 

JEFFERSON CITY -COLUMBIA, Mo. -82.0 
KRCG.TY 'A' 

JOHNSON CITY, Tenn. -BRISTOL, Va -71.0 
WIHL -Tv IA,d: WCYB -l. - 

JOHNSTOWN, Pa. -91.0 

JOPLIN, Mo.- PITTSBURG. Kan -83 0 

JUNEAU, Alaska 

MarkeN Coscra ;e oreo a my re evaluated. 

t U.H.F. 

ft Incomplete data 

tit New souoncoveroge study net completed. 

U.S. Coveroge only. 

Includes circulation of sotellite Io, booster. " Does not include Circulotion of satellite. 

I Market being held as it has reached 95% penetration. 

721,700 

216,900 

56,200 

288,300 

123.200 

170.900 

548 500 

133 600 

What they see on 

WJAC -TV 

THEY BUY! 

The more people who see your prod- 
uct, the more prospects for sales. 
And in the Johnstown- Altoona mar- 
ket, more people watch WJAC -TV 
than any other station. Both ARB 
and Nielsen back up this statis- 
tical fact. But more importantly, 
WJAC -TV turns these statistics 
into sales a fact backed up by a 
host of happy advertisers from A 
(for automatic washers) to Z (for 
soup). If you want people -pur- 
chasing people -pick WJAC -TV. 

For Complete Details, Contact: 

HARRINGTON, RIGHTER 

AND PARSONS, INC. 
New York Boston (Imago Detroit 

Atlanta los Angeles on Francisco 
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Model 6 Stations-% Penetration 

KALAMAZOO, Mich. -93.0 
WKZO.TV (A,CI 

ISee also Grand Rapids) 

TV Homes 

609,800 

KANSAS CRY, Mo.- 90.0 602,400 
KCMO -TV ICI; KMBCTV )Al ; WDAFTV IN) 

KEARNEY, Neb. -77.0 88,300 
KHOL.TV ICI 

(Operates satellite KHPI -TV, Hoyes Center, Neb.l 

KLAMATH FALLS, Ora. -70.0 13,700 
KOTI -TV IA,C,NI 

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. -71.0 210,300 
WATE -TV INI; WBIRTV ICI; WTVKT IA/ 147,500 

LA CROSSE, Wk. -81.0 118,400 
WKBT IA,C,NI 

LAFAYETTE, La. -71.0 96.400 
KLFY -TV ICI 

Ilncludes CATV Homes) 

LAKE CHARLES, La. -72.0 73,200 
KPLC -TV IA,NI; KTAGTVT ICI ft 

LANCASTER, Pa. 0517,800 
WGAITV IC,NI 

LANSING, Mlch -91.0 376,100 
WJIMTV (CAI; WILT-TV INI (Onnndoro) 

LAREDO, Tax. -64.0 10,500 
KGNSTV IA,C,NI 

LA SALLE, III. (Sae Peoria, III.) 

LAS VEGAS- HEIOERSON, Nev. -77.0 49,400 
KIAS -TV ICI( KSHO.TV (AI; KLRITV IN, 

LEBANON, Pa. -13.0 106.700 
WLYH-TVT (AI 

LEXINGTON, Ky, -47,0 i 55,500 
WIEXTVt IA,C,NI, WKYTf ICI 

LIMA, Ohle -65.0 53,900 
WIMA.TVt IA,C,NI 

LINCOLN, Nb. -85.0 176,000 
KOLN.TV IA,C) 

LITTLE ROCK -PINE BLUFF, Ark. -72.0 252.800 
KARK -TV INI; KTHV ICI; KATV (A) 

LOS ANGELES, Calif.-91.0 2,752,000 
KABC.TV IAI; KCOP; KH1TV. 

KNKT ICI; KRCA INI; KTTV 

LOUISVILLE, KY.-81.0 
WAVE-TV 

420,500 

A TELEVISION 

ADVERTISING 
DOLLAR WELL SPENT 

Sell YOUR Client's 
PRODUCT AT LESS THAN 

9 per 1,000 TV HOMES 
HMSO TV NOW SERVES 

60,300 TV HOMES 
CBS NBC ABC 

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES 

FORIOE-TV, Ic. 
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Market & Stations -% Penetration 

LUBBOCK, Tex. -80.0 
Edo-TV IANI; KDUB-TV ICI 

LUFKIN, Tex. -68.0 
K ill -TV IN,C,A) 

LYNCHBURG, Vo. -82.0 

MACON, Go.-7S.0 

MADISON. WI1. -90.0 
WKOTVf (Al, WMTVt IM 

MANCHESTER. N.H,-92.0 

TV Hornet 

108,400 

33,800 

128,500 

109.300 

229,100 
185,500 
133,300 

MANKATO, Minn. fff 
K EV( 

MARINETTE. Wis. (See Green Bay) 
MAROUETTE, Mich. -85.0 52,000 

WLUC -TV IC,N,A) 

MASON CITY, )ewe -87.0 150,500 
KGLO-TV ICI 

MAYAGUEZ, P.R. 1 t 
WORA -TV IC,AI 

MEDFORD, Ora. -73.0 43.300 
KBES -TV IA,C,NI 

MEMPHIS, Tenn. -77.0 465.200 
WHBO -TV IAI; WMCT INI; WRFC-Tr' 

MERIDIAN, Miss. -66.0 90,400 
WTOK -TY IA,C,NI 

MESA -PHOENIX, Me-ISO 230,800 
KVAR INI; KTVK IAI; KPHO.TV, KOOL.TV ICI 

MIAMI, Fla. -90.0 569,300 
WCKT INI; WPST.TV (AI; WTV1 (C) 

(Includes 66,800 tourist only sets) 

MIDLAND -ODESSA, Tex, -70,0 85,100 
. .. .I- KOSA.TV ICI 

MILWAUKEE, WIs. -93.0 
'NISN.TV IAI; WITI.TV ICI; WTMI -TV INI; WXIXt 

MINNEAPOUSST. PAUL, Minn. -90.0 730,600 
'i KSTPTV INI; WCCO-TV ICI; WTCN.TV IA/ 

MINOT, N.D. -71.0 '33,600 
'V IA,CI; KNOT-TV IA,NI 

MISSOULA, Menl. -73.0 56,500 
IV IA,CI 

MOBILE, Ala. -79.0 237,900 
WALATV INI; WERG -TV ICI; WEAR -TV IM IPensacolol 

633,100 
(163,800 

MONAHANS, re..-70.0 
KVKM-TV IAI 

MONROE, La.-EL DORADO, Ark. -74.0 
KNOE -TV IA,CI, KTVE IA,NI 

MONTEREY- SALINAS, Calif. (Sea Salinas) 

MONTGOMERY, Ala.-71.0 
WCOV.TVt ICI; WSFA -TV M,AI 

MUNCIE, Ind. -59.0 
WLBC -TVt IA,C,NI 

NASHVILLE, Tenn. -70.0 
WLACTV ICI; WSIK.TV IA); WSM -TV INI 

NEW BRITAIN- HARTFORD, Conn. -94.0 
WTICTV ICI; WNBCT INI: WHCTt 

25,600 

161,200 

150,200 
149,600 

f 20,600 

372,900 

642,900 
1288,900 

NEW HAVEN, Conn. -92.0 952,600 

NEW ORLEANS. La. -84.0 367.600 
WWI -TV (CI 

NEW YORK. N.Y -93 0 5,030,000 
WABC ' . . WNTA.TV; WCBSTV ICI 

WOR -T, '.BC.TV INI 

NORFOLK, Va.- 86.0 299,900 
WAVY (NI; WIAR -TV ICI; WVEC -TV fAl 

NORTH PLATTE, Neb.- 69.0 20,200 
KNOPTV INI 

OAK HILL, W. Va. -78.0 84,000 
WOAY.TV IA,CI 

OAKLAND -SAN FRANCISCO, Calif. -90.0 1,318,000 
. KRON -TV INI) KPIK ICI; KGO -TV IAI 

ODESSA -MIDLAND, Tax. -70.0 85,100 
JSATV ICI; KMID.TV IA,NI 

OKLAHOMA CITY, 0416, -15.0 313.400 
KWTV ICI; WET -TV MI; KOCO.TV IAI IEnldl 

Marken coverage area being re- evaluated. 

t UFO. 

ft Incomplete doto. 

Ttt New statlon.coverage study not completed. 

U.S. Coverage only. 

Includes circulation of satellite for booster). e Does not include Grculotion of satellite. 

1 Mader being held as it has reached 95% penetration. 

Not only does WTVJ outshine the 
other two television stations, but 
it reaches more homes than 
Miami's two newspapers, too! 
13.1% more South Florida homes 
view WTVJ daily than read the 
area's largest newspaper... 147% 
more than the second newspaper. 
And 40.5% more homes watch 
WTVJ daily than the average of the 
other two Miami TV stations. If 
you haven't yet seen Profile Ill, 
check with your PGW Colonel right 
away -it's revealing! 

WTVJ 

Comparative Daily 

Circulation 

W T V 1 363,500* 
Miami Herald 321,500 ** 
Miami News 147,200 ** 
Station "B" 289,900* 
Station "C" 227,900' 

'ART Coverage Study- January I. 1960 . 
..Publisher's Statement -March 31, 7960 

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY 

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD. INC. 
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NIELSEN NOV.'60 

AGAIN* PROVES WRAL -TV'S 

DOMINANCE 
IN THE 

RALEIGH -DURHAM 
SURVEY AREA 

Sunday thru Saturday 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. 

Share of sets in use 

WRAL -TV 49 % 
STATION B 

OTHERS 

40°% 

Sunday thru Saturday 9 p.m. to Midnight 
Share of sets in use 

WRAL -TV 48° 
STATION B 

OTHERS 

42% 

10°% 

*ARB NOVEMBER 1960 ALSO SHOWS 
WRAL -TV'S TOP RATINGS IN THIS MARKET 

Get the full picture from H -R or write 

WRAL -TV 
RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA 

Channel 5 NBC plus ABC Features Local Color 

REPRESENTED BY:,HR Television Inc. 

Market & Stations -96 Penetration TV Homes 

OMAHA, Neb. -97.0 319,800 
KMTV INI; WOW TV ICI, KETV MI 

ORLANDO -DAYTONA, Ne.-76.0 260,500 
WDBO.IV ICI; WLOF TV IAI. WlSII.1V INI 

OTTUMWA, Iowa -84.0 86,100 
KIVO IC,N AI 

PADUCAH, Ky. -79.0 177,700 
WPSD.TV INI 

PANAMA CITY, Fla. -76.0 26,000 
W1HG. TV IA,C,N'. 

PARKERSBURG. W. Va. -44.0 1 19,100 
WTAPt IA,C,NI 

PEORIA, III. -71.0 * *-1175,500 
WEEK TVt Ml; WMRDTVt IC) WTVHt MI 
(WEEK -TV operates WEEO -TV, Lo Salle, 111.1 

PHILADELPHIA, Pa. -91.0 1,947,000 
WCAU TV ICI. WFIL -TV Al I; WRCV-TV INI 

PHOENIX -MESA, Ari.. -85.0 230,800 
KOOK TV Cl I; KPHO -TV; KTVK IAI; KVAR INI 

PINE BLUFF -LITTLE ROCK, Ark. -72.0 252,800 
IA -, o KARK.TV INI; KTHV ICI 

PITTSBURG, Kan.- JOPLIN, Mo. -13.0 133.600 
KOAN -TV 'ANI, NODE Kt/ IA,CI 

PITTSBURGH, Pa. -93.0 1,165,500 
KOKA TV ICI. WIIC INI; WTAE IAI 

PLATTSBURG, N.Y. -14.0 104,200 
WPTZ IA,NI 

POCATELLO -IDAHO FALLS, Idaho -73.0 62,40D 
'.I INI; KID-TV IA,C,NI 

POLAND SPRING, Mo. -92.0 319,100 
WMTW.TV IA,CI IMI. Washington N.I. 

PONCE, P.R. 
.. P TV WNK.TV IC,AI 

PORT ARTHUR -BEAUMONT, Tea. -78.0 146,600 
.. . TAI. KFDM.TV IC,AI 

PORTLAND, Me. -92.0 224,700 
H.TV INI WGAN.TV ICI 

PORTLAND, Ore. -86.0 
KGW.IV INI; KOIN -TV ICI; KPTV IAI; KHTVI 

PRESQUE ISLE, Me. -84.0 
WAGM -TV IA,C,NI 

PROVIDENCE, R,1. 

WAR TV IANI; WPRO -TV ICI 

PUEBLO- COLORADO SPRINGS, CAN. -83.0 
KCSI. TV IN KKT V ICI KRDO.TV IAI 

OUINCY, III. -HANNIBAL, Me. -89.0 
WGEM. TV IANI; KHOA -TV IC,AI 

RALEIGH -DURHAM, N.C. -76.0 
WRAL -TV INI; WTVD IA,CI 

RAPID CITY, S.D. -58.0 
KOTA.TV IA,CI; KRSD TV INI 

IKOTA.TV operates satellite KDUH TV, Hoy Springs, N 
IKRSD-TV operates Satellite KDS1 -TV, Lead, S.D./ 

REDDING, CaIH. -79,0 
KVIP.TV IANI 

RENO, Net. -84.0 
KOLO -TV IA,C,NI 

RICHMOND, Va. -82.0 
WRVA -IV IAI; WTVR ICI; 

WXEXTV IN) (Petersburg, Va.I 

RIVERTON, Wyo. -54.0 
KWRB.TV 1C,N,AI 

ROANOKE, Va. -81.0 
WOW -TV ICI; WSLS.IV IAN, 

ROCHESTER. Minn. -37.0 
KROCIV INI 

ROCHESTER, N.Y -92.0 
WROC.TV A 

ROCKFORD, 111. -91.0 
WEFT TV IA/ - I NI 

ROCK ISLAND, III.- DAVENPORT, Iowa -92.0 
WHBF -TV IA NOC.TV ,Ni 

IA,CI WVIT.IV IA n. 

ROME -UTICA, N.Y. (See Utica) 

ROSWELL, N.M. -80.0 
KSVS S.IV IA,C,NI 

469,500 

19,900 

796,900 

95,500 

171,400 

296,100 

33,800 

71,200 

41,300 

267, 500 

6,600 

250,300 

76,200 

330,500 

200, 500 
. 106,000 

Markers coverage area being re evolaoted. 

t U.H.F. 

tt lncomalete data. 

tft New staroncoveroge study not completed. 

U.S. Coverage only. 

Includes circulation of satellite for boosters. 

Does not include circulation of satellite. 

8 Market being held as it has reached 95% penetration. 

324,400 

49,800 
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Market & Stations -% Penetration TV Homes 

SACRAMENTO- STOCKTON, Calif. -88.O 
KXTV ICI; KCRA TV INI; KOVR IAI; KVUE -TVt 

SAGINAW -BAY CITY -FLINT, Mich. -91.0 
WKNX -TV} IACI WNIM. TV IA NI; W1RT IAI 

ST. JOSEPH, Mo. -90.0 
KFEO TV 'C.AI 

ST. LOUIS, Me. -92.0 
KSD -TV MI; KTVI IAI; KMOX -TV ICI; KPLRTV 

ST. PAUL-MRNEAPOLIS, MInn.-90.0 
WTCN-TV IA), WCCO-TV ICI; KSTP INI; KMSP.TV 

ST. PETERSBURG- TAMPA, FIa. -14.0 
WSUN -TVt (AL WFLA.TV INI; WTVT ICI 

SALINAS- MONTEREY, Calif.-88.0 
KSBW -TV U,C,NI 
(See also San Jose, Calif.I 
!Includes circulation of optional 
satellite, KSBY -TV, Son Luis Obispo.) 

SALISBURY, Md. -68.0 
WBOTVt IA,CI 

SALT LAKE CITY, Utah -81.0 
151 -TV ICI; KCPX IAI; KUTV INI; 
KLOR -TV IProvo, Utah/ 

SAN ANGELO, Tex. -81.0 31,600 
KCTV IA,C NI 

436,000 

408,200 
i 62,400 

110.200 

855,500 

Market 8 Stations -°F Penetration 

STEUBENVILLE, Ohio -88.0 

STOCKTON- SACRAMENTO, Calif. -81.0 
.I , ;,R IAI; KCRA INI; KXTV ICI 

SUPERIOR, Wis.- DULUTH, MInn. -15.0 
WDSM. TV INAI; KDAL.TV ICI 

SWEETWATER, Tex.-82.0 
K PAR -TV ICI 

IV Homes Market 6 Stations -.% Penetration IV Hornet 

336,600 

436,000 

149,300 

47,900 

SYRACUSE, N.Y, -92.0 **460,200 
730,600 WHEN -TV IA,G; WSYR.TV INAI 

IWSYR TV operates satellite WSYE -TV, El go, N.Y.I 

TACOMA -SEATTLE, Wash. -90.0 
KTNT -TV ICI; KTVW; KING -TV INI. 

KOMO -TV (AT KIRO -TV ICI 

339,200 
1216,300 

* *2I5,000 

133,500 

254,600 

SAN ANTONIO, Tex. -12.0 319,000 
KCOR.TV1 KENS.TV ICI; KONO IAI; WOALTV IN/ ft 

SAN DIEGO, Calif. -93.0 
KFMB.TV Ch KFSD -TV INI 

SAN FRANCISCO. OAKLAND, Calif.-90.0 
KGO -TV IAI; KRIX (CL KRON.TV INI; KTVU 

SAN JOSE, CaIR. -14.0 
KNTV IA,C,NI 
(See aka SonnasMonterey, Calif.! 

*289,900 

1,311,000 

249,000 

SAN JUAN, P.R. TT 

WKA() T', 
SAN LUIS OBISPO. Calif (See Salinas Monterey) 

SANTA BARBARA, Calif.-82.0 60,900 
KEY -T IA,C,NI 

SAVANNAH, Ga.-74.0 100,400 
WSAV -TV INI; WTOC -TV ;A,C; 

SCHENECTADY- ALBANY -TROY, N.Y. -93.0 * *421,800 
WRGB INI; W -TEN IU; WAS( Al 

ITEN operates satellite WCDC, Adorns, Moss./ 

SCRANTON -WILKES- BARRE, Pa. -17.0 
WDAUt ICI; WIRE. TV} INI, WNEPTVt (Al 

(Includes CATV Homesl 

SEATTLE- TACOMA, Wash. -90.0 
KING -TV IM; KOMO.TV IAL KTNT.TV (Cl ; 

KTVW; KIRO -TV ICI 

SEDALIA, M-11.0 
KMOS.TV AI 

SHREVEPORT, La.-71,0 
KSLA IA CI, KTBS-TV IA,NI 

SIOUX CRY, kwa -S7.0 
KTIV IA,NI; KVTV IA,CI 

SIOUX FALLS, S.D. -79.0 
KELO -TV IC,AI; KSOO -TV INAI 
IKELO -TV operates boosters KDLO -TV, Flor,- 
and KPLO -TV, Reliance, 5.0.1 

1280,300 

573,000 

27,300 

278,300 

180,700 

'226,300 

SOUTH 1E24D- ELKHART, Ind. -69.0 1148,500 
WNDU.TV1 INI; WSBT. TVt ICI; WSJV.TVt (AI 

SPARTANBURG- 

GREENVILLE, S.C: ASHEVILLE, N.C.-79.0 397,200 
WSPA.TV ICI; WFBC-TV INI; WIOS TV IA/ ; WISE TVt TT 

SPOKANE. Wash.-80.0 271,500 
KHO.TV INI; KREM-TV (Al; KXLYTV ICI 

SPRINGFIELD, 111. -77.0 
WICSt INI 
(Operates satellite WCHU, Champaign, 111.1 

SPRINOFIELD- HOLYOKE, Mass. -87.0 
WHYNTVt (A,CI; WWLPt INI 
(WWLP operates satellite WRLPt Greenfield, Mass.) 

SPRINGFIELD, Me. -81.0 
KITS-TV Ili; KYIV IA,NI 

'572,800 

TALLAHASSEE, Fla.- THOMASVILLE, Ge. -64.0 130,200 

WCTV IC,AI 

TAMPA -ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. -84.0 339,200 
MLA TV INI; WTVT ICI; WSUN.TVI IAI 

TEMPLE -WACO, Tex. -78.0 
KCEN -TV INI; KWTX-TV IA,O 

TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -92.0 
WTHI.TV IA,CI 

TEXARKANA, Tex. -73.0 
KCMC -TV IACI 

THOMASVILLE, Ge.- TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (See Tallahassee) 

TOLEDO, Ohio -93.0 417,100 
WSPD -TV IA,NI; WTOL-TV IC,NI 

TOPEKA, Kan. -81.0 
WIBW-TV IC,A,NI 

TRAVERSE CITY, Mich. -85.0 
WPBN-TV INAI 

TROY -ALBANY -SCHENECTADY, N.Y. -93.0 
WRGB INI; W -TEN ICI; WAST IAI 

IW -TEN operates satellite WCDC, Adorns, Moss. 

TUCSON, Ariz.-86.0 
KGUN -TV IA); 1010.TV ICI; KVOA TV INI 

1216,300 

125,600 

194,500 

88,300 

116,600 

45,500 

."421,810 

TULSA, Okla. -82.0 
KO1V ICI; KVOO.TV INI; KTULTV IAI 

TUPELO, Miss. -60.0 
WTWV INI 

TWIN FALLS, Idaho -77.0 
KIIX.TV IA,C,N 

TYLER, Tex. -73.0 
KLTV IA,C,NI 

UTICA -ROME, N.Y. -94.0 
WKTV IA,C,M 

VALLEY CRY, N.D. -78.0 
KX18 -TV ICI 

(See also Forgo, N.D 

Tex. -78.0 
KWTX -TV IA,CI; KCEN -TV 'if. 

WASHINGTON, D.C. -88.0 
WMAL -TV IAI; WRC.TV INI; WTOP -TV ICI; W1TG 

WASHINGTON-GREENVILLE, N.C.-75.0 
WIIN INI; WP., A 

WATERBURY, Conn. 
WATR.TVt IAI 

WATERLOO -CEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa -90.0 
KCRG -TV IAI; WMT -TV ICI 

WATERTOWN -CARTHAGE, N.Y. (See Carthage) 

WAUSAU. Wis.-87.0 

WESLACO -HARLINGEN, Tex. -74.0 
II . INAI; KGBT.TV IA,CI 

WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. -71.0 
WEAT. TV IAI; WPTV INI 

WHEELING, W. Va.-85.0 
WIRE TV (A,NI 

108,500 

323,600 

45,100 

25,100 

106,000 

147,000 

133,800 

125,600 

871,230 

174,600 

300,100 

118.000 

05,000 

83,400 

238,300 

WICHITA -HUTCHINSON, Kan. -83.0 * *396,000 
KAKE-TV (Al; KARDTV INI; KTVH ICI 

* *1137,900 (KTVC, Ensign, Kan. and KAYS. Hays, Kan. satellites of KAKE TVI 

WILMINGTON, N.C. -72.0 96,600 
WECT IA,N,CI 

WINSTON -SALEM -GREENSBORO, N.C. -86.0 392,900 
WSIS_TV INI WFMY -IV IA,CI 

WORCESTER, Mass. tt 
WWORf INI 

YAKIMA, Wash. -63.0 199,300 
KIMA-TVt IA,C,NI- KNDO -TVt IAI 

IKIMA operates satellites KLEWTV, Lewiston, Ida., 

KBAS,TV1, Ephrata, Wash., KEPRTVT, Pasco, Wash .I 

YORK, Po. -55.0 138,1100 
WSBATVt IAI 

YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio-74.0 1170,100 
WFMITVt; WKBN -TVt ICI; WKST.TV'f Al I 

(Includes CATV Homesl 

YUMA, Ariz.-111.0 
KIVA IC,N,AI 

ZANESVILLE, Ohio-47.0 
WHIZTVt IA,CNI 

Markets coverage area I,,.nq re .evaluate d. 

t U.H.F. 

TT Incomplete data. 

tit New station coverage study not completed. 

* U.S. Coverage only. 

** Includes circulation of satellite (or boosterl. 

*5* Does not include circulation of satellite. 

8 Market being held os it has reached 95% penetration. 

TV MARKETS 

MARCH, 1961 

27,500 

111.400 

I- channel markets 127 
2- channel markets 69 
3- channel markets 54 

4- (or more) - channel markets 17 

Total U.S. Markets 267 
Commercial stations U.S. 8 possessions 528 

ELONGYOUR S .IN, 
MAI' KET 

MIX 
Ar1 

STIR 

UP 

SALES 

BIiY 

WREX -TV 

THE 

HOT 

BUY 

EVERY 

MONTH TELEVISION.INC. 

GET THE FACTS 

FROM OUR 

PERSPIRING REPS 

WICHITA FALLS, Tex. -82.0 
KFDX TV INI; KSYD -TV ICI; KSWO -TV IAI Ilawtonl 

136,800 WREX-TV 
* *1319,400 WILKES- BARRE -SCRANTON, Po. -87.0 1280,300 CHANNEL 1 3 R O C K F O R D 

WIRE -T':t INI; WNEPTVt IAI; WDAU -TVt ICI J. M. eAISCH 
Ilncludes CATV Homes/ 

112,700 WILLISTON, NA.-56.0 18,300 
KUMV-TV IN,AI 
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EDITORIAL 

A NEW CREATIVITY MAY GET A CHANCE AT BAT 

T 
ELEVISION may just possibly be on the verge of the 
biggest spurt of creative energy in its short history. 

The times demand it. What was good enough yester- 
day is not good enough today and will be definitely 
inferior tomorrow. Television faces the prospect of 
freezing at approximately its present levels of business 
volume and audience appeal -unless it recruits the 
best minds in the communications field and gives 
them the opportunity to function. This fact is begin- 
ning to be recognized by those in influential positions. 

As the lead article in this publication reports, the 
seller's market in television has ended. The more 
imaginative sales executives now say that television 
cannot boost its advertising revenue much above pres- 
ent levels unless its sales force creates new ways to 
make television advertising more effective and more 
useful for more advertisers. 

The need for new creativity in television adver- 
tising is accompanied by an equally demanding need 
for new creativity in programming. The broadcasters' 
own spokesman, LeRoy Collins, new president of the 
National Association of Broadcasters, emphatically 
described the latter need in his maiden speech to the 
association's board of directors. Collins pointed to 
"widespread criticism we are getting from respon- 
sible individuals, public officials and a growing va- 
riety of reputable organizations. . . . We can wear 
ourselves out in Washington, and talk ourselves 
hoarse trying to impress the public," lie said. "but 
if we do not make some substantial further progress 
in the improvement of our own product, we will be 
whipped before we start. . . . It is the substance of 
broadcasting, rather than the image of that substance, 
which demands our most earnest and determined 
efforts." 

Collins committed the association and its members 
to a dramatic policy of program improvement. The 
commitment cannot be easily revoked. Collins can- 
not retreat from his position without a show of weak- 
ness that would he fatal to his future, wherever it 
might be. The association cannot reject his observa- 
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tions openly, it cannot shut him up, without making 
him a martyr sacrificed in the worship of mediocrity. 
Some of the NAB's members do not agree that public 
disenchantment is as extensive as Collins sees it, but 
they cannot repudiate him, especially when the new 
government administration with which he must do 
business has asserted a determination to upgrade 
program quality through the thread of government 
control. 

Like it or not, television has become obligated to 
provide a heartier and tastier diet than bread and 
butter shows. It is obligated to an expensive search 
for new programs and new program forms, and the 
obligation is the less comfortable to bear for having 
come at a time when the business side of television 
is being forced to search for new ways to sell and use 
television advertising. The predicament of television 
in 1961 is that it must simultaneously spend more 
for programming and more for selling in the specu- 
lative hope that revenue can be made to rise as fast 
as costs. 

Yet the situation may not be as disagreeable in the 
long run as it may seem at this moment to anyone 
trying to prepare a network or station P & L fore- 
cast. Hard necessities of business are the forces that 
will bring about the creative spurt. Business gains 
must be the inevitable result if the creative process 
is encouraged. As a practical matter, television has 
no choice but to progress. It is indefinitely committed 
to the alternatives of growth or atrophy. 

No communications medium as complex as tele- 
vision can be stabilized. There is no norm, no plateau 
on which it is possible for television to rest comfort- 
ably. If the medium is to survive at all, it must cease- 
lessly forage for new ideas; it must consider change 
the only constant it can count on. 

In these circumstances the creative mind must be- 
come dominant. The play -it -safe accountant may be 
useful, indeed essential, as a counterbalance. He will 
be harmful, perhaps lethal, if at this stage of tele- 
vision evolution he gets the upper hand. 
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